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V-20004 E 11/9/71 H 
V-20010 J 8 /8 /73  H 
- V-20017 P 8 /3 /73  H 
'4-20022 P( 8 /5 /73  H 
V-20025 E) 7 /%4/72  - 
- V-20026  I 9/24 /72  P 
V-20032 0 8/3/73 H 
V-20037 W 8 /8 /73  H 
- V-20036 e e / ~ / 7 3  H 
V-20848 N 8 / 8 / 9 3  - 
V -20948 d 8/15/73 H 
%- V-20852 A $/A5169 - 
V-20055 B 3/tP5/71 H 
V-20060 t( 13/8/73 H 
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~ - 2 t ) d ~ b  A %0/1/74 n 
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V-28835 f5 3P@5/7$ 
V-0693%1 A 
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V-BbB37 1 % / b / 4 4  
V - % B O S $  I: als1/71 
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VEHICLE 8 6 v / I B  , - ,  
V-0816% A I /?/?& . e 
V*98569 A B(0/1$ n 
v - a g a ~  : 8/9/74 R V 4 8 & 6 4  b /  917% - 
v.98~66 A @/9/7a - 
v-3atl)v A 8 /91  7% w 
V988868 A @ w P %  1 
Vc@D56@ A @ w ? %  - 4  
V-ooa70 A w 
v-96671, 0 94 "t"' b / t ~  .I 
V-Cl9470 9 b/fi/70 w 
V-08479 8 /U#/?Q H 
V 4 8 6 7 7  @ # $ 9 / d ~  
veoaaeo (I. 
V*i)bb$b A ,  31: I' v-erraei B.  
v - t a ~ e d  ( CINOBL) ei i o n r r ~ o  I &  
v=W%@@ 8% $/83/?8 m= 
vmQej84 i :  0. 
V*U8487 ex 
v m ~ e a w  (.. 
v-aesev a* 
V*UQ&PO (I- 
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PAGE 4 4 
TEST NO OP-592 - 
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L 1 AS REQUIRED 
I. -;,* Z$I':- . c *  
T f i  PJ+%SE CF 71'15 ;;ST I >  -5 C U U T  A P t 6 W T l C  LEAK TEST ON THE S-IB STAGE 
! 
i- - - - - - -- - 
, r t :  :.:.* - -  . c .  - w - . .  :, -. - $  # . " a -  -,* 
T ~ I S  G~.XECIP.E is r.m.?x#dT z ~ ~ i p l , ~  RP-1 FLEL =/EL WILL BE RAISED TO w OVERFILL 
5 z . x ~  &?cat/. 637 I 'L -ES j  FID Tr! 5-19 STirr-E RD-1 N E L  TFJJ(S WILL BE PRESSURIZED 
TS i l  E ! G .  
i A'%' i-- jV::Z'jZ A i l  ':9J-i;, i?i ?N \:ILL BE C L L U i D  F U  WE ZP-1 LEML 
i. CPEd +:ILL eE C W E G  I!;TO T i  P M  TO CLOSE THE 
"'CS 2.-3. .C,'ES Z S  S:CC7.';ECi W R2-1 SEl.sE L1t:ES. PFTEZ M E  CREW HAS CLEARED 
I,-: ch> -rC 5-12 S T i %  Pt-1 P E L  TFJXS WILL BE PRESSURIZED TO 1 PSIG AND A PRESSURE , 
;PrP-SiF iEiT n :it LE C'I.;jXTEf FClP 15 l<I:..UiES. IF T E  PRESSURE MOP-OFF T E S f  I S  ' 
., GTISFKit';%Y, TbZ TC;YS r!iL BE PPESSURIZED TO 1 0  PSIG A10 ANOTHER PRESSLRE t 
V V - C F F  TEST K:LL EE CU-LXTEt FG2 15 t*IM;TES. UWI4 M R l F l C A T I W  OF A STABILIZED ' 
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L'L FILI.i7&A7- GEiL-:V-. W E 5  :.'IS C E U  PXS C L E X D  fM PAD, M E  5-16 RP-1 FUEL 
- ' r-JS ,.ii; 5E VS5CdSIZTg TC 2: 2S16  Ti.EI4 ItVEDlATELY %?ED TO ZERO PSIG. A CREW 
* i  -L --E'. % 7': T-iE "/;) -5 CG'ZiCT S K  WECKS, OPD: THE PTCS BENTW VALVES AND 
C3:ECT "-i 50SE L I ' f S .  L R E R  M I S  CREW WIS CLEARED THE PAD, A RP-1 LEVEL 
U J j 7  C?EP/;flU. dl-L 2E C'fs2UCTED (LOhER LEVEL TO 6 0 0  INUSS). UPCN CCMPLETION 
GF TI% LFCL &USTted T-E PLD ::ILL eE  OPEN FOR NCRTAL WORK. 
TEST REWIRMWTS: 
t ;a;E 




INTERSTPGE - NON 
OFF CWW SUPPORT - GSE EAS3R1lRI.XI (INS) 










S!;.D. O m  
TrE *-E CF W ~ S  TEST I S  TO CChjtKT A MUJATIC TEST QY ME S-IB STAGE RP-1 * 
FEL TA'J: '(EC V/LC(ES, 
I 
Ti%': TEST X 5255 - -- ' CCSs  h O T  CONTAIN tiA?ARDOUSOPERATIONS. . I . :  
TbIS tSP.KEVAE IS iS eECAtjSE Tt'E 5-10 STAGE RP-1 TAIXS WILL 6E PRESStRIfEO ; 
, T3 : 3 . 5  i : I G .  RP- ARX FILLtCI TO €60 INCH LEVEL. 
AT55 5-:? 3S;rX Kt,'Z- '2 A'L ALL SYSYEt5 RECCI:FlGVTrrD, THE 5-16 STAGE RP-1 FLEL 
T R x 5  a ? L L  i f  PESSbR:ZE5 TO It P 5 : G  #vD A L W  CkECK UYWTED.  TnE FUEL TAN(S 
WiLL TE'. kE '/D-TED TO ZERO S l G  Kt ThE PAD WILL SE CLEARED. THE S I B  STAGE 
Ri'-1 rlE~ TUX5 WILL THE& aE PRESSIRIZED M I L  E I M E R  OR 80fn STAGE FUEL VENTS 
OPD. tn YilIL 19.5 PSIG I S  tIOTE0 OEl Tt!! F E L  TRW MNITOR WGE.  fM FUEL TAMS 
"ILL EE 'm2FIED AT ZERO PS1G BEFGRE TtG PAD IS OPENED. 
.. 
8 .  
TEST REiyJIREMEhTS: 
W E  
, ' I  
-. 
, . -.,. .. . . - . . 




f APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 14' 
nau~ s-10 NEL VENT PNEWATIC TEST i 
I KSC SYSTEMS SAFETY S-1B GR(XE9 WUER :. SECURITY %ICE . . l hS F I E  FIGHTING Ro-1 STRIP OiliRT RECMDERS E D 1  W PTCS LCC I * E A S w V T S  C94S 
, FACILITY KASIAEbENTS DEE-3 1 
RP-1 SURVEILWXE WERAS ECS j i 
COWT CLOCK 




APOLLO,+TUIIN TEST W D  OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET C A G ~  10~2 ' . 
rsrr T!T.C , 1' .C ..a1 *,,*DL" 
1 TO =E ;lt& Ch: M 5-15 S T W  WITH THE LAWW VEHICLE AT PAD B. . " I 
I rr.!S :icfCEL-kE IS  P ' % 5  EtCUSE I T  REQUIRES TEST PEPSCIWL TO WORK'AT b E I W S ,  r&P. HEAW EQJIP1EI.T RD) U&£R SUSPEE;DEO LWDS., 
1 A 55 TQ. *BILE CC.E r IU E BED TO KIM REPUE~T  FI~S TO T ~ E  MDBILE 
L; J L e R  ;EL3 E E L  K. i  TO V.3X M E  FI!\S. THE FINS k' l  U E IMPECTED, . 
FLS&~TCE'ST CLE:CE; 2,; PEPkREC FGR If.STALUTIU4. SGfT 6 E W  COVERS 
, *ILL BI I'.STLIES O. LCX A'S F E L  SliCTIOV LINE BEUCC6 AID RE5 RAGS INSTALLED. ; C317IG.L 5!!ri'SIOsS XI- 91 #+XSUiE3 PRIM TO FIN REMD'IAL. '. I 
C FIg.S a iLL 4E REIOm R I  P E P i E O  U:E AT A T I E .  
TkE &.?: kRN W I U  BE = W E D  FOR ME FIN BEING REWED. WK BOLTS 
W I U  t5E -'ED. F I l i  SdOLl%G ASSWLIES WILL BE ARAQQD. JHE ~~ 
W E  HILL E€ USED. TO TWSFER EACi FIN TO THE WILE LALNOIER'ZERO LEEL 
k'.C TO WIST P E  Pi?GCZfE!.T FI t i  TG THE W ; M E R  PEDESTAL. SPECIAL W I N 6  
E;U;DWJ U I U  BE USES TG M'E F I N  BETWEEN THE VEHICLE AW THE PEDESTAL. 
WX3E!.i F i t 5  h'iU E DLTEO I N  PLACE, *310(a. M. RELWO, W f XiC'dC2;T KCVPLISEcEt. 
1 I 1 <, '..-' ,. , 
A , ' ' " .C I A'- l P  1:FUATE v>CMwt ~ '$&J&~~ 
(. CEY. 2 rT f  REAICN 
2 C S ~ - ~ ~ , : - I * . L ~ L : . . .  ! L  5 ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ Z l i # ~ r  19. C A T E  
'. APOLLO SATURN TEST AN0 CPERITIONS CATALOG ISWEET 21 P & : E 2 : ' 2 -  
' 
............. 1 TCST T I T L E  
.'%TURN 18 FIN REPLACEl.ESC7 AT PAD B * . '4-20065 
i, ,..<.-. -. 
/ i 
' I 
t€4W EvdIPtEhT P E E h S E L  
.. KSC SYSTEM SAFETY . 
CRAM CRCnS. 
. . I 
I 
I7 OTHER APPLICAmLC RCICDEW:E CO:2UE%Ta-:GN 




01s <RF G AUDIO) I 
I 
E S T  MILL eE RU: KlT1i TAPES SIHVLATIPG VEHICLE AN) EK W I Q S S .  TCE PMD 
f i  3 T A  rCG1FICe;TIOFI V:IT (W) IS AVAIWLE TO IITT- FIIURNCT1U.E; KAIMT A 
E%ELl:E T E .  
X I L I T I E S  TO' CGE WITrl tJW. ICt IU& UJD EITtBR CU~7IIJUE TIE TEST W PRqtEED WIM 
\mICLE S$.F.FI!I; RD PEC(CLE. 









, % T R 4  13 WXH VEri1CL.E E L E C T i l l U L  SYSTD-'S TEST 
2. TO VERIFY 1014 O f  TIC WXn MHICLE SWITCH SSLECTORS AN, ASSOCIATE0 I 
GSE. 
1 m 2  ~ y ? i ~ (  V K  Z ~ * ? I ; A L  C O P ~ , , * : . I  SEOC~T:GP. CTCS) A'D MLVNALLY. 
, 4. 7: fE> I FY  WWE5 CX"!?/;;f'li O r  Ff~ZRGRCCJCY StTiCTICYl  SYSTCM (EDS). 
1 
,' -*:- :<K.P"'5* t ' r -  PYs'-  %..* . I  .:."5-P.r 0. 
I 7 7 , C E  Y POEI NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIOMS. 
A. LCL~CCH wrr= EECTP.IUL I ~ ~ S F A C E  I~E:TE - N S-IB, S-IVB AFD IU WILL BE 
' ~ E W I ? ~ A L . Y  fQE5 O. HL It: 1iIGH BAY OF T I E  VAB. 1 17. F u r  I r is-x.cr ..-miwms), m uvtm w r a  S~KES M I L L  aE * h 
. . 
1 E ' c t 7  1 IX:SiAZL & I0 RESISTA'KE T&+RWiTS ill L L  BE 1 m E  AT U\M P I N  OF 
Tf ST&: : 'CPFACE CGfECTCRS TO TI-E VEeICLE SKIt!,. REStSTPSjCE MWUFEW4fS 
n:iL ,437 jt 12cX AT FLfGriT WiTROL CiGLES. FLIGHT CMITROL CABLES WILL BE MATED 
. T"P9'&f+ I I E z Z T & i  S E P M T 1 0 J  SIt?UUI\TtRS WI'T-DUT BRW(MIT BOXES AT M S-1B/S-1% : 
Ir'TEPFKE, W 3  %TED UIPECTLY AT TICI 5 - I M f I U  ft4TERFACE. .( . 
%rx , 
Irl  P M T  11 CnCL?OGE OGWS), FUSES WILL eE INSTALLED I N  B W W T  B&KES TO WICH 
TdE It.Ti?.ST&E W L E S  APE C(ii8ECTED. VEHICLE POWER WILL MU$ BE APPLIQ AM7 
W;ThGE 'E%LPZ%',75 X l L L  E I4@E AT SELECTED WINK AT THE BRW(UJT BOXES. 
"?.XW-l.ICALLY U Z  ELECTRIC4LLY FATED FOR A U  R E M I N I E G  PARTS OF THIS TEST. 
B. LF!J“-U '!E~~cLE SSIITCP SELECTOR TEST - A ~WLIAL IX'TERFACE EST WIU BE RUN TO 
VERIPI  TnE ItXEDFACE EETdEEii WE I U  SWITCH SELECTOR PANEL AFD THE LAtJ4M MHICLE 
~ j i f ~ o i  SELECTORS. MIS TEST PILL MRIR TI!E STAGE SELECT SIGNALS PSD t~~ ag'sq. 
It4 Ml1Ci-l EACH SI.IITU.1 SELECTOR WILL  BE 
0 W. MALNI.(tTIatS WILL BE 
GROUD P M R  
S-1x3 STAGE POhIER 
I U  PWER 
' R W  llOA C W T E R S  
, F A C I L I W  ECS (GAS) 
L V  LCS (GAS) 
' .  WW 
ikk TAPE RECORDIMG 
BACK-UP BATTERIES 
DEE-6' I 
( 7  OTHER l P P L l C I Q C E  REFERENCE DOC*LLSTCTIOI , 
1 
I# ITCU CONTINUATION 
, ( 5 )  TEST DESCRIPTIO!J <CO\'TIt%ED) 
C. W C t I  M H I C L E  PCk.Zii W'SFEP TEST - THE TEST h'ILL SE 234 I '% 'TrO PAqTS, 2 5  F!?ST 
PART USING PLLJGS-IH C~lVF:C2XA-IGY AX? THC SECII'P O X T  1Sl'G PL.C5%x'7 CP\rIi;tk;'T:*3 , 
I N  PART I, P L X S - I N  COIFIGWTiOE!, THE W:IC.( \54:CLE S T X Z S  :;ILL %'I ;"<%FZ?.SE? 1 
TO INTEFUW. ~ v T R  SY b 5 1 i G  /L': 4 U T W T I C  PRKRSFI. A-R \E.?IcI 2iTI Q'I CF P~YFJSAL 
OPERATIOEI, A U  STAGES \:ILL 3Z TWXSFERRED M C <  T? EXTEF'X pi?\=? L'SI.16 EE?GZ4CY 
WIJER TRANSFER. 
I N  PART 11, PLUGS-OLT UT;FIG'..TI@!, T i  WG- \Z+;.ilCiZ :<!Li $5 TRVSFEX?=? TO 
II4TERFIAL POWER, SI$7JLTPIE01015LY SY M W L  CC?.?CL. Tf 5-X-ZS M' LL '.ERIFY 'G=Y.V 
OPEWTIM4 Al5 T&WSFER €4;S TO EXTEQPi4L 1'2!#'!_"S&LY. F f  LAS:C-! '.E-I;L 
WILL M E N  BE TM' ISFERED SIPJLTRZCUSLY TO l'."XA PC%= \':A T I  TCS. &Ti 
VCRIFICATIOI: OF S W A L  OPE2ATIQ4, ALL  STAGES t.: LL .F -"'V.\SFiC?S SAC): TO E X T E X W  
P a E R  UTIL IZ iL IG  5-15 C'XSFF. F I t A L L Y  A POlrEP FA'SE? 7 2  !*\m%kL P3.5; X.2 GCI: 
TO EXTERIiAL P M R  BY Xi ALT'SU'ATIC P R O C M  li': L L  EZ =CIITS.  i 
D. EMERGENCY KTfCTIh* :  SVS;F-'( ( 3 5 )  TEST - T i 1 5  E S -  h : U  \2!E&&T 7.: T'E?GS:cY 
bETECTICN SYSTEM W I T L . ; ' d  X GL+LI-I \Ed lCLE h i? T-5 E i i Z J Y I O ' .  CF 7% V3;L AS RF 
ABORT REOUEST CIRCUI 7.Y. ! 
I 
E. PULSE STRCT;' ILR CALI-OITiM;  TZST ' ME CALIS1''lT: F "f P - S E  C'?ZTCkZ9 C:QC-,:Tj 1 
M I L L  BE PERFOFXD TO I l 5 & 5  T%i WE RWGE S E T Y  CY%C RECEIlECS 2C RE S-i3, 
PSJD S-IVB WILL ACCEPT M FOLLWIKG C@VV\JDS: A'.3 EG!'E CL-Or=, J5C&-ZLLZ3' 
DISPERSION, N.D n i E  s : r ~ ~ t t  C ~ W D  TOR TI <.-I  PA V.LY. 
* I r. ENIM)ANT m a  s u r p L y  EST - PDE~IACY OF i~ .zxri;.z ma SJPPLIZI HILL BE VERIFIED I N  THIS TEST. 

I. . 
5 1 I 







c.: 2-::-?. - 
-- 
. ... ,,-. -*.. 1 I 
: V-,!CiZ - 
% .. , .~ 
- -7 
AS-T36 A'G 9-75 
: cz -  - . * 7  - - 5  
-- 
I 
* ? W  
I S  C C P I C 4 T  DEQ. I R L Y f h T S  . 1 
TO \EPlW N/P@STAL LATEPA STIFRiESS COF1STPMS AM) D£TEWI:E I 
Te ?PW& mSqBa (IF M FIRST BEIJDItG b0DE. LW E O  <W) 1 
C;F '7 R E C W 1 , U  t I
T.: ECm j 
..-- 
d C i - L  
<SC 'L' SAF7-Y 




I"Dr7^JXlS CIPEPATI US: FI  W CAVEiS  @r'E%iEAD CW'E 
j 
($1 W X  AT rEICii7 
(5; E L  JZC9 TESiff. 
T e  7 5 T  n:iF E ?FZcu'T2 1': 3 5  'iMI WfM IFE S/V FiJLLY ASSWED U S I K  THE 8P-30 
CY-' o:71 5T'Z TCEP.. #WZG&*: kRUS WILL BE PRELQPOED. WI KESS WORS WILL BE 
E C L F 3 .  M E S S  X ! T S  PAY BE LEFl INSTALLED IN TIE INIERSTAtES. S-tW TIIMSL COVERS 
d I t L  'GT EE l*'(STFLL?D. .., 
5. TEST DESCRIPTION (COMINJED) i 
P4& I.Cp;.E US TIE ' l tHiCLE AT T!L ED-30 STUB TCXJER. M RILL .WE APPLIED SHALL BE I 
I'L'Z't3.TUf i!*'SE35F'D -3' 0 TO A PAYIMLP.1, PSP) THEtI DECREASEC TO 0 AT THE S M  
ifL?ENE:C;&i. PAX F W  TJC CU.PtrTE CYCLES It4 EACH DIRECTIOEI. 
.p,-r. r c-- - S-IB 60C06050 S-IVB 1886721 - . -- ,rriiCTiO?: dl LL EE 'E&L?ED BY E L E C T R O - M E ~ I U U .  ATIDfOR OPTICAL ETHa)S .  (NOTE) . , 
C R S I U ,  EFLECTICPL ' W m T T S  WILL BE CONSIDERED VALID O M R  E W I C A L  MASUREENIS. 
7-Z 2,-L FC1.E WILL BE Sfi;rriIED BY A W;lWUhIC CILIMER UlTH A W L E  TRANSMITTING THE I 
RL F S P E  TCJ T'?Z 'EdIUE. 
< 
T+ Lr>.'.IC TEjT SL;iLL i?E E = L W E D  BY MbNALLY PUSHIIX; EE Vtl-I:CLE IN THE P l T M  
F U  .E -? F 3EFZCTIX: ZPLI735 OF 5 1:cCHES TO DETERYIIE TtE W;LW FREQUENCY OF T1"E 
-.--- ;=, -., 
rt - ,  -, ,L G fCX SF TrE 'E*:CE;PEDESTAL CWiiIU4TIG'I. POTWSPHlC RECWDIK WILL 
.,.-- P- 
i 
h- .r -+ A'P-IWC A'L FEGLhJICI. THE DYWIC TEST WILL BE REPEATED 2 T I E S .  










LSE POWER UP 
SllZlUTOPS LOCATED OI! LUT ZERO W L .  
S I V U  W.IGI'&TlI(C 1:4 PRORLwTTS LOGfC AK SlMILZTED AT tM PTCR PETWORW 
Si%UTC)P CS FIRIIX; ?.00U! CEXETROL PNELS. RECEfPT OF THESE SIGNALS IS CONFIRED 
AT E M  C3.TROL PafLS. 
. . 
KSC OPERATIONS 
APOLLO4ATURM TEST AMD OPERATIONS CATALOG WELT I P A C ~  LOF -?.-.- 
' ' . ' 7  ,t T O T  ? * I L L  
'. . :' 1 1.5 V S S V  * V I . S I  V-20105 l ' i  . 
r % m a r  I8  IS ~ ~ ~ I C A L  SYSTEM5 TEST I C.CSCTIVITV AS-206 &D SWS 
t r i u r  o.rrsrrv?o . . 
. , .. 
i To' MRI& P&ER OPERATICN A'D ISOVITlCl4 OF Trf REDOSIANT LSE 1 : I , I -  ' B r u c n a t S Y s m .  
i I ~ ( t t ~  ~ C Z T  -: GSEI OOES nor CONTAIN ~ A Z A R D O ~ S  oPERAr,oNs. I 
re L W ~  WICLE WILL BE ERECTED (ri TN ! ~ I L E  LAUJO~ER wIri ALL 
UBIL ICSL  CliP5tlER PLATES ATTACEO. SERVICE M, SNf tT  CABLE MASTS AED 
S I B  PxPaLk'fl PksTs WILL BE 1.1 A SMD COtDI llO.1 TO PRNDJT POSS lBLE 
W I L I ~ A L  E.ECTI?X; F!ETpxnal. M TEST WILL BE COMXICTED BOTH IN 
T& '4- t y 3  AT T 4  PAD WITH ALL PkSfS E1EI'L PERCCWED It4 TiE VAB &'a AT 
iM PAD. S W E  H:4 COIJTROL M I T N S  Ori FItB 3 AW 7 WILL BE OF'ERATED. 
III PLRlS 1 - V TO WMDE EfD-TO-DB VERIFICATION OF THE lW E C U W M  
ISE RETPACTIW SYSTDa. 
C 
C [ql~k 1 u ..- P 1P3ATE 
S 1 / 1 5 / 7 5  ;;OPD;$JeE? 1 ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ , $ p  
E E T E  :CS TEST. REDUCE FRw 8 TO 5 P M i b .  ..- 
A 19/12/2 Pc'FtFm'4ALLPfS.TS I ' i V A 3 b f i T P A D .  I I % % w ~ . ~ , ~ / ~ x ~ ~ ~  I,$(! 
,4. *CV  . O ~ T C  : RLASOM I ~ n t t e r t r  ~ p p e v e ~  1 K.. AP...~I 
I C S - - . I C I S I  A P P I 3 Y I L  I D  0 4 C A * l Z A l t O ~  I s  OATL 
I S/J. D. WZ.5 5-6571 - SEPT 24, 1971 , , ' ,a ..,A.',C A.P.0d.L I 1  OaCA*12ATIO* 11 APPROVAL DATC 
I ' S I W K  BWR.1 LV-DG SEPT 27, 1971 .u SO." ., ,,a. ,I..,? , I 
... ,.--.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
& P O L L O  ~ A ~ u R N  TEST *no wcr*tto*s C l T r ~ o c  [sncn a i P I G ~ L ; = ~  ' 
1 T F S T T I T L E  ( I  ..i 7.1. --reZN 
. . ' I  
a 
: :,I 
, ?  ' - ' *.-- -. ' 
S A W  I B  LSE E L E C I R ~ C i 4 V X U I L  9- TEST : I 
AS-225 A .  SUGS 
8. LOS . - I ~L  1,. COUCUICN n.ec .on.- ;.t.o* - vb. EST -.ST 
I RD 28100 LSE BACK-UP EAllERIES . SERVICE A!W FIRING POWER S Y S m  
RCA 110A COrPUTERS 
FACILIW C(X*I. COIS) 
DEE-6 
5-18 ESE POWER 
LSE P M R  i 
r , ' I  
.??r... 1.- 
! 
17 OT-ER L D O L I ~ A B L E  EIEFEUL*<C DOiJYL.T.-.ls J 
- . .I - i -  




- -- -- 
&POLL< : \ T ~ l f i S  TFST rt.7 V r C \ A - I O N \  C I T 4 L O G  I Y M L E I  : r ,  ? 2 
. . .  > -  \". a . .  
.+%p?-O!. -- .. 
- -- -- --- ---- 
. "... . . . %.I - 
is-201 A'a S K 5  
. . - 1  
(SEE ITS+ 18) S * S  --- 
75 'i;,?:M CCPPATElLTN X 3  W%? WEW*TIU* OF ALL WJ,CY VEHICLE &W GSE SYSTES 
ljL.Y:'G k Iaf'AL WO'ATlC F!P!!G SE",US<CE FLIGHT SEQUJJCE UIM UMBILICAL EJECTIW 
KO C 5 T J ; C E  %'."I W D  %CAT UZLE W T  RETRACTIOT:. DDAS TAPE RECORDING RCA l IOA CaY?KERS 
S-IVB STAX W R  LV W-G ECS 
IUWWER LV ECS (GAS) 
i BACKUP B A ~ E R I E S  L O W .  CC1Wk3J CAZPIER 
. ! CWMWMV CLOCK (mscs srsrm 6 IU) 
OAT EQUIPMGVT LCC TM EC5WI t i t  
LCC P! STX:IK < W : I 3 2  
ILI RF S T S I B ;  
CIF REAL TIME SUPPORT 
r"AZG2JJS OPEPAT LCr 5 : F 
F3 25004 
8.  SERVICE WG A'D S P ' S  Q.ET%IZD. 
- - 
1.1.1.4, 1.1.1.4.1, 1.5.1 T1P.J 1.5.2, I.&.:, 1.9.1.1, 
51SCA8SCT. Sf. 6'3 WILL :ljT EE RETRACTED. EXCEPT FOR PLUCS OVT OAT CWFIGURATICN, 2-0.1.I, 2-.0.1.6, S.O.lC%L), 7.0.1, 7.0.2 
TrE LcSC ;"!E-(ICI-E W i i l .  EE ELECSTRIC4LLY PC0 EMt,'ilU\LLY SEPFRAED FROM THE GSE AFTER 3.7.1.1.1, 3.7.1.1.2.1, 3.7.i.1.2.2, 3.7.1.1.2.3, LIFTOFF 75 fi.qV&Tc F L I M  Ca3!Ti%S I% CLOSELY A5 POSSIBLE. ME FLIGHT W J T E R  3.7.1.2.2.4, 3.7.1.1.2.5, 3.7.1.1.3, 3.7.1.1.4 WILL P X G 3 4  TrE W?*C-I 'Erl.ICLE T?RRK;H Mi A8BREVlATED FLIGHT SEQUENCE T H R W  TIME 
f% 5. TrE TEST X1LL EE TG7RItS;IED AFiER RANGE SAFETY UY.(r#D W T I W  HAVE BEEN 
GlL5'2 TO T%E PapaERED STAGES. 




$ 8  





.'f PAGE - 0 i : L  
TO 'EPIFY SL7ISFhtTS? U'EiLTi@J A'D LW: T I O m l E S S  OF M S-IB 
DELTA P ~ ; I R I t G  SYSTE'? GY. 
i'Z23'5 r / j S I S T  rX PEPSVIEL kq9PXiIC AT M I G M S .  
THIS TEST I S  PEPJCPSD It; t < I t E  PARTS: : 
PLWS 1, 2. 3 .  5 6 6 LTLL EE PEICFORHED N f q E  VAB. 
P 2 T S  4, 5, 7, 2 c 5 KILL EE PEPFCQW AT PNI 
1. W-1 DELTA P SYSTEM CLER:LI?ESS - A CO:iTPI4IIEkTlCFJ PCiALYSIS I S  P E R F O W  TO 
E?:Ff T-E P 9 T I C 3 S  COlXX US KJISNRE LEVEL METS ME REQUIREPENTS OF 
KSC-C-123. LE'EL I I .  
2. fE PJFS.1 PiESS'PE SWlTM ACTUATIOI - A F U J C T I W  VERIFICATION I S  PER- 
O J  TtE PiZSS 'SE  SWITCH. 
3. r-E F L C k l R . 4 X M P l F I t n T I U l  - 'WEPROPERROWRATE I S  VERIFIED IN T k R P - 1  
8-ML SE:Gl!X;, HIW PRESSURE LI tC ,  
4. W-1 DELTA P S Y S W  W. KZ) N I C T I U W  TEST - A LW: MECK I S  PERFORMED 
C)rl T* LI:ES R 9  SOLEQIDS. I 
tOJFf W T l C X : :  I . PP-I PTCS TPAk5WtERS DISCOFEBCTED FROM SYSTEM; 
2 ,  PP-I S D l S I t l G L I t E S  COI.IIECTEDTOPTCS TRR.1SWCER 
W Y ,  W-9, UD S/A 1A. 
3. S-IB VEHICLE ERECTED. 
. -- - 3 - -  
6 2 E V  I DATE 1 R E A S O N  
7 CS.I(.AL'OC L P P F O I L L  8 O D C I Y I I A T I O M  1 %  D A T E  I 
SATURN IB LOX 6 RP-l DELTA P S E N E  L I E S  :'-23107 
. ,.*..?. -. Q W I F I C A T I W N T  ' I z-x:-&\>-$. G j 1  
13 LOCIIION - r  :our.rrr osa' . ~ ~ s - : r  < I -  C" - - -t.- ',.& 
-
ML-l/VAB/PAD , N/A ,"+ t-CcS I 
I& SUPP0.T " E E r l R L Y t Z T S  ' 
-
t 
BOEING, P N E W T l C S  (6000 PSI  GN? END M TOWER SUPPLY) ! 
BOEINC, SWING ARYS <S/A-1A ONLY) 
BEING, PTCS 6 PRWEUAM PCIIFR 
i 
EENDIX, CONTAYINATIOFi ANALYSIS 
FACILIlY W J J I C k T I W  (015) 
CCSD, LUT FOTWMUCS i 
CCSD, S T K E  I 
FEC, MEASdE'm7s 
ITEM 5 CWTINUED 
FOR PRESSURIZING LOX DELTA P LIKES. 
i 
5. SET-UP FOR LOX DELTA P S M S E  LINES PRESSURIWTICF; - A P R W R E  IS 0LTLI:ED ED 
6 .  LOX DELTA 2 SYSTEM CLEAb':LlN:SS - A UY4TACIINATICN XSLYSIS  I S  PE2Fc%'E3 T2 
M R I P ,  THE PARTICLE COUI' SO K)ISNRE LEML YEETS X-E E,?:'G'IEPI;S OF 
KSC-C-123, LS'EL I I .  
I 7, LOX DELTA P SYSTEM L W (  TEST - A LEAK TEST I S  PERFOF;?Zl i3l LC?( ELTA P LI'CS. 
8. RP-1 HIGH 6 I.,OLI PRESS S E S E  LIfE WRGES FbR R?-l L0Xlb.G - %WE %.-I. S E S C  
LINES WIM HE, i 
I 
9. PDST TEST RP-1 L W I I C  SEh"E LINE TEST - TEST F W  GW I?. +:ti PSSLE SESE ' 
LIIYS, PERFORM PRESSURE DEWY TEST. I 
TEST REQUIREMENTS 
t40M: 
I KSC OPERATIONS *POLLO'SATUIU( 1 EST MD OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
LI. 11ru a .C T I l T  *UU..I 
V-20108 
C...CT1VlT" VAB KiSfLE WKMR 1 UCL'p30 FUEL LEM OcEarS &-206 AND SUBS 
TCST i b r C : T r v ~ s  
Tf 'Vi;RIFY W L I M  WITH &EM ZEQUIRBENTS Mk ,'X4ICE ARM h\D F I L L  M WRTIQJS 
GF T I  LM( AM) R U  CRP-I C W )  FIU,MSTPIS, 'MUE wJr SYSTP15, NO W tEAT 
ETe2t3. 
APOLLO $+TURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 23 
1. T&ST T l T L C  
S TCST ZSUI.CTICI C:*IPWC.T ST&T, l  Z:VP#GUaAT %N 
THIS TEST 33ES ;Z OCEI hCT CONTAlN HAZAROWS OPERATIONS. I I .  
VMIQE LEAK CNWS WILL NOT eE PERF-. PRESSU~I*ION WILL BE DObE USING MLIW 
RD OiZ. LflX ElTECTIUi HILL BE ACC013)LIUfD USING EM tMCK SOUlTIU4, USDN PND W S  
SPECTRCW3Ea. PEEST WILL BE PEP.FOR%ED. PER MIS PROCEUUPX. 
, I 
S-I'.% f.FZItE SfM BOHLE 'NT L I t E  ATQ PUP Se4L BLEED L IE  W I U  BE D I S C W C T E D  
40 &%ED M K:-(ICLE RD FACIL I lY  Gii2 M;T 5YSTW INTERFACES. VEHICLE GI2 MM 
LIIE 'WILL EE DlSCUtECTED FPT? TiQ S-IVB #ID BLIWD U n W Z D ,  M A M N W l  VALVE 
IF6TAUED AT LVT DISCOIECT. %ID VALES WILL BE CLOSED PN) DEBRIS VALIM W I L L  
CLSED OR L I I E S  WPED. 
w MCKS WILL BE PER- PS 'FOLUMS: TFr 5 - i ~  LOX PN, RP-1 FILL AN) DRAIN LIKS . 
WCY, W M S T  M 4 F F  V W S  TO D€ 'IMICLE F I L L  dtiD DRAIN VALMS WILL BE P R € % ~ I ~  
uITn .YLI'& t ~ W . 1  klD 042 [RP-1) USIFZ; S-IB ST&€ PRESSWIE. PRESSURIZE LOD( AM) LH2 F I L L  
L115S ACROSS S - I W  K T  SE2VtCE AW4 CS/A 6) USlk "K" BOTTLES AN) OIEQ: fOR ISKS; 
PESS'3IZE VEHICLE GHZ VECT L I r E  ACROSS S-1% FMblCJID SERVICE ARM CS/A 7) AN) DOIM TO 
W CISM8SCT USI% 700 PSIG E L I W  SUPPLY O f C K  MR LEAKS; AF5) PRESSURIZE START 
MTJiE WIT L l f E  W 3  f W P  S E W  BLEED L I E  USlNt sFE 'X" BOTfLES PN) CHECK FOR PRESSWE. 
DECAY. PRESS'alZE WZ mT MW'GW MTJT & CHECK. UrON CWLETllb MCS, EAOi S Y S m .  
K I L L  EE VENTED RD P E T W E 2  TO STPC(DSY CU4FIr&7ZATI~~. E S T  RETJIRE!ENTS: I 
. . 
I 
7 I .  1 2 . >.LC C?Ei;lTlO>iS 1 P.;E -., OF,- 
CPC,;; :;c:.,; :i;l ~\ - ' . j  O?ipAilD::S CATALOG SHEET I ..: '(..- U"Y*C* I  
. . . . . .  
' &, , . - %  
' .-- 
.-, .u:r:. _ 
*- - . - . .- j;,; -,.- . ; ; -- ,. , - ! -7- .; ,-: j' ~, , ;q.:. .*- ~d:L.*:.:..i: ., C..LZl , * r r  i .  
-,,; :., 7.:: r i . ;  . .'<-:;G &'L? s JSS . . . . .  
_ . -  
, .I . ,- . - .< '  
, , , ....... , - , : ; .C :  ,:; tj. -:L,fi .;.L.. i-.;.:: I .  ...+ 1i.l-L) 7,) . .. ..,. ' .:.. 
- .*., -r.. TO ?Q, 
, -:,;,.- : p; T;;.,?: :..r 1 ;, , !srr ,  *;;..:.:-: ?J: -.''.--- ! I -  
. > - :! ,.: :.- - *  - 
8 zi; "-" ",' '- -.' ' "'" " ". . ,,, ;,L,, ,(.~?j,? 1 ~ i . i  I.P.:. 3 :+.E~~ :', GF lZGiSFLR, 
_ *. A ..,. - .  . ..- . . . .  
F?.:1L:7 ?; <on'> : Ij.,..,,i. ." . I -  . .: . ......>.. < ;- ;:, ,. .. 
I F;,~:L:-Y p:;*. <:IS) 
! I SS.?(- ; L:.-+.'C hL:,r:.z: S.L,-h-: 
..'"'. ' 
. 8 
7k.Z 7E77 . : 55>  . 2;;. '.;: Cr&:reri MA-AROOUS GPERA715HS. 
- .  : I 
.... 
. . I . . .  
I .  , . ,. , 
c. . r.:: -:,::.,.;. CikX!l R iwc,::,r;n: 
. , ' -  f -  
-. -.. .-,..- . . .  
..-.4.-..> 
I-. .,.. . . . -  
. . . . . .  ! 17- .,,.J., ;.- ,: :+, -: . . .  
. . 
., , , .; . 
- 
.., . : .;:..-, f;:< rr.l:;p>;,l +i .TT) 7~ p)$ 1.c I!: &-CG?>i;(CE b l lT l !  .. 
. ': . a -  - . r.1 5 3 ; .  Ttf p?>CiTFI CVi1116 OF 1% 
. . . .  
:T 1::. ;?p- . 7.2 mt74.p~;'5:: I!.(; $7trS C.TZTI?I: OF II!IS . . .   : . . < . . .  
. . 
. .,- -..>: .,.i p.'-..:i.z f ~ t ~ : , l ; ~ l f : i  ::: ;:.,:,:>Z.:.T: FOR ntc 
,::-* -i2+j;:p l : . S i d - ' . z ? , i : ~ .  - 
! ,r,F .,: c‘:c2;,- ;.-< -:%: .I, 77.". : 5 .,:I i:+ ,+.i?;?~rl t;.~ :rs v:::< ;L' K:!hS kl l  ill i I..-- --.. . 
...... - --..--3 
. . ,,- v,. .f - ,  ?A?. 
I 
, . . . . . .  - - . - . .  . . .+ ,,- ,.. : ~ i , . ~ ~ * ' _ ~ b ~ , ~ : ~ ~ ! i ~ ~ ! 1 ( . L F T ~ i j ~ j ~ ~ : : . ~ i i ' l T k t f i 6 S  
, -  - ,  .< :. : .- "-';:.::-:. - i  . 
' . 
: .I . .;:. :, ;..; . ... 1 
i - . . i 
' 8  
,-. i .  
-. -: &-.L,---- 
c, - 
,,,. . ti- 




. . . .  
... 
. . 
~ ~ c e  L o r  2 P A G E - ~ ~ - O F &  
..... 
. r. asc ~ a r  wu-oan 
I. U C  I C S I  I)-..(. V-20110 
. . . . . . . . . .  v-20110 . L C*CECt.II?. 
. . . . . .  , ar.acT,r,Tr 
. .  i 'AS206 X\;D S v S j  
1. C ~ W V T L ~  PIOC. 1~0cNTtnc .T  ON *I. C.7. T C I I  7 Yli 
NIA 22 KXRS 
- - ," 
16 SUPPOIT IEQUIILUXNTS . . 
..e CGECTiST ,LF T<:S PTrZZ':?E IS TO PRESEXT OPEPATIOIS ?E:r?CiIRUJ TO ACHIEVE TI€ . . KSC PAD SMEW , .  . FACiLITY C(m-EilCATilW (OIS), . . . - 
FC~I?GT;SV_E:  IjP?Zii#E~MELWtKHVMICLE  FOR^^^.. " ' . .  a . SECLR~IY POLICE . . 
. . SEARCH LIGHTS 
I S/Y fF3i .l ?Z 13 T-E 'GZ, 2) PZTRktTION OF M E  MOBILE SWVICE STRU&'MS)- .. FIRE FIGHTIN; ' WU\TNR FmECAST 
, m34 TkE L*JT/JZi:CLE, 3) W 3 Q E  LALNCH VEHICLE FOP. E b W V R Y  STAY,II.4 ME VAB. 4.' r E D I W  
I . U C  IEJWRING CLVO) ' ' .  
i LCC ).EPSrnlt& CINS~ ' 3  . . .  GSE HE&uRItG CLVO) 
( -LI- :g... CTILI i:j .*:I- I T b y A  : ~ L ~ I : > ~ A . . O *  i ,I ' 6SE EASCRING (INS) 
- w C S  MOT C0,MIAlH UAXAROOUS OPERATIONS. I S T E - 5  - ' - -  SERVICE STRUCTURE MURING SPACE MHIClE ECS . ., 
. . ' FIClUTY N < O W  . , , . . . , .  i : ..  .: '$ . - f-: A. II?AXEp IiIrh P?~SS','PZ tffWNL1CS C CRAWLER ORPJ\TIq . . * .  . . ... . . 
. - * .  :&. 5 , , ;,>, . <,-*. -, J .  ,, L2-i,.4+: ,.7 0; 5?ZTFf?4 S E T p X l l ~ : ~ C  EXTE!SIUI . .--. -- : k "  i, . .  I . .  i 5' g.,-q, .;L-. : 
. . . . .  
a$ . , . --. c* .::ci. 21:s YXI/ii35 , . . . ,  
D. ,.*,T AT MICrc;S . . 
. . 
I E. EiEC7.l rAL SipRJ< n : m s  
b ;  - 
. 7 .  ". 
' 
3% u3.y ~ : C L E  C X R ~  P P . ~ E D . R E  FIX WRY OF M sv TO IRE VAB IS IN ' 
. . 
ACCL.F;2ZE n': 7'. 7 - L  IITt%XL VJIGCLIlES OF 'kt. DL0 W i S R D  PW1. THIS PROCEME . ! . 
yiz::;; ',F P;E-:D:ZE? C n c l T I c l s  A'D OPEPATIKG STEPS. THE P R E - ~ ~ F E R  
t'lL!T;YC '.Et"icf. GF 7:IIS PPCCEWRE PROJIDES A GfCK LfS i  OF PRE-M)M coFp) ITIa  
R f  >Z'J;IPE"Z.'TS F.W T% U*M V€?iICLE A'D GSE. 
. . . .  
~ ~ 9 5  I (;F t r r ~  ~ s 3 . 7 1 1 ~  ~ T E P S  STN.TS WITH P R E P w I a s  FOR M TRAISFER PJD aos wrln 
'~sj( lcz  W i 5 F E R  TO TtQ VAB. :. . 
. . 
. . . .  . , I  . 
.' I 
p2,- CF T ~ I  ---- . r r f ~ .  .?,, .& STE?S STARTS WITH ARRI'/W OF WiQ1 MHlCLE AT THE vAB' . . . .  .... , 
ZO Et5 'dli:? 7.6  W+'LEiIU4 OF SECURING OPEFATIUS KC! Cf3:ECTION OF ECS. 
. , 
. . 
Z S T  XES'-'I ? ~ . ~ ' . T j  . . 
. . . . . . .  .. , . 
, * 8 P %a€ 
. . 
, . 
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' I APOLLO SATURN TEST A N 0  OPERATLOWS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 1 P~GE-?-cF-~- 
' ~.hrsrr~rrc  :a ...i TCII t.ar.c. 
. . , I 
1 - KSC OPERATIONS ' 
A=CLLO.'UTURN TEST AND OPERATIOUS CATALOG SHEET PACE LOP 9 
I 
1 ,  YL: .?  - L C  1,. sac rcar hdu~em 
8 > 
KSC %=En I M S  m O R D F T E I / o P m t O R  . L .. a 
01s 




c:f - - A- PEiSOIEL HtR)(Itt AT EIGHTS ' ,  
8. ;!EAT A 7 C S P . S  - 98, >.- ' 
> ?tr, (C<. - ---, , :rrp~~#:~i& ,-* 
S-re. ~ 3 . - ~ n  AID van L r t r s  WILL BE PRESSURIZED UP TO M M n r u  INTERFACE. 
mssaImIa; HILL BE WIE USIN; CN mm 'wl B O ~  N-D PWW S ~ I E S .  LW( " 
P E S f ' - E  DECAY CfSU'JATIU:. M HL SYSTEMS WILL BE 7 ~ 9 ~ 4 ~ ~ 3  T,E5 i!.E:FKES TO GRWD FAtILlTY INT?RFAC€S. q &.d'x +: ;P- 
, ,m S&-; 
S-iB LOX F:iD P.P-1 FILL LICES WlLL BE PRESSURIZED  US^ @l.mm &! 
FVa 5-!I? STAGE TWKS UP TO THE LOX DEBRIS VALVE AND RP-1 NAST CUTOFF VALVE. LEAK 
CETECTIGH SILL BE PERFOMD WITH LEAK CHECK SOLUTION WID W S  SPECTROETER b%.'y'  ,! 
LW: OlECm WILL BE PERF[I1ESD AS FOLLM: 
. S I V B  LH2 IEAT EXWANER VENT L I M  . .:,dB 
' S-IB LOX FILL LINE ?+- 
S-I8 RP-1 FILL  L I M  
:%d. 
DETECTJ, W 5  WILL BE REPAIRED FUa ll€N REMTED PER THIS m. :- 1 S-IVB LH2 SKID A19 S/A 6 LW? f LOX FILL L I E S  
ML U(2 YRWSFER LINES 
S-IVB LfR SKID VALVE SEATS 
S/A 7 W VEHICLE MNT L I E  
S-IV TUQIM ST4RT BOTTLE 6 PUMP SEhL SLE3  LINES 
lRON CWLETICN OF M LW< CHECKS, ALL SYSTPlS WILL  BE W4ED AW WIGURED TO 
STAMBY COMICLRAT~CN. 
S-1's TLMItE STkRT eQnLE ATD R19 S W  BLEED MIJT L l K S  WILL NOT 8E M C l E D  
TO ~ r f  =ICE, T* s-~ve w mn LIE WILL  IN CIEMCTED TO TH WICLE WITH 
TE  'E!T VALE CLO5ED. S-IVB SKID VALMS &a TIQ FILL G WAIN VALVES WILL BE CLOSED 
1;3 T i  DE2RIS VALYES OWI. ' ' , l w  , , 'I, I -! ? 
C "  ill 
Trf s-!z L a  F l u  c wI4 VALE WILL BE cLos.~& &R P~ESS~~~~UTION, ~ ~ " i i u c  
O E 3 . i S  ':LL'tE W I L L  EE CLOSED. M S-IB RP-1 FILL C DRAIN V A L E  WILL BE OPEN AID VE TEST RE0UIRU"EMS --- 
RP-I I'CST CUTQF VALM CLOSED. cr 7$&,", "/jh.cP{$, 5~5: 
6 a€?: ' C A - €  ! RE4lON I Cmnet -  Anrw.1 I KSC 4 ~ - l  
, 55r.,c, . - 5 -  .C..hS,aL a C*CIA"IIA1lC* 9. DATE 
S/J. 0. %2S I 5-8771 1 SEPT. 16, 1971. . 
IC .&:a IIC- & ? D F ; , A .  11. O R G L ~ I Z A T I O L  12 APDLIO+AL c ~ l e  
. .  . . . . . . . . .  W 
. ". 
\* , . . fv 
. . AFOLLO~SATY~Y *ST AND OPL14TIONS CATALOG ISMEET 21 f E 1 
. 
- t. T ~ T  mu a .st *,a- -...,*re 
' B V-ZU113 
. 
. . . SAW I8 SPECIAL INRIGHT LLWNING TEST 8 ,  *.a=:-, .. 
1 &-?lo I 
L . - -  I 
. - 
'* ""cav% 1.4. couu-cn =*or. nac~r~mcrrror  ,-, A:- -Ls- .a"= i I U .  lAfS : 1CWVS 1 
.' I& WPCOII RSOPIR+*CITS . 1 
.. GROUND PWR. DQAS TAPE ~ t f f~ l i k i  
S-SB STAGE PWER RCA llOA CWgLXEN 




FLIgtT BATTERIES :i;?C!!?E GIGIER I 





....... " LSE- 
. .. 
L c c  m w  1 > . ; ,,,
. . . - .  .:a* 
-.. 








I?. O m  L W L K I I L E  SCCCUCWCC OOCtj8ChT1T.TIJN 1 
i / I is ~ ~ ! i l 1  VEHIU k l u  EECTED a THE ~8iu UWWR i!i THE' IUU. ALi nrpa- 1:. j : I ' I . +.. 
. r:;L J,E PiVA3?CWV Ml ELECTRICALLY MATED. THE UliRCH VC*ICLE WILL BE PREP- : . ~r.rrolco*rrnu*~~o~ i 
. . . . . . . .  I . . . + FLIt*T CWVI;CR UYfLL PRtGiUH THE UW4CH V E H I C L E ~ ~ ~ A A I ~ A B B R E V ~ A ~ E O  ki&f - 'I CC"' C ..' . . 4 ~ ~ J r b ~  TkPaUBf BAK 1. THE EST WILL Bf T E R M W E  AFTER SIMUUKD ... . . . .  I ttW7:4!ts5 STWKE lPlD THE LAUVQI V M l U E  WILL 85 WMRfD W 0V DCS Am, mE. . . . . .  .. 
+ 
' 1  UC OPERAT4OWS 
, MOUO.S*NRW TEST bJ4D OPERATIONS UT+G MEET ' . r r c c w ~  ' .  . E 
a rse rrsr ~ u u ~ r n  I X U T  T I T U  V-20 114 
S r U W ;  l i  W!C! MHlCL€ PROPEWIT SIMILATU) LW1W . si c.wrenvtw 
. - 1 +%%XI7 PT% SiRS 
TCS* a m ~ c C T ~ v U  
TO WIFY m;\T nE: PROPEU'CT SYSTEM W I L L  PROPERLY TtlE -TIC f.QWXWe 
C(D CFUlN OF A MTLRN 18 V311CI.E. 
i 3 ; .  I T E  W X H  VMIUE WILL BE LOCATED ON WE PM AM, ELECTRICALLY MTB,. 







ACOLLO'SAWRN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 1: ! D ~ C S ~ O F ~  1 
PTQ 
LSE FfMR UP 
' RD-26031 ' ' 
17 OTMR APPLICMLE REFERENCE C O C C ~ ~ ~ T A I ~ O W  I I 
IS. 8TIY COYTlNUATiON 
-.- -- 
, , 
.. - . . .. 
,.. . . 
I ,  ,, I ' L.. . _ 'I 8 .  - .  . i -., _.. .. . I _  . I' I .  . , 
I - .  8 .. , ' ' ' . .  , , . , i l  8 ,  8 ' .  . , ._... . I . ' ,  ' I '  . . . .! 
K K  OPERATIONS 
,' APOLLO'SATURN TEST AWD OPERATIONS CATALOG M E T  P*GC LOF 3. 
. .-. i 
I. Twl ~ I T L C  a rsc ? UT WYDCI  
V-20116 
SAW$ XB wiD( WICLE W23PELWc L W I f f i  &Q 8 SZ.SCTIVITT , I  
Fa - lEST  '?j AS-206 MU) 516s 
4 TEST O ~ J C Z T I V C I  # . 
1. T 0 D E M S T P h T E l W T I f E P i I J Y ; O F M  SEQ!XNCES t D Q S W  10- 
(3MtGc.-;1c P *\xs Amm TIQ IAlUai VMIW. . ;. 
2. TO Mn06F'A= T I E  R(CSIII. OF UIIWJTERIZED &T PH) MCKOUT ' 
-I(EQJ1RED TO PEP= ME WCCH MfRCLE FOR W%H. 
3. TO -STPATE A e I U W  TO SkFE AN) DR4IlJ lH? M \'E!iICLE. 
I TLlI  SSIC.LIDTsO(l C 5 0  N1.7 V T b * J I  fS l l tUU .AT lO l  
7MlS.7Efl pA WES CGES NO7 CON7AlN MAZAROOUS OPERAtIOYL a 
1." ' . .' , . 
E S T  (REPA7:CXS IVE Ca.isI#PD FOR TMZ FOUQ.IIffi R i 3 C 6 . '  ', . . 
? .  
1. PP-IWLLBELamm ' .  - .> 2. - .&; :
2. RCpELLCK TAra Am 616 STORktE S&S WILL BE PRESSmIIED ' : S. .. . . ... I 
. , 
. 
3. tUZMW-5 E?.WRCtmClkL CODITIONS PAY BE . - .  
4. CRYCiGziIC LIquI35 WiLL BE L m x D  
5. E Q . ' I M  M%VE;TS WILL SE W I R E D  
I 
2.  PAR^ 2 WILL cow ~W:S&OR I~~STALIATIC~. LOX c m2 s& PREPS, nss 
tck~ TO P= sm,  PRC#UANT TMING CUWIER m T w  PREPS, INDUSTRIAL WATER 
WSSM PPEPS, ECECTIllCCL SOPPORT PREPS, VEHICLE CLOSEOUT ATlD OTHER S Y S W  
E P S  FZ-IRU) TO SIMlUTE A 1-8 WX3i DAY LAWW VEHIEE CONFIWRATIUU. 
ALL I= :ZIT CUPATIBLE WISH QWOGUJIC PWELLAIt'T LQ4DINt W I U  BE W E D .  
Tm.5 *ILL %E IX) SPtSECoAFi IEITERFACES, NO ORCIlANCE 1:STALLATION EXCEPT IMRT 
F'?C?CLtCtr'F DISmSIU: LEVICES A*lO ti0 S/A PPESWRJZATIffl. 
CCiXXDPS3 '2: P K E  2, SEtTlOIl 18). 
--- 
*=,T =29_iZ:'=.-S: <SEE P ~ . ; - E  3) 
. - f $ d . d / ~ F  
A 
" 'P .' 0 
- .  
N 
r 
APOLLO SATURN TEST AND W E P A T 1 0 1 S  CATALOG ($MEET O : i a z ~ 2 2 .  -?- . i 
I ~ E S T  ITLE .* .li -GI1 *CY*-I 1 V-25116 
~jAluRN I0 uuai VDIICW 'PROPEUIJITT UW)It4G AN) A U  ' a =-.-rc-.. ,. I 
a SYSTEFs TEST AS205 Xi3 5-E5 
' 4  CDC.TIDN :1. S C I C J ~ ~ -  ."O: '&>l \? '< lE .T lO. l  : LS.  7LS- l WC I 
LC-398 i  SEEPAGE^ & WYS 




S - I a  .STAGE WWER 1lOA Wm I 
I U  STAGE FWER CPI W-G ECS 
ElX W G E  SAElY CCF 
KSC PA0 SAFFPI CIF SEARCHLIGHTS + I 
SECURITY POLICE 
FIRE FIGHTITG DDAS 
E D 1  C9L 
PROPEUANTSDCP(klER T'? 
. . 
1 PTCs (ALL SYSEIS) I 
4 
0 O T W O  APDLIC'BLL QLFLRCNCE E>E.UEb14TICY ? 
I# I I C Y  COhTlNUATIQN 
TEST DESCRIPTION CaOMINLED FROM PAGE 1, SECTION 5) 
3. P m  3 c t w ~ n  PAP m- m n m ,  -r -I%, spEctK i 
~ W O ~ ~ J I C  TESTS I ~ D  TE TERMINAL COW SEQUE-XE. FXW 1-6 ~OLM PWXW 1 
INTERRLPTION OF THE TERMIXAL COUNT . S E M C E  AT T I M  m2 S-15 E&:E IG4ITIO4, : 
' THIS PROCUXRE WILL RESP(BLE THE COpXOh% De\n\SlR&TI(T; TEST PRXEWR~^ , V-:JljO, ! 
PS CLOSELY PRACTICAL. nOnEVER M I S  PROCEXE WILL N;? :?JtLLZ-= Q-SCL I 
OPERATIONS, S/A 9 OPERATIONS, R E I O N  OF PRIECZ.9Y W m  AT \ T T I ( r :  SF: 
PROPULANT LOADING, SERVICE WLE DELWE PLRE m v m T I a & ,  ti0Lhzch.i 
ARM PRESSWZATION, AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSfEM PiWULA'J W I N G ,  €&I= 
i 
i 
SERVICE PLATRlRM LCkJWNG, REK)VAL OF S/A W I E R  LKKS, S!A TIP PRESSLRIZ&TIS<, i 
ORONITE ABCARD THE S-IS STAGE, SPAtECRAFT.INlEWX!3, S-IB P X A T  W'SE?. i 
JACKET P ~ L L  AND film E A ~  INSTALLATION. i 
4. APPENDICES WILL INntOE SAFINC PROCEOWES; LOX 0 Lfn XU':; C J V I k L C Y  
i 
PROCEWRES CPRWEDURES TO ESTAGLISH SAFE C'2DITICES FCR ?= ACCESS MIX 





APOLLO.YTURN TEST AND OPERAI\ONS CATALOG tU(EET U C * ~ E & C F ~  
1 
]a .S<?&ST \.WLO 1 
TO Y ~ F I  CWATIEILIT+ /..a P+ OPDW~OI w AU. ~ I C L E  J~D GSE sys~pts 
0-P.I:Jt F1RI t6  A?D R l H  SE@Et4CES, WITH SIWUTLD WILIW PLUG WEtTICFl W9 
SIM,"&TD LIFIQF.  W W l i L  8 E  'RC) FLIGW SEWEWES, TIE FIRST WILL ERIFY 
. i 
f I.TI!S WE 2 I:HIBIT. re  =CUD UILL ~ I F Y  ~ W E R  OPEWITIONS OF m ma. L ~ I C L E  
, ; 
. . 
G R a m  PWER 
5-18 STAGE 
S-IVB STAGE PWER 
IU P O ' R  
U C  DATA O I S P ~ Y  
b%XUP 8AmTES 
OAT E p u l r n  
LCC .*IEASURI?G (LVO) 
GSE EASURIW (LVO) 
mAs 
MAS TAPE RECWti'I:St 
HQBILE SERVIO STn- *-*I& 
RCA llOA W U T E R S  





LCC TM STATIOI; c.W;Im 
LCC TM REcoFDIlXI 
I , mi= v r u  e~ UCTRICALLY PIO MUWJICALLY *TED ON M ML, LO~ATED 1 AT PC0 B. TIE IEST WIU hr CCMWED lid TMC PC-AD. ALL APPLICABLE !SYSTEMS OF T)(E L W a  WICLE, CSE WILL bE PREPAPED A'D CflOITZOg FQI PREPARATIWS 
C W i V l E  W I U  eE AOiiiMD. RE U T U ~ A T I C  EQEWE NU WUIATE STIWLI  TO WE GSE I\ WJ;H C W l f T  A'&) SIMJUm! U w .  UEgtLlCAt HOLODGbhl ARW R E W E ,  AW 
SEWICE ;j,3 W-IUi WILL L SSwEQ,J)-L. I E  ES& I?i P&T 1: -PRIOR lb START OF 
m t ; U  a347 SE@.=JE; Trh OOP 22a D , I s f a Y  OOMRItfR 
WILL Z FAiLEir WlTH SUKTCffID! TO ALTEEATr FIRIN6 RaOn WlFIED;  A F W  JUP WILL' 
8: I:~ITIATED 11( M w ammt; us amwinc a~cwm W~LL BE MRIFIED. ALSO ne . 
I l ~ K L M M O R l D R W U I U e E ~ a r r .  
WRI f f i  RECYCLE TO PARf 11, WE GRMM) ~ T E M ~  WIU BE -. INPART 11; ! 
mat Emu m wms.rm, ~ m ~ m =  ~ ~ s s r a  nu IE m. 
W E  SAFETY CCMWQS WILL BE SENT TO OPO: TKE RSCR MTP(. . ' I  1 
ITEM 14 - C W U T E R  PROC. ICENTIFICATIO4 CCahT'D) 
-
FT47,FT49,GEOl, GT16, IAAR, IAFC, IALL, I=, IARS, I&%, IATC,IATS,LAF2,LAOl,~J, 
UN,NT98,tZ99,WU,OAJl,U\lC,WS ! 
I I YtLL 2E P&F- WITi Ti CAX I S  FLIGIT W& AtCl W I L L  BE EFM1:iA;ED AT TIYE I 
I T M  5 - TEST CESCRIPTION (COiTIrJXD) 
TEST REOUI REEhTS : 
(LV) l'M-011-001-2H 1.5.1 thru 1.5.2 
7.0.1, 7.0.2, , 
11/3/74 W%E S F C  P ~ I ~ ~ Z S  . . . S/J.D. -25 +/F. BRYAN 
SN. D. OLD5 5-8171, BAlC FEB. 2, 19?2 9 
ta n a w s  AW~LOTIL II.ONH.INI~~ IZ.~PPPWALO*TL 
S / S !  a;CY/Yi LV-E?C 2/14/72 
I 
r e  S%." ..I...... A .  
. d .  
-- - -- - - - -  
I -.-_, - - --- - -  - - --- - 
; 1 -.+- . - 
' I 
i .  - , 
I 
0 ' i 4% 
4 ! 
t 
. > ' !  . ' . :  
! K K  OPERATIOMS 0 
ILPOUO'VTURN TESI *Y3 OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET PAGE LOF ? ! 
I 7-7 T.7t.C n .I- .=ST W~--II  
d U  - - V-20118 
. S C , ~ ;  10 COSILE. wcs SLS I~ISTALLATIOIJ , c. .cC1,vllr 
! AS-206 SUBS 
. TEST **&LC-TIVLL 
70 7EPL)tE RlSES W M  5- 3C! PJrAfR RATED FUSES It: TtCL CRITlGU FOBILE W W R  
9tZZ ELECTRICAt t(EM23: 315.3iZS70R,&.0 V l S W  INSPECT RP'Ait4ItG RISES. 
I :' 
s TEST :cxn'CTtO" CO,~.uL.* #-.I.* ::.l.5.*.?4>9 
i THIS TEST 5 GCES ~ i :  c c ~ r  h-7 CONTAIN HAZARDOU~ O P E R A T I ~ N S  , , ' 
=- nm-4U-qh . S7ECIFIED KtSES 114 CIRCJITS T E S 1 0 L C E D  AS CRITICAL TO W C d  HILL BE WYWED 
W 3  REPLACED W M  S W . 5  'F r I G f ?  P1,TED NSCS TO PRNEIiT LI:YS B W  - - 
PZ?,lTI!G FK?' 'JIG'ATIUS tZ.!.:riC l!E ?ERIC0 FRO4 IG11ITlOt: 7-4 LIFTOFF. I 
ST= #10 SYSTEV CCIMCZf YIU. SE RESPU6161r FaR TrE MSIGiSTfUi  OF CIRCUIT 
. w. AU Ef4%1NIlX; FEES 1% 5fQ )LYWRK DISTRIWTOF5 WILL BE VISUALLY OlEWED 
F3R W'AGE RLD SE-E !?ISTU?lUJ. "' 
:'I 
s f  a u ; 2 
. . 







P. k &iP  OPMTE 
IEASOM : Ccl.me.a Apero.ol I KSC Ape,-I . 
I CZr:ObCT?II APPYDVLL S O 5 b l l Z A 1 1 0 h  ? (  1 6 - C  1 5- 8771 
I C  W S A - K Y -  A W I S V A L  I- !I* 1 I G & # # + Z A T l O N  ! , a  ~PPISVAL DATE 4 
.. . 
' . &POLL0 SLIURU T E S T  AND 7 2 E x ~ T l o N I  CATALOC ISnEET i: -2 :. ,.r' . 
I TEST TIILL .. . ...- *.-ab% .- I knrYI I S  W I L E  WiEU Sib INSTALLATIOI . \'-2G118 -- - , r  . - .  
I! -.- 




. . . .  K: W !.:,&?lCh4S 
&.. ..; :A:,;: Ti:: Crt;chTiGHs CATALOG WEET 
, COJ ; m a  i l  ;?Cs 
OAT EQ~JI?;.~:;; LEE-3 3 R.'.E: 
: I>TC 
-. - - - ! LCC Y&L'RI!.G CLt'!J; G;E CC:.~.,; 3q.k: i! ~ . f  ~ y f >  
CCC DATA DISPLAY a >:: 2sr;: , - 
I 
i i 8701 tL52 F7: FT4S Gila 12;.  f ' i  W S  FT3? F FT4i Ilril 1 - 3  i l i 5  '.::&!4~, EAlC F1-0- FT27 F.TW . . L E D  I L P n  ! .T5$,  
, i ... , ,- '<:.A r.;:.2~c, : i : pi: L;.A.< i:c'cTy j.cr:.;;c,s :a ,-Ib x: s- Iv3  %ILL BE i I s. TEST :~r;cnr?;!c. (i::..-:..ii:s> 
,:*-+, ;- .! . ,  ,, ., .. -.a<.. 1 1 : .  1 
. . . . . . . . . . .  TEST REQUIREt-WITS 
I I 
r / i LV TM-OI1-WI-2I l . I . l . * ,  I.iii.?,. ih.:.:, !.*.I.:, Lj;I i+.J Z.j.2.2 
. I 2.3.1.l,.~.G.l.?, 2.3.!.5, 2.3.L.L. :.1,?.4.:, :.F.:., . . Z.Z.1.5, A.!3.1.6, 7.?.:, ? . 2 . : ,  . 
---.----.-. * -.-. --- 
7921GD1 ti.5.4.2.3.2, C.j .? . l .5 ,  2:5.5.2.Z.:.:, ;.:.5.:.2.j.: 
. i ' . .  I - . . . .  . - .  0.3.4.3.1 
. 'A, 8 
. . 
. . . .  ' ! 3 1BS67Zi . &. rr.
- .;,-A i 
. . . . . . . . .  ... . .  ,.;. . '. ' ' " ' -. 
. . .  . . .  . - .,-' o , S I B  GOC062FO Fa f 
. . - . . . . . .  ..:. : 
. . * _  . . 
----- - 
I .  
. ,.: . . . . .  ,.,. ..... uk ;: . I : :  . , . .  ,- . . .  
----. 
, .- :s-: ' 2 t ~ : Z . l  Clrrrnrtor A e r e n l  i ISC Ampro..l I 
.. :.>:-;.,::a*... . . ..'.A. r .  ,* Y :.I, 
. . , i .  . a . . .  ,., . .  ., , ' 1  
, . .  
-. . 
-. -- 
5 -  ,771, .$.'. . . X i  ! -'z, ,'./ 72 
--- 
. . .  




.......... - .  ..C r>*,. 2 .  
. . 
' .  . 8 
: 8 - 
a . '  + - . , # .  ;. 
', . 
I '  
4 .  
. . . . .  , . 
- - 8  8 8 ,  
1 
I I KX:  OPERATIONS IWFLO/$ATUIW TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG WEET I - rut LWL 
I 50 'li;C:FT,YJI;TAIH LV F l R l l t  CREW PRaFICIDiCI. 
1 ( T Y S  rES7 6 DOES DOE5 MOT CONTA~WMAZARDOUS OPERATIONS, I .  
I 1 
. b REV. I DATE 1 REASOY I Cmnevr A,"... 1 I USC A m e 1 * I  
74=:a-T~ 8 O P G A ~ I Z ~ T I D M  B DATE 
r 1 5- 5 77/ &d/$ m 7 ~  




1 7'5' TIT" (, .,C -*.-*,-el. 
V-FOlr6 
k CCOUICTDOWN SIMJLATICN , , ,+ -.: ..-.. 
I SlMRArCR 
. ill .Ot.T JW CCVOa-IC ..EC r . .OClWltSL?IOY ,. ,.. .Is- - 
Tii5 Ti37 m:L sl-uTE I:I w Lcc THE TEMrrSl. wznm OF rrQ Lv tou rn .  
T& K C  N ; C T I U S  E L L  BE M I S Y I W L Y  SIMAATE9 BY VSE OF THE LV SlWLAfOR. 
. . 
. . 
U L Y  THE Ltt F K i L I T i E S  C;L' REQUIRED. a, LV, A f 3  PP9 SYSTPIS ARE N3T REQUIRED. 
ms-930 COEPUTER (601 AN) 604) 
LCC-RCA 1tOA CWVTER 
LAB-RCA l l 0 A  c m  . I I COlR4l CLOCK 
, C W  CLOCK DISPLAYS 
, DDAS 
I 1 '  
I . . i 
I 
3': O T * E 9  A D P ~ I C A B L C  I)ErIPCwCE D O C u U C U T b T 1 0 ~  I i 
i 
a I - t u  f o t . r ~ h u ~ - ~ U ~  
.. . . i 
14. C M E R  P R O k  IDENTIFICATIUU 
BE02 EADS -42 I U  OAT0 
I 
BE03 FE50 FT43 ; IN . a s 5  I 
BTOl FTBl F145 IAOX 2-W 
CElO . FT03 FT47 IAPS 
CTBl ROS R 4 9  1 &- 
1 
CTB2 IT06  FT55 1ASL 
CTB7 m 0  GEOI IATt  
CTC3 FT20 GT16 iATS 
CIC4 FT23 IAW . LkPk' 
j 
CTC 5 RT31 lAEO L74 
R 3 7  IAFC CALB ' f I - IALL Okls 1 
S A T W  S-IB RP-1 L w l %  
TRtS TEST 7g:CgE: G5E5 CONfAlM t iAZAROOUSOPERATfON5. 
u.:LWx 1 '2.3LM cY-:+'E,E %'EL Vh'EXl EG. 1 
k i  ' ,T .4 tC~ i.'5 AC'i'E 5:E SYSTEMS 1:NOL'ED I I i  RP-I LOA31NG M 6 T  BE IN 
,C;I':'.G iCt.F!GJPATiCB: KC s311ESS. 
xi $",I SM~IFIUTIU:  MI-L YWIE WT ALL P S S O C I A ~ D  S Y S F E  AND ORGAN 
A E  F&V< TO S L W C T  T& W5%2TIC?J. 
7% 5-2 e STKX Pj'EL TKX 5 3  LL 8E LWEi, TO SISTEtST WIM STAGE 




(5-10) &CC:60:0 1 










. i KK OPERATIONS I 
I RJ CIS WIFICATIU: KILL BE P X E  F A T  ALL ASSOCIATED SYSTEMS W i I Z 4 T I M  S E  $S? TG SLP?027 T).E OsERkT13;. 
I 7 s  %Tz:7S* SEi-E':CE I S  ?rSE3 13 !?5UPZ A SUFFlClEi l  QUA?*VTY OF RP-; TO PERFORM it; XCLPATE LEE- &JVST MIXI::; '1. 
Trf L M L  SEQVi3iCE IS USE0 TO GRAVITY CRAlN THE 5-18 STME M I L  100% . 
* 
FLICT; PASS I S  I14DICAED 0 4  S-I0 RP-1 TAI#I& 'XWUER PHI. 
* .  . .  . 
N 7  TrCk'!PBE'I;S: 
CS-:5>. 60~06050 3.3.0.1 
C.l - 
APOLLG SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOGlYl@T 2; . a 1 . a ; t L - ? , 2 -  1 1 
I TEST TlTL6 .s .s. -..- *-%.I!- 
I 
I 
I A " ,  PD 26231 ' S-1% ST&€ KkSt KSC PW) SAFETY ' Ii?W SEClRITY POLICE DEE-3 
FIRE FIGHTINC DrS ~iXOPEUA\%> 
00% TAPE RECORDING 
DDiS RCA-11OA 
FEE MASUREMEMS ' a 1, I . 
FACILIlY COW. (01s) ' I 
ow 
SR'ElLWCE m R W  
i 
I 1CX OPERATIOIIS 1 2  *PCLLWSATURN TEST M D  OPERATLONS CATALOG SHEET PACE O P  -
, T G Y  Tar-z 
y.T&:i s-18 RP-1 DRAIN m T I q  ' . . ..*CCT,VIT.l 
M-206 AND SUBS 
ppsSuRE W k I I i  fP-1 FRW M S-18 STAGE. 
'I 
S T L I I  :TIC. PTIOW C';UI.ICbT I'.TUI C:.C~CI)1*710* 
THIS TE.1 OOES C DOES NOT COM7AiN UAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
PAZA035 IItKL'E FFkV'AELC 7.a ?ADLINC. . . 
. . 
k;. W I C L E  R.r3 =I\E GSE S Y S W  INVOLVED It1 RP-1 DRAIN PllST BE I N  DRAIN 
COPIQ.MT1CX.I AVO REL3I:ESS. 9 
fii OIS w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u :  HILL EE Y/C?E MT AU. PSMCIAT~D S Y S ~  ~9 CACANI~ATIOFSS 
ME PELZIV TO SLRPCXT TfrO WER4TIQi. 
Trf 5-10 P?-I SPA?!; SEQf,C;(I: WILL 9E PEP.FOMED FOR B'ERGSXIES &D SPECIAL TESTS 
Y .  7Yt tf&!!; SEQIJEiCE WILL SE A PRESSLIPE DRAIN USITX; FLIMS PRESSURE I N  M 
Fdl  iirrz AUDAl:Ci TIE Rfi TO W N  BLO: TO M S T O W  T11XI. .. , 
. . 
W I * c  R-E ST= D?.AIX THE TRBtSFa L* WILL E EMTIED OF RESIDLDIL RP-1. * 
. - .. 
' . d, :. b 
. ~ ~ O L L O ~ S A T U K H  TEST AND OPEYATIO*S CATALOG (SHEET :I ' ; = - ; n l : z - L  . ' I 
. ;.*..I TITLE - .  : .>. -,:. -4.. a s *  
, .  . 
" 
, v-:oi:9 
c " l i -  . -. ; . SAW S-18 RP-1 IN OPERATIONS- . . 4. &iJk s&j , 
.' . 
. I I .  L O C L ~ S O *  '1. C O Y D i V C l l  ?.Ci ' \ 1 C N ? I C a C * -  2, i) :*- - C I -  - Y L  
- 
i 
. LC-39 PAD B 1 BE02,BTOl 7 3  :r 
I&, syPPOnT R C ~ J I P E U E ~ ~ S  DsE-j ib 
. . RD 26232 
DTS <mau\Nn) :' KSC PAD SAFETY 
SECURIV POLICE 
F ~ R E  FIGHTING 
M]PS TAPE RECOADllXi " :' !! r 
OOAS RCA-11 OA $.r $.?. 
FbE MEAS-GS 
FACILIlY -6. (01s) 
SURVEILLANCE 
GROUM, POWER 
S-IB STAGE P M R  
W W  
. - ., -- 





GY W-G ECS 
SEARWLI @ITS 
2. 2 2 T E U . -  TGXS i;D tF2 S X R 4 G E  5 M 3 E S  WILL BE~PRESSURIZED. SfV PROCEDURE 40400 ETR u) 25000 
3. r;ZLixiS i'N!23lf'.'FL C-CI.31TfCX:S YAY eE E?:C@STERED. 
L, CXYW.XE.!t LTmJif'S r ! t L  ZE LCriiE3. 
5 .  t.IZ3'<w E35:F"cI'F UV;S_".E'*TS %ILL BE REWIRED. 1 6 ,  --5 F.!?' TDZn r l I U  ItCr.7ESS W.T) T E  HATCH WILL 8E CLOSED. 7. L:'E W.%SLE i i l  LL 55 :'STALLED 1$SD COMCTED. 
1 i. EJGI'E I ~ ~ I ' T I O ;  MLL CC~LR. 
5.  TO PREPARE THE LAW VMILCE FQR L A W  
6 .  TO LWNM ME SPACE VMI CLE 
TrE I;J*Dr VCllUE . G T  EE ff: T N  P& WITH ALL PREREwISltE TESTS CWLFTED. 
E I S T k G T l W  1. VOLUvlE I WILL I m . V M T M A M )  FACILI ! 
AM) CWECTION, DfGlTAL W E  SAFETY TS AND SERVICE t 
ARM PRESSURIZATIW. 
2. VOLUME 11  WILL IHCLVDE FLIGdT MTTERY INSTAL!ATION, ACES5 LIT 
REWVAL, LWNCH VEHICLE F I W  CLOSECUT OPERATIOTS, PSS ?fi,'.Sm WEi:fILVb, 
CRYOGENIC PRWELUYT LQBDINi, AN, ME TE&'lX,WL CClf.T SE&Z';Cr. A3?E'CIXS 1 
WILL INCLUDE PRDCtDURES, %?@.IN OPERATIONS, CCT%TI'm,W PRKE2+?2S . 
AND RECYCLE OPERATIW. 
THE R A T I W  FOR THE PRESCRIBED ACTION. 
D 
.,. 
-- .. -- :. - -2.-2 ?>..,; fi-, - :: .,:. 4 4 ,, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-:- 
a n .  
. . . . i,... 
. . . . .  
IF A W J i l W .  W ' O ! E i ~ l l ~ l  TEST I S  PERFOWED, TIQ SEQUEM OF CPEUTIahib Y I U  
kE 1.' S M  AS PE UUEn CO(MTM;WN WITH M FOLLCWlNt MAJGR UCEPTICNS: . 
UVO! ' t id lCLE ?kTTERICS WILL !X)T 6 E  It6TALLED; PROPELLPNT DISPEi(S1ON 
XTrLL".33H;, PP.If'/.CrYL, rC'LKJUC4 M 4  ORlALLliQ AliD SOLID P - U a  U S  
Gt;LPSTT*;c I!.iTIiTORS Y:LL NCT IX CCNZGED; ThE FLIDlT C m  WILL NOT 1N;MSS 
V2 SPKECPAR; A!& TtE T3.Y;fiW CCUf f  S E W X E  WILL BE ItIEIUWTED AT 
TIuZ FW 5-13 EG;t*E IQ.ITION. FOR UWNO1 WlNTCCW M TEiCU,INLL C W 4 l  
HILL PZSULT I?i LWKH W TTIE SPACE VEHICLE. OPERATIOIS TO YCLRE GROIM) . 
. 
. . .  
. . 
. - 
' i . - ' . - .  ; ' . . . . .  
. . 
. * 6 .  . ' .  . . . . . . .  . . .  . , 
. . . . . .  $-* ~.:~,:b:i,..A.4,::, <.: !<i. ,. : : a %:., .-:,: - 1  : 
-( .%,.,!;;iy: t;<s ,<..; . c- ,;.1 -. . . .  
. V d ( ' .  
. ,  . . . 
. . .  - .  
........ 4 +.' IAmLLoIuww ISST U P  OPERATtONI CATALOG SHEET [CONTlNUA7lON SHEEll 1 - 0  ] ' / 
CLV).: . ~~ll-bi-~rl  ' 1.1.1.3 1.4.1.2 3.0.1 
l.l.I.4.1 1.4.2 . . . . . . . .  4.0.1 
.F.$?~'*:& .*.-. , - 1*2.1cAu.) 
.& &.*,>?.'. 9.0.1.3 
;&&$&?J$:?&: p .-- ' 1.2.3.1 . 1.7.1.1 9.0.1.4 
: . ' 2 3 . 2  1.7.1.2 . 10.0.1 . 
:>%%'&*&i2';%s1.2.3.4--:..1.8.1 - 8. IQ0.1.1 
: . . 2. . 1.8.2 - - ; 10.0.1.2 
. .  .<$- ... e 1.2.2 10.0.1.3 
:2,;d * $?, ... T: I -+;?. _ _ 1.5,1 THRU 1.5.1.2.2 
' \-*$&%'&.::.*:?.d " - .  
.&&&&,,xzk .:; 
,nL'4.*, - : 

l i r n - :  7 6 5 :  A N ~ .  . .:rr'.3N> C l l r ~ 0 C  , h L t T  I 
- - . - - - -- - - - - . 
V-?;;is2 
7 -  - . .. 
3 - 2 C :  6 L S S  
LC-39 P!\D-B.-- -- 
.L I . P a Q l T  i ; ' V ' . - C  
PRYtiLK-'5 UTILI&?TIT~ SYSTS: 
LSZGSE 
TI4 
A'Xj SCP-9. LCC qUZV,;i!t {LL~)) 
G5Z t'L'6LP:I.G CLV3) 
LCC PATA D!SPV>Y 
3 P X  
R i X  11 OA CO'PJZRS 
rwrs r p n  z oces WE% MOT CDMYAIN ~ A Z A R D Q U J  O P E R ~ ~ I O N S .  R3 26032 I 
IU STAGE P M R  
4. :pyriX','t ;~CGELU.TS 
B. F?E..i;:E SY5F25, p?ESS:L?ZS 
C. I:EFT bT'GlrrC3ES 
--  - .- - 
w- 
,a I T L U  -0Nf .Y .. - . 
W l S  TEST 'IIIU eE EPFOPJED FS A S'JBTASK TO 1 AfiD CM)T AfTER ALL PROP im 5. (CUTTIHEG) 
LWI :& P7LRE(PJISlES ME EEU1 WPLETED. A'a3 ACTIVE GSE S S T W  I 
a4 AID R54Df??ESS. 1:. i9aXLwb W f ? &  w..% EE 118 WF:a DAY i 
~5 +i; SEPS R ~ J I E D  FOR =om A ~ M J A T I C  LCMDI;C. VIA N T C R  PREPPPATIO>IS ARE COWLETEL?, PRAfll IS It!ITIATE) BY $-I\% L% TRX R=S5L%12TICa':, 
CI"PSTE9 SYSEY, OR yfA wnJ4t WWTI(Xt5 I1J ME EVOST OF A SYSTW ~ $ 2  STWE TK:K E~TTIIX, r i f ~  OPC:!ISG nE S-IVE L% FILL A'S DWI:I VX~Z.  h=.~ LY? ' DkZitJ IS CQ'VLETi?, TtE STKC VAL\? IS CLOSED AX9 A StWT PLRE L'PTICS TFE Li:ZS BCICS 
70 m ST[)P&E TAW. MU: L K ~  DFN:: IS c a m u E ,  L(Y; ~ I I N  IS I:IITIATED SY LOX 
STOP?E TNK VEI!TItX AID 5-16 A'E S-IVB LOX TEXS PXSSUFIZAT!Cl'J. T-E 5-313, IS 
I SYSTEM CHILLED DOWN. 
, MEN SLOW FILL RATES I E S T  RCQUIRWNTS: 
, l ~ v )  .soil-001-nn 11.0.1, 12.3.1 
! (5-la) 60C06050 3 . 3 . 0 . 1  
1 (S-IVBI 1886721 0.2.5.9.5.0 XL 
i 0.2.5.4.7.1 0.2.5.4.7.2 - 




- . .  .,.... 
U 
OPERITIOHS E*TILO(; (SHEET 2) t . p4;s-is-- 









1. INTERSTAGE: CA3LES IJATED ON WiihC.1 VEt i l  i L E  
2 .  OFF-COMPLEX: NONE 
3. ON-COWLEX: lY'.l <iiALl TY ; I S S U W ~ ~ L  
IDI.1 'f D?:ICAL 
T'." "C" - - -  , t = -  335s hCJT CONTAIN  HA7AROOUS OPERATIONS 
I 
I = q : - i  i ( 3  7% A ~ P L I C A T l O l :  O F  POK'ER, RESISTANCE READ1::GS WlLL BE PADE BETWEEN EACH 
I :*: A L  iZ-,Yr 311~ PER A??LtCb3LE I U  BUS READING SHEET T O  Ei-SURE SYSTEM I N T E G R I M .  1 ' : - '=-2 X I L L  2: bdTAI:r;D 6 I N G  S1PPS011  2 6 0  OR EQUIVALENT. 
I 
--I .. lt3L::,5 d l L L  BE PER A D D L I W L E  SC4EPATlCS EYCEPT AS OTHERWISE REQUIRED BY 
/ .I-:= --5%5E3 "P3CESCmES. THE P R O C E C U E  !:ILL BE DIVIDED INTO SECTIONS WID SUB- a 
_ ( . - I -  - 
- -  .; ;rS ?.ECE55;9Y TO 3 1 5 T I : ~ ~ d I S i '  BETMEEN D I F E R D I T  FOUES O F  OPERATION. 
<GI ?iD P R I C ?  TO E t E R G l f  I N!Y POWER SUPPLY. BLOCK 5 CONTINUED: 
R l t S  S L L T I O : ~  P P O V I M S  A DETAlLt O PROCTDUR: TOR APPLYlNG POWER T O  M E  APPENDIX 2: I U  STAGc P O i E R  REWVAL WITHOUT COMPUTER SUDPORT: P i 1 S  IS A NORWAL 
, IU STA>E PI:D S P E C I F I E S  AT ,LiAT Tl '4ES M E  1 U  L O O W 4 T  AtlD TELEMETRY POWER DOWk EXCEPT TIHAT SUi'20RT I S  RLQUIRTD R O Y  TtiT M I / X E  P q 4 E F  TO 
&'ILL UE TUZrED - h J .  THE STAGE VOLTAGE VALUES PND T O L E W C E S  S P E C I F I E D  T U N  O F F  CERTAIN V W ' S  S P E C I F I E D  1 N  THE PROCEDURE. 
.WE P E R  W P L I C A 3 L E  I U  SPEC1 FICATIONS WJD CHECKOUT PROCEDURE. 
APPENDIX 3: I U  BUS READING SHEET: SELECTED E S I S T A T C E  READI4CS ARE EU i N  M E  . 
- -  I :  PCYEZ? OFF: DETAIL5 THE SEQUEhCE O F  EVENTS FOR THE COMPLETE SHUTDOWN FOLLOWING ESE DISTRIBUTORS: X02-620A1, XOZ-6ZZA1, X v 2 - o 2 5 i l  ( i - l > i l /  
O F  I V  P W R .  2 0 7  ONLY), &YD X01-664A2. I N I T I A L ;  uc PtF.>Uh(S P A K I G  KM~:vL.5 A'L'D 
DATE WlLL a E  RECSREED. 
.---. - 
- x 1: E:?ER~;ENCY FWER WMJ: m l s  SECTION IS MSIWD FOR m~ REWVAL OF 
P O i I S  PS QUICKLY td4D AS SAFELY CS POSSIBLE. VERIFICATION O F  L V K /  DATA EVALbATldh  L I S T :  T L l >  S C C T I C I \  1 5  PRL)C13ED TO RECORD M u S L ~ E -  
L'&A "tiALTV AqD ""1FCRY RELEASE" P 2 I O R  TO WWER W V A L  I S  LEFT TO PEtSFS THAT WILL BE RSVJ-+ ,E3  AT iL-1.T CYiE EACri rCtEK, h?En\ i U  P J n E R  
"E T)ISCPZTION O F  TYE 1B:1 TEST COIIWCTOR. I S  APPLIED.  T h i  2ATA S w u i C t ,  ;S- \ - i F l C k T I O I \  ikCyBER, CESCRICTId'\ ,  
I REI'ARKS, CAP/TPR I v U X ~ K R ,  A'> i:\iT;*LS $I.> DATE k l L L  bE R E C O i i E 3  435 
I .-.-- ... . --. l i  6 i ' i  REV IEI:tD FOd TRE!\S rIV-LuhT: u',. TEST REQUIRMENTS 
I MSFC TM-011-01-2H COhkFIGUR4TION: Vtk' iCLE ,F',jT BE STAChEC. 
I 1 5 . 2 . 1 . 1 . 2  

M I S  PPOCE3lRE VERIFIES PROPER OPERATION OF THE SW1TG-i SELECTOR WHEN tOFMCTED, 
i:l FLIGrlT C(X'PIGURATI0N BY ISSUlNG ADDFZSSES AND CWLEMENT ADDRESSES. EN) 
1TGTm.j CF ACTIVE W I T C H  SELECTOR C W M E L S  ARE M R I F I E D  BY MONITOFING VMlW 
A ' S  GROlJ0  DISCRETES, 
-4' :C t i1-L 9E CC:iECTEG PER: C ID 79091XX AS-511 PND SUBS 
C I D  73105XX SL-206 .4Q SUBS 
1. FLIGHT CDHRmR 
TEST REQVIREMENTS: 
MSFC: TM.:%~ 1-001-2H 
APOLLO'SATURN TEST AND OPERATLDNS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 
I ':ST T I T L E  
SWITCH SELECTOR'VEHICLE 
PAGE 20f 2
I IS6 7C.I *YYmCII 
V-21255 
%=~:"'~T2kg 
I S  L I T .  TS.7 71°C 
la LOC.IlON t. C O U P Y I E I  P I O C  INOENTIFICA1lOI( 
VAOILCC 39A. G .  
I 6  SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
I NTERSTAGE: PRIOR TO ESE/GSE TEST <V-20025), WE. AFTER PERFOR- OF 
ESE/GSE TEST: S/C, S-IC 
OFF-COMPLEX: NONE 
ON-COMPLEX: IBM QUALITY A S S W J C E  
I BM VOil CLE NEIWORKS 
I W l  MEU-IANICAL 
I BM EDS 
1BM MEASURIW 
IBM FLIGHT CONTROL 
17 OTYER APPLICABLE REFERENCE OOCUYENTATIO* 
I U  ELECTRIC4L SCHEMATIC 79101 XI;dS-SXX R4D SUbS 
SL-23b tV4D SUSS 
r e  I T E ~  C o N r l w u r s m N  
. 
8 8 
N/A 11 bEX - 15 M I W E S  £A. 
r' y;S',?E 2.3 FtECOitD DC FESISTAVCE READINGS E2'MEEt.I M W T E D  COMPOMENTS AND 
I; 5I";tE J.'..~YLICAL GROU.82 73  ENSURE PROPER ELECTRI W BONDlNG. BONDIa ETWEEN 
s - i -~ f  S1:3.'Thj/I J /.la %,?AS! IU WILL ALSO BE XEkSUPEO. 
i 
- -  ---  
,, -=:lST;.:E >EC;ZSVRE.SENTS WILL BE Mt%E FROM AN W I L I C A L  G W D  TO I N D I ~ W  
~1 >.- - ,'~?:.;.lTS th l ' t r  k PPEClSITX.1 RESISTATICE EfCiDtE, EACH COMPONEM WILL BE --I =L::-"- :YE%:, PRCPERLY WWZED. 1% dDDIl?lCR(, ME lFWO kU ST&E IMfRFACES n. -L L-53 CE "EAS13ED K)2 PROER 8@IDIFX;. REfERENCE SPECIFICATION NQ. 7915798.- 7 - :  :-- :Y.!=: .E'.ij ::+IM AE IT:ST.CLLED RELNS~LLED SUBS- TO N.. -1=E:',?';:.:E '.= ??is TEST \ I L L  5E M E & W D  G.1 AN I I43IVIWAL BPS15 AS SOON LS =PACT.. :L- 'CliLCa'l tG lMSTUTIk3NON.  
I kt.= .... a&';-iT..: ':I)\ I 
! I i ! =5E: i', 11. 111. IV .  V. VI b ===TE%s SUBS 
MSFC: TM-O~~-OO~-~HMSFC:.I 
- -  - 
. . W 
APOLLOfSbTURN T&T AND 0PERAllO.N . c * T A m  (SHEET I P~-.'-..- 2 
1 TEST TITLE 12 hsc TCS~YUIU 
ELECTRICAL B ~ D I N G  OF CWONENTS 
$3. LOCATION PRQC. Iwo=*+trtchT1om cs. %ST. TEST n- 
2 M E S - 5 W m s E A  
INTERSTPM: W f i  , 
O F F - W L E X :  N/A 
ON-COWLEX: FACILITY 015 
IeM QUALITY 
I BM VEHICLE NEnnn'ORKS - 
. - 
I W  BATTERIES. TO WNLTOR I/dL7&E, 
LAB WJD AFTER IMSTMTT.CON El 
MR TESXIN6, ACTlV4TED ff SPAR€, . 
. I 
I ' . L  . - .. - 513;ERY I S  ACTIVATED BY THE AD2ITICN OF ELECTROLYTE. FOR 6MZiES 6016, 6030, 
f -!I::'I',:-F.'ME ACT i...+.* P 19 a L S ;  6D20, i B  CELLS. THE CELL WTACES ARE MtlCED. THE ' 
: 1 - -.,- 2.5.; ! - l  2 5 CIEC/EL. ;- WESWRE TEST IS PERFORMED. THE BATTERY IS LW.D EsnD 1 I 
if: W.K Ti) BATERY. SET LOC(D -&K TO ESlRED LOdp AND DL5Cii4RGE WTTERY. 
- -t=, C.:.aS,T, TT?*PE%TtIE LAD TTM WILL BE ReCor?,D€P. AFTER TME BlATTERY I S  D1S- 
i : , ~  5E XRkWRIzEO O'JTi'iRG THE HINU$ W T  AS tALLU) W IEJ THE IN~GRA~TED I I-..-.-- =:.c;~P:s &*D cauGImW4 PRmWR'E. I 
s t . .  
KX OPERATIONS 1 APoLLooluruw r m  w. opcrAnoNs cAr+oc wEn I p ~ r ~ L o ~ A  I 
To verify the integrity of r t q e  harnesses affected by modification or 
repair after  s t q e  a r r i -a l  a t  XSC. 
i .  - 5s -  - I - - €  ies: Zocedure - Revorked Wire Harness 
,I TEST CCSCIIPTlO*~LOUl*NLNT STATUYCONCIGURATION 
I .  USC TEST NUYSLR 
V-21496 
s. LCPKCTIV,TV 
511 L Subs: 206 L Subs 
';his TC? provider the method for  bolat ion resistance and conthulty testing 
of stwe  harnesses e e r  rework. The TCP VU be activated upon stage 
e-rirei a t  XSC and w i l l  remain open un t i l  just prior t o  launch. A contlnuou8 
B&:a iog w U  document each harness 88 it is tested and the reason for test. 
' a  -EST C S J C C ~ ~ V C S  
D.e 'SSP provides for megger testfag of a wire harness oaly by PCR to fhe 
TC?, uixm 'approval of the specific t e s t  requirement by MDM Electronics 
=..-- ,,;?eering md LVO-GDC. 
BFC T.R. Rot 4plicablc 
I I 
6. UEV. I DATC , REASOM ) C.nhn.tarA-1 1 X S C A n n n l  
T .-.lT,.,'-5* BOO-2V.L , ~ 10. ORGANIZATION 19. DATE 
MDM 94-71 
II. OIG~Ie tZATlON 11. APPROVAL DATE 
k 
'.*a 
IT. OTIICR ACCLICAWLS RCVCICW. 005Ut*TAT10*  . -*%* 
1 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 
I. TEST T ITLE . 
Test Procedure -Reworked Wire Hsmess 
P A G E ~ O P ~  
2. R * C  T I * -  *UY.CR 
V-21 SO5 
, =..,.c- .. 7 .  
1 5jl- tr Subs ; iC6 S Svbs-: I 
IS. LOCATION I.. C O I * U T L I  CIIOC. INDLNTICICLTIO* IS. C S 1  rL.7 7-WE 
u: 39 i 
IS. SUPPORT RLOUIRLMLNTI 
I 
I 
OFF COMPLEX: HOW€ 
, * A > -  
. 
C w 
--. --- - -  
K X  OPERATIONS -.' --. - . PAGE LOF 2 
APOLLO~ SATURN TEST N O  OP EZATIO?~S CATALOG S:.IEET 
;: 2::: PC.;.::: BP42  2 6  & SUBS 
€57 OJ.ECTI\LS 
1) \:'IC= 2.3 EsIS"m wmIIS . ' 
2 ;  c.,.;.;;, ;; 'i;z i j ; d ~ ~ ~ { ~  
- \ 
=J ;22zf a=:; 3 ST= 
.i 1 
.,) ~ : . ; x y  z.9233 S:::ZCX S-CR OPEI(ATIaW ; 
;) ?:.I,:;' ;i; SiZZi SZSCZQ( F U E l ' f ~  \ 
. .  . 
-&ST :~ ,=RIPT ,S~  COJICYCWT I I A T . I S ' C ~ N F ~ ~ U R A I I O N  
Tnrs TESr DOES O O U  M07 CONTAIN H U A W U S  OPERATn* . 
. . .. ..- . ,. ,-z, L2 5';s ?S-P 
z-;;.i;L:B j!.ZTEi s3LXr.m O ~ I I O N  IS VERIPIED. 
.= szs2  S m I i  SILLECTOB XQX'CTIOS M E  RESET. 
S3.GZiC3 PQFEa IS AP-. 
;. S=;= am ~3- IS ~ . O V E D  IH A SEQUENCE OPXSIZE TO 'EUE dB@i'E* 




. aCV. I DATE 1 REASON b l ) m c t ~ .  A P P I . ~  KSC ADWW~ 
a. OIbAN1ZA11OM L U T E  
\ -\\-7L 
X D O L i L C  DCIUGLE . 
- *.&,A -3c A*-  p V A L  I * .  ORCILIIATIQN 92. APPROVAL DATS 
LV GX -23 






BATTERY CHECKOUT CONSOLE JOM22080  
A. ViiiIFI CASLG' OF ELECTRICAL CONSOLE OPERATIOti 
. . 
C. T/W VCLTkGE EST 
0. T/W WI3P.T:CnU CHECK 
i. TfA 'AL=.:E'iT TEST 
i;. PRE5Stiii; =I , NOT APPLICABLE . 
MNFIGCUTI&l: LABORATORY TEST 
U 
1 - - * : . . -= -  v-21537 
. -- .,,- ,., ,xFACE CC!PAT!BILITY T E S T  1. I P V C C T I Y I T I  
i 206 & S U E S  
I '  - _ _ -   ---  I La -a.-- -a 
* -  .r-.;,,E 
- . C F  f n I S  T E S T  I S  T O  VERIFY THE C O X P A T I B I L I T Y  O F  THE S - I V B  INTERFACE 
,:%:',5 ..:;ri I.L. K t 0  S - I B .  INCLUDED I N  CHECKOUT ARE LOX AND LH TANK COMPONENTS. 
I ;.id 3-,SE S i ; r S D R S  fii';D R h G E  SAFETY S A F I N G  PLUGS. I 
LON BAY NONE 
I 6  SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
NONE 
) THIS TEST DOES a DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. I I / T i i S  i S T  C C i S l l i S  O F  THE FOLLOWIIIG: i I 
t L r - 8  - s 
a - . ~ L - T  STACE k ' I R 1 1 G  (FROfl  FOR'kARO T O  A F T  INTERFACE)  CONTINUITY IS V E R I F I E D .  
.. - -..-,. 
i-: . dtr;;:Ci O F  EACH P I N  ON EACH INTERFACE COXNECTOR IS MEASURED W I T H  
- - - - - -, fir-;-= ,CE TO 5-;VB GROtiiiD. THE XEASUREi'lENTS ARE CO!.:PARED T O  EXPECTED VALUES. 
i ' ,Su~A;;C',  dES!ST&iCE K I D  CrZPACITkVCE O F  THE P.U. PROBE IS V E R I F I E D .  
;SS:ST;:*tE C F  W E  LOX M D  LH2 CHILL30WN PUMPS THROUGH THE POWER I N P U T  CABLE 
i S  wEn;F!ED. 
I '  
' ES :STX,Ci  O F  THE E C S  EI~lIIRONI~!E~ITAL CONTROL TEHPERATURE ASSEMBLIES  IS VERIFIED. 
2 T S I S T K : C E  O F  THE -fBW F I R I ~ G  U N I T S  THROUGH THE OUTPUT CABLE I S  V E R I F I E D .  
;iiE C&?&t171 i '~CE O F  THE LOX AND L H 2  DEPLETION AND LEVEL SENSORS IS V E R I F I E D .  I 
G.'$:E SAFETY SXFI I JG  PLUGS ARE REMOVED, CHECKED P E R  T C P  V - 2 1 2 2 5  AND REINSTALLED. 
E3n' P L L S E  SENSORS ARE REMCVED, CHECKED P E R  T C P  V - 2 1 4 8 2  AND REINSTALLED. 
C Z R C L I T S  NOT FCNCTIOYALLY CHECKED DURING SUBSYSTEM T E S T I N G  ARE IMPEDANCE CHECKED. 
XTTERI F I T  F E C K S  ARE PERFORYEO. I :  
17 OTHER APPLICABLE REFERSNCE DOCUMENTATION 
V - 2 1 2 2 5  R / S  CONTROLLER 
V - 2 1 4 8 2  EBW PULSE SENSOR 
V - 3 4 0 1 3  BATTERY F I T  CHECK 
I I  ITEM CONTIHUATION 
CONFIGURATION: THE S - I V B  W I L L  BE LOCATED IN LOW BAY A N 0  Ut!BILICALS K I L L  hOT S E  Y G E 2  
KSC T E S T  S P E C  & C R I T E R I A  REQUIREMENTS ( 1 8 8 7 6 2 1 )  
11. :'qC,=.S C S D Z 2 t T  FUNCTIOIlAL T E N 4 I N A T I O N  O F  LH AND LOX CONTROL AND 
I!~STR-"i',TAT!O!I LEVEL SECSORS.  I 
I 
MCOOililELL DOUGLAS 
%it' (liLll(TII'f M' 'ltlls l'l#X:l.lllll~'iS TO WRIm nIE STAGE POWER DI.mIBUTION CTRafTTS, 
V'\r,l ('tvill311 S t  lT(7119.; C1111111'15, AND AS.SEIAED ESE CIRCUITS. nlE TCP VERIFIFS 
11if V t 1 %\m I'Rl l*,W\ritRS K>R I:YILWICA OF A m  Pl?XWbMS, U\M) (POWER DISIRI&UTIW), 
I.\<!: (RbGl:  SII I'lS SlK), Ii\l:R (U.lilV SJBS), FAPU (P.U. SUB!jYSlW), EAPX (WWER 
TKLWI I R) . 
rnrs rErr 1 j DOES 1x1 DOES NOT CONTAIN H A ~ R D O U S  OPERAT~NS. 
I 2. SI'UIC QIRRf3T 1BW OF !VLTOR SUB-ASSEMBLIES IWD C m  ARE VERIFIED. I 1. 
6 .  SITCII SFI.TCFOR cmPi.r>rm COFS ARE ISSUED AND 
7. [IFPLfXICS SiIYX,R UI(;IC fl&CKS ARE VERIFIED. 
KSC E V  SPFC E CRITERIA RlQfE (1B86721) 
0.2.2.1.1.1 0.2.2.1.2.2.5 
0.2.2.1.1.2 0.2.2.1.3.1 
0.2.2.1.1.3 0.2.2.1.4.0 8. E'h' ,V;D RCGT. 5,\lTI'?' PiJ15E SFNSnR SEIE EST CIRCUIT IS VERIFTED. 
9. TtE EW AW R.\S,CF. &I vlx.Tm LEVELS ARE 
lTRIF1ED. 
10. EBh' BtEDD ClRNITS ARE mIFIED. 1 
11. AI.1. FIRtFJr; IISTTS N1E CIMRCW, FIRE fDMANE ARE ISSUED, AND 7liE 
SE;SOR RESFTKSE IS VERIFIED. I 
12. TIE RW;E MET?' ,4W Nm ECO, PROPEIJJWT DTSPERSIW, AND OFF 
?.HE I W t b  IL\i PMPER RESW.MSES ARE VERIFIED. I 
_ _ _ . . : - - , -- 
- -  .*L? I;dST?JCT!C:: FOR IIiSTALLING, REMOVING, IMINTAINING AND OPERATING 
. , . - - -  , -:;: -c7-,--n- 
. . . , 2- =+,--.S IN IU STAGE. TO PR9VIDE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR . 
I ::;: ._--r:: ..,,-'.!TL45 ~'.~TALLE[J 01.4280' LEVEL OF MOBILE LAUNCHER. 
, - E c -  =s>.= n- =.. - 5 -  ,"E..- ~ 2 ~ , r , 5 u R . r ~ o ? ,  
-.- 
I 7 .  S T E : T  A-:S TOE: h 5 T  CONTAIN nA7ARDOUS OPERATIONS I - - - - - - = -  -- 
I -,> - -  ,-->--: 15 3!'/ICED IP.70 ?WC) PA2TS. 
I :2?7 ; czii!CEi FOtLOcliK FOR STAGE DETECTORS: 
/ --:T f : i :$: ; :5  FOLLOW1NG FCR G R O W  DETECTORS: 1 1;; 
rltlL-,. C .' -- 
+ .a ,,.a 2JCTIOIS 
j -295%- PEC&!14SEiuTS: NONE 
. ,'.= iSLs/-TfT;..: VETtrcICLE DETECTORS TO BE INSTA,LED PRIOR TO TWJSFER TO PAD. 
- 7 -  






- - - - - : - 
A P O L L O  S A T U R N  T E S T  A N D  O P E R A T I O N S  C A T A L O G  . S K E E T  2'' . -..> - -- j 
.>:-L - ..... , 
I i 1 S ' I t I L L  , - : : 5 > *  
! NWCED VOLTAGE DETZCTCRS, V C ~ I  CLC C <~'.."1'\3; :'.S;A-LATIL^ :<. 
I 
L
-*..Li: - - -  
O?ERnT I Oh FND PA1 NTENXb!CE - 1 - 3 - 3  
. . - - . -  
! 
. _  .,.:.. -. 
-,, , , c h ; , o N , C ;  S,AGt , .  ; -,,,. - , a  : < r . . .  , . i " " " - -  . . . .- . > -  >.% -----"- ?'f.,- ' - . - -  . .T - 
& :.IL 1,2 &/OR 3 j 




17 OTHER APPLICABLE REFERENCE COCUUENi*TIO*(  
I 
SOMI8360 - OPERATION AND CALIBiLiTION INSTRUiT!O\5 F29 ThE IR7UCED VOLTAGE 
i 
DETECTORS ( I V3) 1 
16 ITEM CONTINUATION 
ib1S TEST G E S  LlfS DOES hOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERA 
l i 41S  " R O C E N R E  KtLL BE ACCOWLISAED 1;Y: 
-. VE3IFYISG EXISTES'CE OF SAID POSITIVE PRESSURE. 
1. YOVE T 0 PBU) 
7 .  YYFfRCX3LXC 5aAD 
3 .  CDCT 
t . Ui?:C:: CO 
. *, .. r ,PPIII' 
. .- 
objective of this  task is to  place the MobFle Launcher in a dowmode status 
outlhe suvvelliance criteria. 
M I S  TEZ+ 0 DOES a $1ES NOT CONfAIW HAZARDOUS OPERAnOMS. 
Tlae following is a l i s t  of taska Lo be perform&: 
I. Inepct atod check e U  E3E cables. 
2 .  S e d  aU erable ccarnec tions and/or uncomecLed cable ends. 
iLem LO 0- pogsares* 
Post 512 Launch, No 6-NB Vehicle 
5. m d e  h F L i c d  tower e q u i p n t  on the 226, 240, & 260 foot 
htreh w X u u l l n $  panewtic conear) ,  crccleovlrr jgnetion b-a, srtd 
porter d i s e & a t m  b w @ .  NASA-WC Authorization 











# .  ON-COMPLEX: 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
f Tnrs T E i  50E5 X)( DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
-IIS TEST CT51STS OF MClLTlPLE DEE-6 SUBSYSTEM CHECKS OR MAINTENANCE TASKS. PARTS 11, 
t r I  I, I f LL I I  AE PEP.FOWYO PERIODICALLB - BI-WEEKLY CEKERY TWO WEEKS), QUARTERLY, 
1 SP9I -R? L I T L Y  F13 b,VI?IALLY. 
PStT .J C(3*515TS OF ECECTRU4IC CHECKS PtGDIO2 ADJUSTMENTS. PART V IS NOT PERIODICALLY 
j C 3 E P d L 9 ,  ? W W L Y ,  APPROPRIATE SECTIWS OF PART V ARE PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF A 
b c - ' . - E  2 : t E  t:AD.DCTIC PROGWY DETECTING AN ABNORMAL SITUATION OR OUT OF TOLERANCE 
I i...d:-l;'s ri--2. T r E  SPtCIFIED SUBSYSTEM UNDER TEST. SECTIONS OF PART V WILL ALSO BE 
FEZ:,G-%; !:r 9Dd4J+CTION WITH VEHICLE EVENTS, SUCH AS SV/ML PAD TRANSFER. 
8 
= r - 2 -  r 'A' bE PERFORMED AS REQUIRED WITH SYSTEMS ENGINEER AND LVO-ENGINEERING 
7 9 . 5  ,G>E.,:E- 
! c ~ . - : t ~ ~ J : ' l : ? . :  P!/k TEST REQUIREMENTS 
MSFC: N/A 
i 
t P-'A5E: ' I / ;  
1 








" ,  . . . -  - 
KSC 0PE:ATiCHS 4 -  ' I;PELLQ:&TUIS TEST i!;D p i % A l . i L . * I  CiTaLGC IfiEEl- 1 psPa . . l  s, 2- -, 
mi$~4{F~ TdE FJXCTIOML OPERATION OF TIiE PULSE SZXSOHS USED 
4~ a: 
@ I~'T+ R E ~ G E O ~ K E T .  SEP~RATXOW, A ~ D  P I I O P B L ~ T  D I S P Z R S ~  . * ,  . >  , 
I ., 
/--+Ae - I - -- 
r I.., I I I ,# 
-. . W%*. " : ; . i . . ~ ~ , w * ~ , 3 ~ ~ , ~ : : ~ & ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ f ~ , i , p - ~ 2 . ~ + " :  :oo-**j.h . . ..ja* 
I!. 
-, ' - - - . . A ,  -.. -.'--,...?.-..-,-.*I ,- * -. 
- - 
K X  OPERATIONS 
e O L W  SATURN TEST U(D OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET PAGC - 1 0 6  2 




Sl;ula=el Lightning T s s t  - S-IB-12 Stage 5- IB-12  . 
I TO d e r ~ n s t r a t e  adequat)  l i g h t n i n g  p r o t e c t i o n  d i s i g n  ;or th. 1aun.h ' i r e h i c l e / i g o l l o - S o y u z  hardware .  
T*l: TEST L ~ 3 L . E :  DOES NOT CONrAlN HATARDOUS OPCRA110NS. 
Thjs t e s t  w i l l  measure p p e n  c i r c u i t  and common mode v o l t a g e s  i n d u c e d  
i n  i r i t i c a l  c i r c u i t s  and m a g n e t l c  f . f e l d  i n t e n s i t i e s  I n  s e l e c t e d  zones 
o f  t h e  5-18-12 s t a g e .  These v o l t q g e s  and i n t e n s i t i e s  w i l l  be  g e n e r a t e d  
b y  a p p l y i n g  s c o n t r o l l e d  s i m u l a t e d  l i g h t n i n g  s t r i k e  t o  t h e  a f t  end o f  
S-13-12 stage.  R e s u l t i n g  d a t a  w i l l  be  a n a l y z e d  t o  d e t e r m i n e  l i g h t n i n g  
p r o t e c t i o n  adequacy. 
The 5-13-12 s t a g e  w i l l  be  c o n f i g u r e d  and equ ipped  f o r  t h i s  t e s t  as . 
s p e c i f l e d  b y  t h e  XSiC S-16-12 L l g h t n l n g  T e s t  Plan.  




MSFC ~ e ~ u i r e m e n t s  
Rone 
i ' I  P POL LO SATURN TEST AWQ OPERATIONS CATALOG (SWEET 21 . 
I t i l t s t  IITLL 
. I  I .C **@. *.,"mcm I '1. 
. $ i m u l a t e d  L i g h t n i n g  T e s t  - S-IB-12 Stage  
8 ? V-21583 . .... <..~',. 
. 1. 
- .  
- ; .  - I S  LOC.T,ON LC-39 I,.  C-uvt. Llos. lMo~..~..lC.T40.1 
! " 5 - 1 6 - 1 2  
I. .... .r.r r.r.c 
. V A B  T r a n s f e r   isle None 2 davs 
. I t *  SU_.T miO:nCwC.ll 1 i  ! I 
KSC. S a f e t y  
F i r e  Suppor t  
M e d i c a l  .Support 
. 
KMI 1710 IB/SF KSC S a f e t y  Program 
K-V-053 Ground S a f e t y  P l a n  . 
I&  ITCY CO*TI*WIIO* 
. 
. , I  
TWc TC3 X E ~ ' ( J Z '  f C3 Pr,-#er Supply will be conlipxed on the test bench with fused 
irierrupt br~xes ard appropriate jumpers. 
Sw~tch~ng  capability u9ill be provided to  simulate various input commands and 







E? 1 ?'JEkT STATUS : 
A .  THE FOLLOWING TEST EQUIPMENT WILL BE USED: 
1. 1NTERRUPT EOX-8 PIN-P/N JB2P0193 OR EQUIVACEM. 
2. INTERRUPT BOX-23 PIN-PIN J82P0217 OR EQUIVALENT. 
3. I:,TERR'dPT '&OX-30 PIN-P/N JB2P0231 OR EQUIVALENT. 
4.  IhTEWUPT WX-61 PIN-P/N JB2P0229 OR EQUIVALUIIT. 
5 .  IbJTEK2UPT BOX-55 PIN-P/N JB2P0228 OR EQUIVALENT. 
6. DIGITAL VOLTKETER, HP3440, OR EQUIVALENT. 
7. SIM2SOh 260. 
B. THE FOLLa11ffi PROCEDURES/TEST MUST BE COMPLETED PRIOR 
TO PERFOD41NG THIS TASKS: 




b y :  
4.. - 
4 .  
6: ::; 
1- , 
I , *  
Y J  
rn 
s= 
TO / E R i  -Y Trt4T THE C@4TROL/EDS 
W ? l T i E S  APE !XW'kSialE WITH W D  AND STAGE POWER 
(W1S TEST 15 10 W P E R F O W D  WITHIN THE Sk l f  SHIFT, OR CONSECUTIM S H I m ,  AND 
I'+%E3IATELY P2lOR TO FLIGHT CDFiTROL SYSTWS GAlt* TEST CTCI/CTBl) 
THIS TEST 1 DOE5 0OES NOT CONTAIN NAZAEDOUS OPERATIONS. 
~tjCRi?YiUi: 
E y U 1 t W . T  STATUS: 
A. TnE FGLL(rhl& T t S T  EQ'JlPNENT WlLL BE USED: 
a 4 F l W T I O N :  FLIGHT W T R O L  SUBSYSTEM INSTALLEP IN 





- .  
L .  a 
C,0ltTIN)L/I 05 PATE GYP0 bk1EtL SPEED TEST 
a I l ' r t  , l l l l l l l V ~ 5  
OFF-CCMPLEX: NIA 
TEST O E S C R I P  
DESCRIPTION: 
H tlREAKD?IT BOX WILL BE CWNECTED TO CSP TEST PLUG J 7  I N  M E  IU. ALL OTHER CSP E CRG 
CA3LE; WILL BE VERIFIED TO BE fN FLIGHT CONFIGURATI(1NI. AN OSCILLOSCOPE CBASTERY 
PO~IERED) WILL BE PREPARED FOR USE. 
TtSTII45 WILL BE A C C W L I S M D  BY ~ I T O R I N G  EACH GYRO WHEEL SPEED SENSOR INDIVIMlALLY 
AT THE J 7  BREAKOUT BQX UTILlZIMG fW PORTABLE OSCILUISCOPE. THE CRG SUBSYSTEM WILL BE 
t t . l t K G 1  ZED FOR EACH GYRO N THE TIME REQUIRED TO RCAM S SPEED WILL BE MEA- 
IhTERVAL BETWEEN A TWO CYCLE DISPLAY AND A ONE CYCLE DISPLAY (COAST TIME BETWEEN 100 C O N F I ~ U w ~ ~ ~ :  A. CONTROL/EDS RATE GYROS AND CONTROL S l w L  PROCESSoR inlSTALLFD K P ~  AJ.D so RPS) WILL BE RECORDED. IN LAUNCH VEHICLE. 
ECJIPFCNT STATUS: 
A. THE FOLLOWING TEST EQUIPMENT WILL BE USED: 
1. INTERRUPT BOX-39 PIN-P/N FC6004 OR EQUIVALENT. 
2. OSCILLOSCOPE, BATTER)' POWERED, TEKTRONIX MODEL 422 OR EQUIVALENT. 
3. STOP WTCH WITH 0.2 SECOND GRADUATION. 
B. THE FOLLOWlNG PROCEWRES/EST MUST BE CCMPLETED PRIOR TO PERFORMING THIS TASK: N/A 
PHASE: VA TEST REQUIREMENTS S-IB TEST REQUIREMENTS S-V 
MSFC: 7921601 MSFC: 7916404 
0.3.1.2.1.1.1 0.3.1.2.1.1.1 
0.3.1.2.1.1.2 0.3.1.2.1.1.2 
(CONTINUED I N  BLOCK 18) 
- -* ,4b=7- 
-. -. . .-. .,. - _ ' &'.' 
, - 
KSC OPERATIONS 
t P i c L O  SATURN TEST W D  OPERATIO~S CATALOG SHEET PAGE  OF 2 
- . .  . :2 LIC ThDT NUUOL" 
; / _ . . *  - -  
- - . L -  , -_ _ ! Z E 3  PIATFOQI OPlFT TEST V-23198 
1 I 3 E F F L C f l Y I , T  
AS REQUIRED 
- , - - -  3'- \C -  C O N T * l h  WA7ARDOUS O P E R A T I O N S  
- - 
- - 
,^,--,'S OF T"i TIPEE ACCELEPWETERS, WITH M E  PLATFOW~ +Z PIVOT UP; 
. 8 -  >LATFGPJ), ALIG'31Ei.T TURNCD OFF, XfiSURE THE bISPLACEMENT OF 
- - 
. . -_ - - - O- .%ei~r : - l  Fb?. i+ FIYLU PERIOD OF Ti ,Y i .  MUVL THE 1NtRTIAL GIMBAL 
- , -, , f .E i . DITCrl. f?O;.IITOR THE OUTPUTS OF THE TiiREE ACCELERCMETERS. MOVE 
- 1 i ' z j - !  L 5 :  z h i  TO i X  PIVOT UP THEN 4S0 I N  YAK. MONITOR THE OUTPUTS OF 
- -  - 
_ LELEPLOETERS . TUPtJ S T m I  LIZED PLATFOL'? A L I G t X N T  OFF AND MCZSURE ' 
- - -  - - -  
- - -- 
- . -^: 
- --"EE GYROS. MOVE M E  INERTIAL GIMBAL BACK TO THE +X PIVOT UP P O S I T I N .  
- - S P W T  OF ThE THREE ACCELEROMETERS. TURN ALIGWENT OFF AM) MEASURE 
7 ;= 7-Z Tr7.ZE GI  QOS. 
- - .-,.- 
- _ - --,:-tl'YCTE2 DATA 03TAlhED I S  DRIFT, SCALE FACTOR,-AND Y TO X AND TO. X 
- - -CT" 
-_, >-!T' K43 ACCELERalETER SIDE B W C E .  
C 2 .= i ,?AT 1C.r: ST-12414 FUII'CTIONAL TEST COMPLETED. OPTICAL ACCESS TO THE 
PL4TFC.W PRISMS I S  REQUIRED FOR THIS TEST. 
-- 
..-. 
--  *.!I. TEST REOUI REMENTS 
8 .  . 
-.;7 
+. , 
" J ' S ;  
d 
J I ,  I -  
I -:- ST-1244 STABILIZED PLATFORM DRIFT TEST 
I.. : 93 L O C A T I O N  ! I  C O U C U T E l  P l O C  I N D L H T I F I C A I / O N  1 % .  L'-  - E S T  T U E  
VA8 N/ A S rjyR5 - S P5V 
16 SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
\ I I RD: 40092 
( : I INTERSTAGE: S-IYB STAGE PWER 
. I I U  POWER 
I OFF-CCMPLEX: N/A 
&-C@~PLEX: GROMD POWER GSE MEASURING 
T I M I  ffi LCC M E M U R I G  
FLIGhT CQYPUTER SYSTEM HP G?S 
DDAS - O i S  
,- 
RCA l l O A  COMPUTERS Q.A. 
I7 OTHER APPLIC*BLE REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION 
- I 
i MSFC: 7921601 1 
/ ' 0.3.1.1.2.1.1 
I 
' !  j I 1 : I t  
i 
, 





5 D E S C R P P T ~ O N  EQ~,P*EIP STATUS CONFIGURATION 
(REPLACES IV-23180) 
TM,S TEST '-; DOES a DOES NOT COMTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
WlTV STABILlZED PLATFW AL1GWENT TURNED OFF, DISPUCEMMT OF PLATFORM AXIS FRW 
mJ I N I T I A L  SPACE FIXED REFERENCE POSITION FOR A CERTAIN TIME PERIOD I S  MEASURED. 
U\BORATORY FCNCTIOF(kb TEST COMPLETE. I 
TEST REQUIREMENTS 
MSFC: 7921601 MSFC: 7916404 
0.3.1.1.2.2 MRU 0.3.1.1.2.2 M R U  
0.3.1.1.2.2.3 0.3.1.1.2.2.3 
ST-124M GYRO DRIFT TEST J C ' C C C T t Y I I '  A s  PEQIJ IREC 
1 9  L O C A T 1 O L I  (1  C O ~ P U T E U  P H D C  I U O E W T 1 F I C A T I O N  
j ! ,  is, ii,' i "i 
LABIVABl lM6 , N / A  1 5 * ' - t j  - -  ? VR. E ~ C P  







ST-124M ALIGW~NT SYSTEM PERFORMdNCE TEST 
INTERSTAGE : NONE 
OFF-COMPLEX: W E  
ON-COTPLFX. Q.A. 
. I :  E$qJlPMENT MUST B E  IN A LABORATORY IN TEST S T N D  








6 . e  
TO PERFORM RECEIVING INSPECTION AM) TO PREPARE THE SYSTEM FOR ELECTRlCAL 
INTERSTAGE: NONE 
OFF COWLEX: EEWVE 
arU WW: Q.I. 
THIS TEST n DOES DOES NOT CONTAIN NAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
WPACK E w I m T  AM) PERFORM EXTERNAL AW I N T E R N  INSPECTIONS. INSTALL I N  
TEST STAND. COWECT P N E W I C  LINE TO PLATFORM AN) ADJUST PRESSURE TO MEET 
PLATFORM REQUIREMENTS. COWECT M E  TEST CONSOLE CABLES AN) INTERCOMJECTIK 
SYSTEM CABLES. PERFORM COOLAM SYSTEM CONTP31IMTION MM AM) PREPARE FOR . 
OPERATIWS. 
1 
MZ SUPPLY TO PLATFORM WITHIN PROPER PURI'IY SPECIFICATIONS. LABORATORY AREA 
CLEANU) PREPARED FOR RECEIVING THE ST-124M STABILIZED PLATFORM SYSTEM. 
CWFIGURATIW: N/A 
lu(SfC: EVA 
. .  , 
A ~ O L L O  SATURN T E S T  A N D  O P E R A T I O ~ S  C A T A L O G ( S H E E T  28 , - : F A  
-._- - ' .^C t. '. r * L .  
1 , = : I  1 1 1  C 
8 '  
1' \ < -?  j??> 
LABORATORY pNEUI.ATIC TESTS OF THE ST-12+Y STABILIZES 
, 
- I F F = : -  I - -  
PLATFOP34 SYSTEM (STANDBY) ' A5 REC,i?E? I t 
,,. E S -  - c , -  - "L  
1, I O C A I I O N  1,. C O ~ P U T E ' ~  P R O C  ~ N D E N T ~ F ~ C ~ T ~ O N  ir'EN - 2 1 . 0  W@.S I  : a 2 
LAV-VAB-1M6 ! N/ A 
16 SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
R"9 PqIISSURE TOLERXKES DURING SIMJUTED FLIGHT CONDITIONS. 
i 




ON-COMPLEX: Q .A. 
I 3  j I 
C0i3 H O T  C O N T A I N  HA7ARDOUS OPERATIOhS  
i 
i t  
. : I  
: 
0 OTHER LPPLlCCBLE REFERENCE OOCUUEHTATION 
f 
5. K J J ~ T  TEE 1rNTEW;AL FyYIBTEETT PRESSURE AND CHECK THE INTERML AMBIENT PRESSURE 
. wESS5?IZE PLATFORMPSO ASSOCIATED EQVqPMWT, AND CHECK FOR LEAKS. 
O .  AD;JST M E  PU9GE ORIFICE INLET PRESSURE WITHIN A SPECIFIED W E  UNTIL M E  
lf;iERR'#L WBIEfJT PRESSURE ,AND PURGE ORIFICE FLOW RATE FALL WITHIN PRESCRIBED 
LTW:TS. RECO?D VALUES. . 







APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPlRATIQN8 CATALOO SHllT PA#@ L o r  A 
................. 
1. u.c ?.at NUYbRn 
VALIDATION PF.@XUJRE - ST-124M W I N G  SURF= V-23227 
ALIGKXUUT TEST FIXTURE (STANDBY) I. RtC8CTIV ITV  
AS REQUIRED 
I 4  T C I ?  O I I I C T I V E ¶  
. 1 1 TO V&IFY M T  TK GEOKRIC CONFIGWION OF THE ST-l2W -1% SURF= ALIGN4ENT TEST FIXFURE I S  WITnlN GIVEN TOLERANCES AS SPECIFIED. I 
I 
S. TCST D ~ S C I I C T l O ~ ' L 0 U I C I L M T  LTATU¶'CONCICUIAT10* 
=PLACES IV-23181) 
THIS TEST a WES DOES NOT CONTAIN MAZAROOUS OPERATIONS: 
VERIFY mAT TI€ FIXTURE I S  V E R T I W  W(OJ ON VERTICAL MOUNTS. VERIFY M T  ' 
THE P R I W  I S  AT A CORRECT AZIMSM ANGLE WIM RPPECT TO LT4NOWTJNt SVIFACES. 
I -.-_',,.I 4 
TURN-TILT STAN) W L D  BE VALIWTEO WITHIN 30 M Y S  PRIOR i O i - 1 ~  
TnIS p!wcamE.. 
I ! I I I b. REV.  [ DATE 1 REASON 1 e-m.~r A p m r l  I KSCAnmvml ' 7. C O ~ T R A C T O I  APPROVAL (0. ORCAYIXATION 13. D A T E  
, L 
PAOE 2 0 ~ 2  
a LCCCCTlVlT-  
AS REQUIRED 
I¶. LOCAtlO* I.. COUCUTCM P IOC.  IYDCNTII ICATIOY IS. c a r .  TCS? TIM. 
LAB-VAblM6 NIA 3 MEN - 2.5  HOURS 
10. SUCCOIT ~ C Q V I I L M C Y T S  
INTWTA6E: NONE 1 
OFFCOMPLM: NOM 
I?. W M C I  A C C L l C A I L t  I C C C I W C  DOCUYCNTATIO* 1. 
I.. 
. . X . .  . , 
. ‘ . . . .  .- .......:. 4 '  . . . .  - . . _ . :  
. . .  
. , -,,-.-:7,- #:; .,. +*-w ; -,&: ,:- I.:;. . 5 b i g -  -,.. - 

TEST REQUIREMENTS: . *. 
MSFC - N/A 
,, . . .  
KSC OPERATIONS 
I A P O L L O * ' U T U W  TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG WELT 
PAGE L O f  -?- 
' I  7LII -...a  a m.e ?... "YI.." 
5-II:  llmRAULIC ACTUATOR POTENTIOMETER 
U B  ISSPECTIOX A ? i  CHECKOUT 
I ; I TO VISWLLY INSPECT .AS* PCSCTIOXALLS TEST TIIELSPARE I 




1 T S  : E :Xj DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPER*r,ONS. I 
I 1 .  T h e  potentiometer u i  11 bc visually inspected for damage. and serial numbers. ri  1 1 he recorded. 
2. Resistance. electrn-mechanical alignment. and potentiometer I electrical noise tests will be conducted. I 
, 
CGTFIOLTIITIOS: LABORATORY TEST. 
, r. . [  1;- 
G -.IF# ;L --r. 
I- .y ' 
APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIOMS CATALOG (SHEET 2) I A 2 - 0  1 
, 
I I T S ?  I I T L C  , I.: . , I .  .-"..I 
s - ~ n  HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR P O T E ~ I O Y E T E R  L ~ B  1 V-53961 .--- - 
* 4 INSPECTION AND CHECKOLT , ...I C,..  .. 
206 G %'22 i 
- 1 s  LOC..t0* 1 1 .  C O ~ ~ U I C I  r-oc t ~ o r - r ~ r ~ c r ~ ~ o *  1 3 ,  '3, T S S Y  . w c  
1 3 .  T I : ~  S - I B  actuator test box and the actuator calibration and l . ~rasuring fixture rill be used in t h i s  test. 
. FC LAB, VAB 1 N/ A 1 2 Hours 
i I* SUPPOaT REOUIIEYEMTS 1 
- 
- - - -  - 
-.---I---r - --mi ---.. -- - - -- - 
, - % .  I 
7 R 
< 9 W 
IQ 
Y 
APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG ,SHEET I' i P.GL LCF -?- 
I ? I 5 1  I l l L C  , A  ..C -',-.-".I- 
v-232c2 
S-IB FLIGHT CONTROL POST ERECTIOS OPERATIOXS n r . - c < ~ . .  .- 
- 
--- 206 5 9.7. 
I I  L t l . 1 1 D w  I t .  CO-. I .I" " " D C  *DLh-a.&EI '  JS 1 .,. - z * -  . " I  
,- *I 1 N/A 2 .0  Hours 
i 






I7 OTqER APPLICA8LE REFBRENCE DOCYYEh-ATIOW 
NONE i 















- -  
. . .:.- . 
- .- 
, % :  
! r + 
.I - 
4 
KSC OPERATIONS 2 I P A C E - ~ - - O F - - - . . .  
APOLLO SATURN TEST AN0 OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET I 
- 1  .. ¶., ;a  .C .".I .. ,..r. 
- ; i  
S-ID FLIGHT COXTROL POST ERECTION OPERATIONS 
'r0 \TRIFY SO SHIPPISG AKOBWLIES .A ha TO INSTALL PROTECTIVE ) SOX-FLIGHT HARDWARE. 1 ! 
. \  ! 
F 0 .  -. - ZEI.. 0 - , 0 5  F ~ . . ~ ~ Y C I T  ST~IJI C O * F I C J O A - ~ ~ *  I ru:x w s r  . - o m s  : x D o n  N o r  coNT,,H m z A R o o u s  OPERATIONS. 
I 1 1. A visual inspection is made of all hydraulic actuator assenlblics in order i 
i 
to uncover any shippiq anomalies. 
2. Actuator protective cable yards are installed on all eight S-IB actuators. 
. - 
3. Actuator position indicator scales are installed on all eight S I B  actuators. i 4. All non-flight hardware will be identified. 















. ' ,-.- I 
. '  , t. 
o m ' -  ; 
, 
. I  
TEST REQUIREMENTS: 





> I  
. 
- .  
I I 
I 
, : [./-)'I' I'i.?'r',LEFZCiI\'ITi t-wi3,1 &'K 4 4 centro~tw ~pp-1 I K S ~  APP~~?OI I (  P F ,  D A T E  REASON f.#& 8 ORGAhlZATlON 
rv- GDC- 33 
9. DATE 
/o- F7/ 
12. APPROVAL DATE 
/0/20/71 








TO PROSIDE FOR DI ! 
1 S-IB HYDRAULIC AC I 




,, - s p  
1 
I T U l :  TEST DOES DOES MOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS 
I 
1. Holding fixtures a r e  installed on a l l  eight (8) S-IB Hydraulic 
i Actuators lo provide support and clearance between the actuators acd nearby rehicle components. 
i 
I 
I 2. Identify holding fixtures a s  non-flight hardware. I 1 
1 3. Holding fixTures a r e  removed and the actuators a r e  reconnected 
I to the veh~cie airframe. i 
I 
I 
I COSFIGLTRATIOS: S/A 
I 
I 
1 TEST REQUDaEMEhTTS: 




APOSLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS C;TALOG SHEET PACE-LO+ -2.. 
: -.=- - -.I 11 ..5 TS,. *L,".C. 
' S-ID H'iDRACLIC ACTUATOR VISUAL WSPECTION L "-23264 - - - - - .  a r.1.CS1111TV 1 AhD ELZCTRO-MECHAhTCAL STATIC TEST 206 & AM5 
,. -::* - *  ...* - .c, 
. . 
.iO PERFORSI X iTSCAL ISSPECTIOS X?;D FLlKCTIONAL TEST ON 
' EACii O F  THE EIGHT (8) HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS ON THE S-IS 
T .  
f STAGE. ;-. i 
! -  
, . 
APOLLO SATUOU TEST WD OPERATIONS CATILOG ISMLEI 2) I ' ~ b ~ s - 1 - 0 p - 1  
t TLS, $,*LC 18 .se .EST -br*c= -- --
i S-ID HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR VISUAL INSPECTION V-23x4 - - 
AND ELECTHO-MECHANICAL STATIC TEST 
I *  ..UCIIIP* it .  COWU-C* r -oc  I * ~ c N T ~ . * c . ? I ~ *  j-B .ST. ?nt -..la 
- : 7 3LEI ' X ~ O E S  HOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. I 
I 1 - 
i i 1. The actuators must he mechanically disconnected from the thrust . 
i : Iran:c fur this test. ! 
1 2. A complete visual inspection will be conducted on all  eight (8) hydraulic 
t actuator zssemblies a& al l  significant data (Ser. No., Cure Date, ete.) 
! recorded. 
1 
1 3. An electro-mechanical alignment, a resistance test on both potentiometers 
I 
I ard servo val\.e, and a potentiemeter electrical noise test is then conducted utilizing the S-IB actuator test box. 
1 
S VEHICLE MECHANICAL (AS REQUIRED) 
1 i * COSFIGLRATIOX: Vehicle in vertical position. 
TEST REQUIREMENTS: . 
MSFC - 3.1.2.1 
1 j l  -..- 
1 
TO VERIFY THE TEST READINESS OF LCC ELECTRICAL SUPPORT i 
EQUIPSIENT NECESSARY FOR FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS CHECKOUT 1. Ground Power 
AND LAUNCH. 1; 3. RCA-llOA 
I i
1.  he follolcing panels a r e  functionally tested and/or calibrated, using i 
vehicle or DDAS subst~tute  signal. f 
a. S-EB engine deflection panel i 
b. S-IB Hydraulic Col~trol & hlonitor Panel i .  
c. LCC Actuator Delta I & Position Recorders I 
d. Flight Control Display & Control Console I 
i 2. This tes t  normally will be accomplishedprior t o  operations testing of 
vehicle flight control systems. i 
CONFIGURATION: LCC DDAS must be operztional. 1 
TEST REQUIREMENTS: 





1 ,  I 1. To funct~umlly test the complete S-IB hydraulic actuator system \ - 
and ~ t s  assoc~ated equipment. 
1 
S-rn Vehicle Mechanical 
I i: i S-IB Blockhouse Measuring 2. To test the S-IB flight control systenl in normal fllght confiyration. I. U. Flight Control d 5 I 
.! D. D, A. S. BlocIrhouse 
W ; h ) .  
I 3 B t: 
This test 1s conducted in two parts. 
Part I - Single System Operation 
Part I1 - All Systems - On Operation 
I 
h r t  I - Single System Operation 
Each ind.ividual hydraulic system is  activated, and visually inspected 
for leaks or erratic operation. The actuators a re  then cycled and 
nulled using the S-IB substitute computer. 
N ~ L L O  SATURU TEST A N D  OPERATIONS CATALOG (SWEET t) . i p.:a 2 0 s  -2- 
r c s r  T TLC ,a .,:--msv .--me- 
* V 23'6.6 
- S I B  STAGE HYDFUULIC ACTUATOR SYSTEM I =..IC-. -. 
FUXCWMAL TEST 206 5 c-:.~ 
1 .  L O C L T  06 $ 8 .  SOY**VZ* "-06 I*DLSY .IC.T.OI t * P  Cs-  -'a. 7 -,. 
H. B. =I, VAB I OAHF ; 4.0 Hours 
I 6  5UD.lllT .ILOUIOCYS(ITS 
M 
I 
i a r t  I1 - All Systems Operation 
All hydraulic systems a r e  activated. The S I B  system nulls are read . 
at ambient temp. and at approximately 1500F. The 513 actuators \Pill 
I 
':)e cccled at a~nroximatelv 100oF. Hydraulic systems 
I arc. inspected for leaks and erratic operation. 




APOLLO SATURN TEST AND .OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET I PACE -1--3F. &. . i 
.,.. . .., ,a .,C -,.. *,,",IC" 
V-23266 -- 




1 S- 113 STAGE HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR SYSTEM FUNC- i, ..,, ,,.,.. I TIOSAL TEST 206 t, ~ J L S  
7 -  - " .  -.<, 
. 
7 -  i 1-79 To cbarqe Part 11 of Test Description 
I : 31-E REASON 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t . ~  ~pp-1 I K<C AIDV~:~I 




CCSD / Y . 7 1  





I > OTMER APPLICABLE NLFtRLNCL 00CU(#INTATlON 
NONE 
11 I T E I  COYTINUATION 

KSC OPERATIONS 1 PASE - LOF 2-
-..-. - . . I  i ".C T I , .  .."",.C. 
V-23268 ! 5-ID STAGE ACTUATOR POSITION CALIBRATION 1, .r..ri,r,r, 
! DAT.4 LOAD ! 206 C 9JBS ' 
F: .' , - ,c, 
APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIOUS CATALOG IWCCT 1) 1 P I O E ~ O ' ~  
I T L L I  T I T L E  1s r . ~  .cs- ..-..I ; V-2326s S-IB STAGE ACTUATOR POSITION CALIBRATIOX >s  cv. c:... *. I D A T A L M D  ' 
I *  LO CAT^* It. SO.ICCV=- r r e c  ~*o=r.r*r C I I ~ C ~  .P IS. -I.- --I 
FRC3 & HB-1 CTB8 ' 4 . 0  Hours 
Ib SI4"COII nLQU1ICIENTS ; 4 
1 PROVIDE S-IB STAGE ACTUATOR POSITION CALIBIWTION DATA FOR 
a PROGRAMS CTBI, CTBG, and CTB7. : 









3. Edit the calibration tape or "key in" corrected calibration data when 1. ( I C Y  CO*TIMUATION 
processing data from a single actuator or when correcting otherwise 
0 
TEST REQUIREMENTS: ' 
MSFC: N/A 
* ?  
b 1' 
, i L  8 .  . 
s 
.,* - ..a . 
.*>. i 
-- 
. . -  w- - --. - -- - -  
I 
---T 
- .- .  .- 
w*+) 2 




4 - r  ,- a! f - ,c, 
I 
I-0 COX CIi?!.I THE PilOPER FUSCTIONING OF THE SERVO VALVES I OX THE S-IB ACTGATORS. 1.  RCA-IIOA i I 
4. DDAS 
i 
5. S-IB Vehicle Mechanical I I 
I 
1. A p :nv)ut  equisaler$ to 1.5 degrees of actuator movement is applied 
to the actuator servo valves to verify proper operation of the diflerential 
pressure feedback OPF) Loop. I 
, 4. The actuat(,r hydraulic system will provide power for actuator response. 
5 .  X c t ~ ~ a t r ~ r  responses monitored on a portable recorder will be used for 
test evixluat~on. 1 1 
PROVTQE WDRAULIC SYSTEM OPERATION UTILIZING T;E S-IB 
IUBSTTFGTE W P U T E R  W SUPPORT OF OTHER TEST OPEFtATIONS I S-ID Vehicle Y e c h u ~  
. REQUIRnTG HYDRA,ZiLICS. r :  i 1 LCC Measurin; 
& , 1 DDAS 
I ;; ( RCA- 110.4 Ground C o l n s f e r  System S-IB Ground Networks 
- 9 Y;lf ~E )CR~PTIOC E0U:PYONT S1ATUL'C5NFIGURATIO* 3 .  
a 7n.j JEjT 50:s DOES NOT CONTAIN HbZARJOUS GPERAnONS. 
% 
1. Co?-~.zct th: 5-i8 Substitilts Computer to ar? S-I3 Hydrzulic Actuator System. 
a 
r p ,  x ~ $ ~  HydrauEc Presscre to  :be -4ctu3tor System. 
- 8 
I E P E H E I . C C  i S C L . A C h r A 7  C K  
4 k I; S-IB F!ight Ca3trol Pre-Operritiona! E; Securirg Proc. ( " . 3, Vkually irsnect the *;araclic Actuator System for leaks or e r d i c  2. Actaator, Thrust Vector Control, Specification for 101\:01:33. 1 o g r d i o a  ---I 8 I r .  t i* 
4 .  O p e ~ t e  S-IB HydrauEc System as required. 
: I 
. . 
' ,  < 
. . .  
! . . .  
VEBlCLE IN VERTICAL POSITI@& F W E R  ON. 
. , 
. . . T  
.'c ,'.*. . '  I fi: 
. . 
f 
1 , .  , TEST REQUIREMENTS: . , 
I 





r-~:, t3, :&i j  3rl+te Itern 5, Bbcli 5, D change BH . 
\ 7, G 5 1 ; j  ciirngs to  Byardous  0pns.under certain ' TO 4EFLECT CO$lPLETE MSFC TEST REQqI2E)iEPiT / i / 2 3 / 7 j  , , , , , THqnllqt( 7 1 4 
. .  CCV. Oil5 ! REASCN . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ : ~ l  / LSi *.,krc: 
.% > 
., . . 
. I . 
CCSD 
12. APPROVAL DATE 
.. I. . 
L1/- G D C L 3 3  /LI - 2 O - 7 /  
L l i  " D l u i :  r , .  7 . 6 ) '  
.. . ._ . _. . ... . . .. . .-.- -. 
' '--'. .- . - - . . - . +...: ..- . 
. , , *. .*.TY,-,y: -J*-l2:s;.?:', .-.i - . . ...--L...* .--- .. .*~:kE .. . . . - . . .. .,- . - .-.. -.. at-.. ,. . +'.-.--. ,.. . . -.... . . .  
* y S "  ' 
. . .  






, i 17 
NSC OPERATIONS 1 PACE LOF 2 APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS. CATALOG SHEET i 
. .,:. . . I 
': .IC - r . .  .*""," 
' I V-23276 - A ?*IEXSLXE SATURS IB STAGE ALIGSMENT ;> , . . , E l l . . , .  206 & SJES 
I 
; A  -::- a,,:- .r5 
VEItIFY SIB STAGE ALIGK%IENT WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL 
; I CRiVITY VECTOR. 
,; : 
.I : 
. .. -.- 
. r  ' s . b  * -  5h L:-.PMCNT 57.-  ,s c ; . s # c S n b ~ % o ~  
i 7 - * :  TFIT X t C E S  [j D?E; HOT C O N T A I N  nA.?ARDOUS OPERATIONS.  
I 
-. 
- I 1  OTHER & P P L I C b B i €  REFLREUCL DOCU*€UT,ATIO* 
:ra-.X:; vector. Dwg. lOM04167 
i ,a. ITEN CONTINUAT~O* I 
E S T  REQU1RBmTT.S 
SSFC - '  3.4.0.3 




, < ,  
I. i 
. y.,.v --:-. -.--.,;. - -  -... --.--&,. i 




; } ; I 
I 1  
A P O L L O  SATURN TEST A N 0  O P E R A T ~ O N S  C A T A L O G  ISUEET 2) ! P A ; F ~ E *  2- 
I f l s r  I , . L E  ,: .,< -,,-."".c. 
i '-23276 
MEASURE SATURN IB STAGE ALIGXhIEXT .- , a,.':.. -. 
296 :. '"'i 
. . - - 4  
. 
$ 3  lor.r.osLaunchef. coururrm P-oc ~ s a r r r . ~  :..o- .. r,- .GI. . -t 
Pc-Gcstal-VAB N 'A .- 2.0 Flours 
. st,. "0". "'C" ,*.ME. 7 .  





. ' c Y: b 

QUALllY ASsLWKE 
FACILITY CcrmJNICATIChVS (01s) 
ESE LnAS 
--:S PQZELXRE PRCVSDES STEPS *OK AWUSTI~JG niE ~ E R  SUPPLY OUTPUTS, A D J U S T I ~  - 
--E X'?-kT,SE, Ah9 YERIFYIW THE SLODE OF N E  RAMP GENERATORS. 
A. T+ FOLLCWItt TEST EQUIPPENT WILL BE USED: 
1. W, H/P 3440A W/3445k P L W  I N  OR EQUIVALENT. 
2, MUDE 83YFS (2 Cb) tW - STAT 240-C OP. EQUIVALEIJT. 
3. OE HIP ELEcTp.avIc WJTER MDDEL 5 5 3 2 ~  OR EQUIVALENT. 
4. GfE. F#tT&LE RECORDER, BRUSH I W K  280, bR EQUIYALENT. 






/ r  I 
6 % \  ;a 
rn 
I U  ELECTRICAL 
,4.' '-E RiWhm.T ,'.PJT VJh:k FW. FLIGHT COIJTROL COMPUTER W l L L  BE TESTED FOR PROPER 
!*AM.IT,CE A'D PPudP iT r  P i c i s  TO I h i T i k L  UNIT CABLE CONNECTIONS. 
E. C;ILID,MTE d l %  ?SI 1:3UT5, THE FCC P S I  PR4EL FETERS AW) FCC AN4Lffi P S I  RECORDER 
CI-&.PSCS. MU\S&ll& SfATJCXi WlLL  VERIFY AND RECORD PSI MEASUREMENTS. 
H. M E  Ai3IL lTY TO C O W N D  M E  FLIGHT CONTROL C W U T E R  TO M E  S- IB  BURN rrOE AT 
( ~ 0 f : ~ l t a . m  IN ~ l ~ t l (  18, PEE 2) LIFTOFF WILL  BE VERIFIED. 
Tr ST 2LQJI P:.t- I .  PSI  AND PHI  DOT REDUIdDWT INPUT CIRCUITRY :.1lTFIN M E  FCC WILL BE I 'EF lF IE3 .  
, / SF i :  79:1031 WAS?!: 1 ! 1  
1. INTERRUPT BOX-6 PIN-P/N JB230193 OR ECUIVALEPIT. 
2 .  INTERRUPT BOX-23 PIN-P/N JE??0217 OR EL?U:VdLE?\T. 
3. INTERRLPT SOX-30 PlK-P/N ,3?PO?jl OR EQUIVALENT. 
4. INTERRUPT 3OX-61 PIN-P/Y uS2?O229 i?. EQJI i 'ALEiT.  
5 .  INTERRUPT BSX-55 Plh -P /N  JU2?0226 OR E<UIVALE\T. 
6. DIGITAL VOLTMETER, YPj4-10, 179 LCUI\ 'ALE\~.  
7. SIMPSON 2GO. 

. . . . - . . . - . 
ff THIS TEST PROCEDURE ARE: 
1. 10 PERFWM A FUYXICWL TEST TO MRlFY SCALE FACTORS. 
2. TO PC2ECRY A W I T Y  CHECK. 
C,~>CY> ,..-. L : k-iCTi?lC/-LL'( C W J Y ~ L T ~ . O . I I Y  FLIGHT COidFlGURATION IN THE IU ST=. 
?'i:YL %-=k; GILL LIE WIBSbrcb. 








UWSANRN TEST AN0 OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
I. TEST TITLT 
F W T I W  964: ff ESE RECORDERS 
(STAWBY) 
PAGE LOF 2 






I A. TO VERIFY W T W  LCC RECORDER SYSTEM I S  READY TO SUPPORT VEHICLE TESTING. I . I INTERSTAGE: ' I U  G R U D  mF. 
1, 7 
I I I OFF C W L E X :  N/A 
APOLLO'SATURN TEST AN0 OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) / PAGELOF~ 




1% EST.  ST ~ I Y C  
2 MEN-4 WURS 
' J  
18. SUPPORT REOUIREMENTS 
FUNCTIONAL CHECK OF ESE RECORDERS (STANDBY) 
IS. LOCATION I 4  COMPUTER FROC. INDENTIF1CITION 
LC-39 NOT REQUIRED 
I rnll TEST DOES 3 DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. I I 
) TCsT DEsCRIPTIOY COUIPYCMT STATUS CONFIGURATION 
ON-COMPLEX: QUALITY A S S W E  
1 3. 3ASELIXE C M T S  WlLL BE ESTABLISHED FOR M E  FUNCTION4L TEST. I I 
A. TiiS PRXEDURE WILL VERIFY THE COMPATIBILIN BETWEEN THE ANALOC RECORDER 
COITROL ?ANEL 'WE RECORDER SYSTEM. ALSO M E  CALIBRATION VOLTAGES WILL BE 
SET UP. 
C. THIS PRKED'JRE WlLL VERIFY M E  FUNCTIONAL OPERATION AND CALIBRATION OF THE 
RECCP.LER SYSTEM ?RlOR TO TESTING PERFORMED AFTER MEASURING CALIBRATION. 
EGU I WE!<7 STATUS 
I1 OTHER APPLICABLE REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION 
1 A. I E  F 3 L L W I U  TEST EQUIPMENT WILL BE USED: 
I I .  Dm, R I P  34CWL Y 3 4 4 Y  PLLG I N  OR EQUIVALENT. 
H. WE FOLLOWING P2OCEWRES/TEST MUST BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO PERFORMING MIS 
TASK: 
1. N IA  
CO!JF I GURAT I ON: N/A TEST REQUIREMENTS 
11. ITEM CONTINUATION 
Bl m 5  
I 
d PFI I D4TF Con~.octor Approval REASON KSC Appve-01 , 
9 o r T E  
4/12/72 
It APPROVAL DATE 
4/13/72 
' C i r N I U A C T <  I< LPPLOVAL 
,A$*. //, .+, yh~/2; 
----- 
t o  ~ 4 % :  ~ r c  n r v ' n o v ~ r  
#4q6 y r& 




11 ORGANIZATION ' 
LV-GDC-33 

OFF-COMPLEX: BEND I X  SHOPS 
ON-COMPLEX: 7 5 0 / 2 5  TON CRANE 
PLATFORMS 
THIS T E S T  )S DOES I 1 DOES HOT CONTAIN  HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS.  SECURSTY 
S W I M  ARMS 
THL IOLLOWING ITEMS ARE V E R I F I E D :  THERMAL C O N D I T I O N I N G  SYSTEM HAS BEEN 
DRAINED AND PURGED, A L L  C R I T I C A L  COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN REMOVED, A L L  I N T E  
CONNECTING ENVIRONMNTACONTROL AND E L E C T R I C A L  CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE 
I U  AND 5 - 1 ' 2 5  HAVE BEEN DISCONNECTED, U M B I L I C A L  CONNECTIONS HAVE BEEN 
REMOVED. THE I U  H O I S T I N G  SLING, UPPER PROTECTIVE R I N G  ( I F  NECESSARY) 
AND TRANSPORTER ARE P O S I T I O N E D  UNDER THE CRANE HOOK, AND PREPARED FOR 
ERECTION.  
THE H O I S T I N G  S L I N G  W I T H  UPPER PROTECTION R I N G  ( I F  NECESSARY) ARE ERECTE 
P O S I T I O N E D  OVER THE I U  AND LOWERED I N T O  PLACE. AFTER ATTACHMENT TO 
THE I U ,  THE I U / S - I V B  MOUNTING HARDWARE ff REMOVED, AND, THE I U  
ELEVATED AND LOWERED TO THE TRANSPORTER. THE I U  I S  SECURED I N  PLACE 
ON THE TRANSPORTER AND THE PROTECTION COVERS I N S T A L L E D .  THE H O I S T I N G  
S L I N G  I S  REMOVED AND ? H E  I U  AND S L f N G  TRANSPORTED BACK TO STORAIE.  
CONFIGURATION:  I U  ERECTED ON S - I V B  
TEST REQUIREMENTS 
MSFC: N / A  
- -- - 
I ? (  
I . / ->.  , 
70 
---- ---- - - ------ 
rn 
c: 
7C \ E i i F V  TdE IU TE 'J%TIC  SfSTEM AND TPER1aL CON)ITION1lG SYSTEM FLOWS, PRESSURES 
RO Tf4*P'jtiT&ES M E  WITHIN L!Y!TS. 
INTERSTAGE: S-IVB STAGE POWER (EXCEPT AS-513 6 AS-515) 
ON-CWLEX: IBM QA 
I BM MEASUR l NG 
I U  STAGE POWER 
I B11 MECH4Vl CAL 
,7= 'G W?"& W b E R  '3, Jh CLO5c:) LOOP COIJFIGIIWTION, TtiE SYSTEMS ARE TESTED BY IBM ELECTRICAL NETWORKS' 
s-.?'i'& ?I% G2.CU.3 CCXjLFjn TEI.'PERATURE AM) m)tJlTORING OR RECORDItG CRITICAL FLOW 
IS VERIFIED, ~;CCUDI.G w.~TI:~; WITH GROIAD POWER adLY. 
=,FIGURATION: VEHICLE I S  IZRECTED, ST&E PWER APPLIED, CLOSED LGOB CONFIGURATION. 
TEST REQIJl REMCNTS 










. ,- ,a.">.A..  7 .7 
. . - .. 
. I  6 ' 
- - 
- , , , . - > ,  
. t f 
; 
. 1 %  
if, /EP! ( T r C  XiT P'JTIC SYSTEH IS LflAK TIGHT ND TO FVPICTIONALLY CHECK THE 
PRCSSS'Z S ~ 1 7 C 1  kbL/3t K J v 5 T  THE FIRST STAGE REGULATOR INTERSTAGE: N/A 
OFF-CmPLEX : N/A 
35 iS 1-07 CONTAIN H I7ARDOUS DPERATIONS 
IBM MECHANICAL 
--E F .RST S T K E  PEGJUTOR I S  M341 TORE W-D ADJUSTED, I F  REQUIRED, TO M4INTAIN A 
P?ESS'I;E GF 16.5 2 6.5 PSIA. TriE CUTLET PRESSURE OF THE ST-124 A I R  BEARING 
FE%I;T*3R I S  PCn'iITWED TO E R l M  L I F E  PRESSURE I S  M T  EXCESSIVE. M E  ACNATICN/ 
"75 :T-!:-t TGV:CX4 9 ,dGE Lf 'S:  IS PXE5SURIZED W D  L W (  CHECKED. A TEST PPNEL I S  
7rc c17ST STAGE P5GtbGTSk TO 26 P j l C l  FOR LEAK TESTIFIC. 
TEST REQUIRENMTS 
ALL CATA I S  PECOPbED Dl4 A DATA ShEET. 
CC#BIGUR&?ICXJ: VEnl CLE STACKED, ST-124M EITHER INSTALLED OR W T  INS 
STM,E WER IS t n ~  CPPLIED. 0.3.5.3.1.1. 
0.3.5.3.1.1.1' 




RmT EXGIEERIX - SATURN V 
NATURE AND EnENr OF ANY 
THIS TEST -7- DOES 3 0 E S  NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
TZ FWDii:.LG A X  DSCRIBED IN THE PRI1CEWRE: I .I 
S%Tr:?~~L./VEG f4SI CAL 
(A) \.:S.:.% 1.WEtTIOS OF LH2 TAW EXTERIOR. (3) ::s;s, I s i c c r r r o x  OF THE I L ~ I O R  AND ECTERIOR OF THE FORWARD SKIPJ, AFT 
S:,:.T, T?fl!!ST STT~CIURE, AFT I\TERSTAGE, AND STAGE PR0TUB~'CES. 
I 
(C) S-RE?'I.\G EiE J!jSCTIOS OF IliE FOIUVARD SKIRT-FORWARD DCME TO D m Y I N E  THE 
? Z Z Y C E  OF DEBRIS ASD ITS DAJLIGE P O N I A L .  
(Dj X-.V.YiSG T3C1 jIlSCrURE OF THE THRUST STRUCNRE-LO2 TAM( IXME TO DE'l%lm 
T- 7- 
,I; ?,ESSCE OF DEBRIS ASD ITS DANAGE PoTE%TIAL. 
(E) ISS?ZXTION OF BOXDED SUPPORTS IS  MADE UPON RECEIPT, PRIOR TO ORDNANCE 
- T:JTXUTIO?; A\D A F E 3  CRYCGEXIC LOADIhG TO VERIFY BOND INEGRITY (6) VERIFICATION OF t~~~ PART WERS A\?) SERIAL NI.WERS OF s 
PROXF3IO?; cilw3mTS. 
(Xj VI3.U.  ISSPECTION OF ALL FLARED TUBE FITTINS FOR TORQUE STRIPING. 
(3) I.\S?ECFIOS OF ALL LOW PRESSURE PROPELLCLV WCTS, VEhT DUCTS, AND THE 5-2 THE FOUCXiTNG EQUIRU1FNI' SIATUS/CXNFIGURATION MUST MIST: 
E\,GIhX FOR DBTS AW SCWTCIES. 
ELECT?: 
(A) V iSC . i i  !SS?ECTIOS OF ALL STAGE CONNECI'ORS UPON ARIUVAL AT KSC TO VERIN 
CC'.?Li&YCE KITH ~WITY INSPEflION IhTEGRITY SEALS. 
(3) I)!SCCh\ZCTiOS, E R I N  AGAISST ACCEPTABLE STANDARDS, RECONNECTION, AND ADDITION 
OF i\=RI'N SEAL ON ALL COXh'ECTORS WITIDLIT PROPER INIZGRITY SEALS. j (~VIISLYD ox PAGE 2 )  . T E S T R E Q J I ~ T S  
MSFC: TR 1B76996, Para. I I 
a 
5 / 9/3/79 23 iSI 1 S T  DESCRIPTION & TEST REQUIREVENTS 1 
I 8 L?J 1: L iO P.RO?ER FO!L\l.AT A\?) REVISE SUPPCRT 
.\ 6.1 1-62 ;-"(1T7-"Z\TS 
- :0 \ -4A: l>A  A P P R O V A L  $ 8  O R C h V I Z I T 1 O N  I 1 
I 1 /S/V. 1. 7 D Z P  NDAC Apr i l  17, 1969 




4SC C?ERATIOHS PAGE ]OF 2 
APOLLO SATJ'U TEST AND GPERATlONS CATALOG SHEET T r 
2 SIC T E I i  NUU&ER 
V-24422 
r p 
. - ,. ;T--,,T:C&I, Es+2!A!. A;.D P/Y ; ~ . E ~ C T ~ V ~ T Y  a-209 & SUB< 
AS-514 & SUBS 
__- __-_- 
i 
- -- - i s  
. ...-., - " ,..,.. 7 
. . .  
, .. - -  
- ,- - ,d ,  -4  , kEr\ A 1 E!E'.- 5 
. 
. - : ....:..!. .G 1..;7?.L7:3.S 
-. - -  . -  
- .... - . - 
. . ; _ ,:;.:; r, . #,= E;d:F:'3.Z BOT!i 114 STORAGE AVD INSTALLED 
, .  
. ...... / . - . , .  ... 
- . - - - , ,: m-4* , , a .* kZ%VAL TIVES 
. 
.  ,.,.,E..TI .': , . ‘ ; i :~~.r ; ' :~f  rj?E?hTiOP.iS FOR OAT BCONS IN STORKE 
, .  " - . .  
* - 
- , >  -,, .C .I t,E EYECT T., LA7 i5"WJT5 k l  LL EE INSPECTED TO ASSURE THAT THEY ARE COM- 
- --- - --.-,, - A D  
- . _ .:,, r, I'.:TXLkY!G(.I. A SUPPORT REQUEST WILL BE GENERATED TO TWSPORT 
_ - - = =  ::: -EjTIS.G 15 COYPLETE PfvD A5 PART OF THE M/L PREPARATIONS FOR MOVING TO THE 
. - 
- c . . j  ,ILL BE TAKE!. Wnnl MD RETUBED TO STORAGE AREA WITH LOOSE ITES PROPERLY 
- .  . b 
TEST REQUIRD4NfS: N/A 
MIL OAT l3OOM ! NS1 ALLATI ON, Rt-b 
SUPPORT CONTRACTOR 





OWECT OF T H I S  PROCEDURE IS TO ENSURE PROPER INSTALLATION OF THE LHz TANK DCIOR 
AS9 TO LWNTAIN SYSTEM CLWIhZSS.  
THIS  T E S T  cr DOES , ,  DOES NOT CONTAIN HA?ARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
PROVII:FS DETAILFD IXSTRUCTIOXS FOR IKSTALLATION OF LH2 TANK DDOR. PROCEDURE ENSURES 
??w ALL ~LCESARY EQUIamT mD 1.iATERM.S ARE AVAILABLE AT STAGE TO A C W L I S H  TASK 
,\2 1lMT Uiz TANK IXX)R IS INSTA.LLEJJ I N  PROPER SEQU€NCE. PROGEWRE ENSURES THAT SISraf 
-CLE/L\LIbWS I S  MAIhTAIXE3. , .  
THE STAGE HAY BE I N  EITfiZR ?WE VERTICAL OR WORIZONML POSITICRJ. 





ON-COMPLEX: 15'4 QA 
IRY M E C W I i A L  
KSC IBM STASILIZER AFETY 
Tr'll TEST X DCES D O E S  h O T  C O N T A I N  H A ~ A R D O U S  OPERATIDNS. 
'+IS C * W t & T I C ) J  IS DIVIDED INTO TWEE PARTS: 
1. Q-BALL PREP FOR l?BTALlATIOI I  kM) GROCN) STRAP A T T A M E M .  
2. ThE SriIH MQ Q-BALL ARE IHSTALLED CN THE ESCAPE TOWER. 
j T 6  SYIY  A'o Q-BALL M E  R W M D  FROM TIiE ESCAPE T M R .  
CCI.FIGSZATi3\ ErlCLE EPECTU) W l T n  ESCAPE TWER INSTALLED OR LES HORlZOMAL ' . 
I".:% S T C Q K E  BUILDINT,. 











To unload an S-IVB stage and attendant equiptent from the Point Barrow a t  Port 
Cmavcral, transfer t o  M A  barge, unload S-IVB fran NASA barge a t  VAB dock 
m J  move S- It'i? into L'1W. RD 40090 - LZA 
1. Prclinninary preparations a t  Port Canaveral 
2. Transfer of 5-NB and attendant equipment fran Point Barrow t o  NA!% barge. 
3. Onload tV;bSA barge and transport S-IVB and attendant equipent  t o  VAB low 
bay area. 
Yqttiplent Sratus/Conf1guration 
1. A clear area fo r  ntooring Point Barrow and NASA barge a t  Port Canaveral. 
2 .  A clear area f o r  mooring NASA barge a t  VAB dock. 
3. A clear area on VAB dock fo r  washing stage coven with fresh water. 
4. Clear area in  VAB low bay transfer a is le  for  S-TVB stage/transporter. 




TifE F?ZXLI:;T, OFERATIOIJS ARE 1E:CLUDING I N  TItIS DRAWING: 
1. PF.ZLI:C:;k3Y O?ETiCIONS (ALYC2iiZXT OF TWSPORTER TO CLT) 
2. STAGE T?;,\;JFER FRO:! TZSJ<SWRTER TO CLT 
3- i'?ZPA?A7;0:; OF SUPER GUPPY TO RECEIVE STAGE 
4. AL;C:;:.Z;*T OF CLT TO SUPE3 GUPPY 
5 .  T?AXS?ZR OF STAGE FROM CLT TO SUPER GUPPY 
6 ,  IXS?ALLATIO?i OF S;IPER GWPY TIE-DOWNS TO STAGE 
7. STAGE SECUilITY CHECK 
2PS. FOLLOWIKG EQUIPXEXT STATUS MUST BE I N  EFFECT: 
2 .  WIifTXCATIOX 0 1  CLT PROOF-MAD TO DAC REQUIREMENTS 
2. SWZR GWYY PROPZRLY POSITIONED AT SKID STRIP TO DAC REQUIREMENTS 
ROTE: THIS PROCEDUR5 I S  NOT SCKEDULED OR PLANNED AND WILL BE RELEASED ON 
m "AS REQUIRED" BASIS. 
COBFIZJilATION: SUPER GUPPY LANDED AT SKID STRIP AND STAGE IN CONFIGURATION 
M BE MADED. 




/ I 1 
i 1" t 
. Ji I . , .  ;> 70 
m 
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es 
h) 
I N S P E C T  I Of4 A t i D  CORROS 1 ON CONTROL O F  5- I B 
TO :kSPECT 5 - 1 2  STAGE FOR CORROSION 
CSR4'JSIC:J CRACK It45P-ECTIOtdS OF THE 5 - 1 8  V E H I C L E .  
PART I - I N I T I A L  At40 QUARTERLY CRACK I N S P E C T I O N S  OF MAJOR 
STRUCTURAL PARTS 
?ART I 1  - MOtdTM-Y CRACK I N S P E C T I O N S  O F  C R I T I C A L  STRUCTURAL PARTS 
F P R T  I ! I - FORT ' I IGHTLY CRACK I I 4 S P E C T I O N  OF C R I T I C A L  STRUCTURAL PARTS. 
P A Z T  ,'J - 4 8  F3" CRACK I ? I S P E C T I O N  O F  C R I T I C A L  STRUCTURAL PARTS W I T H  
t i l t t i  SUSTAI'dED STRESS. 
PART '1 - h-i EtIG J:IE COqROSIO:I I N S P E C T I O N  
PART V I  - I ' I I T I A L  k f l D  QUARTERLY GENERAL CORROSION I N S P E C T I O N  
PART V I I  - MONTHLY GENERAL CORROSION I N S P E C T I O N  T E S T  R E Q U I R E M E N T S :  
P A R T V l l I  - 1TEHS FOUND TO HAVE CORROSION S H A L L  B E  CLEANED AND RE- 
P k l P E D  B i  A N  ACCEPTABLE MCTHOD OR REPLACED BY ACCEPTABLE 
SPARES. 
P M S E  N / k  
. , 
i r 
/ pE*OYAL i:Y:ROI:i4DTAL PROTECTION AN0 PREPARE STAGE FOR PRELAUNCH CHECKOUT. I 
f. i r s -  : C s - P 1 ' 1 4 0 \  Z C U l P U E U T  S T L T U S  CO?4FbGURATION 
1 TnlS TEST _ CCES X _ DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. TI E FflLLC'rl:::S 1'ElI;CLE ACCESS POINTS WILL  BE OPENED: 
A. CA;!iSTtRS 12 AliD 13. 
B.  SEAL PLATES AS PEOUIRED. 
L.  FUEL TAb!KS 3 A i l 3  A CO1!ERS FORb!ARO SECTION. 
. F b t ?  A':': I n i  BAY DCOQS AFT SECTION. 
F. h i & T  SI'LELD PAI+ELS AS GEQLIIRED. 
i. i f ' s T F 2  FAkKEL.  
~ C P C  BELLC:!S COVERS WILL R E  REMOVED AND REPLACED WITH SOFT COVERS. FELT COVERS ARE 
T? BE PLACED 0:. ALL  FORUARD FUEL AND LOX TANK BULKHEADS. LOX AND FUEL TANK BREATHERS 
s-E TO OE CHnrKED A S  THE t401STURE MONITORS INDICATE A SATURATED COHDITIDN. WORK 
L i G h T S  H Z L L  PE 1:ISTALLED AS REQUIRED. THE FUEL TANK LATERAL RESTRAINING HARDWARE I S  
RC14<VEG. 
SPECIAL TEST EOi l IPt IEI IT REQUIRED INCLUDES: I 
A. SOFT BELLOWS COVERS. 
G .  TA':Y 3dLYPEAD FELT  COVERS. 
C .  C ~ Y  LOX r,::e FUEL T A ~ K  BREATHER ASSEMBLIES. 
3 .  SOFT 7IPPE:? DOORS. 
E IL!ORK L IS I ITS .  j I,.,' ' - 7 . .  I .I q- , I , ,  - VERTICAL POS!TIOzI 
TEST RE UIREM.li)!TS: *
~:GJ!i?f !~~E: lT I S  i .Rb i1D iD  BY PREPS FOR CDDi  A l l q y  
-7- i - 2  A,).:;,, ".,q, .: 1,  , 
i \  
', -OC.T ,o*  s t 4  COUPUTEI)  PmOC t N D E * T I F I C I T I O L I  $6 Cli ? t S T  T M T  
L 1 VAB ACD PAD I N/A 32 tiOURS ' ' 16 SUPPORT CtCQiJ+RCMEtdTS k 
CHECK L I S T  KONFLIGHT REMOVABLE ITEMS 
I'r r 










1; ?EPi;?Y iU'~CT1i):iAL CHfCY OF 750 P S I  REGUI 2TOR, R E L I E F  VALVE, A:iD SYSTCI4 .SOLE;IOID 
1) GROUND POUER 
2 ,  TiERFCICIY L E A 6  ChECh OF ALL CONTROL L I I I E S ,  C0:lt:ECTIONS. AND CCK4POME;iTS 1% THE GI42 
:','*7;3, S"S7EM A'i3 CALORINETER PURGE SYSTEM. 
4 )  H I G H  PRESSURE GAS 
rnrr J E S T  x DOES 
MSFC PRELAUNCH TEST AND C H E C K O U E Q U I R E M E N T S  S A T I S F I E D  ARE: 
'IEHICii CO~iF fGUDATIOl l  - VERTICAL P O S I T I O N  7) 3 . 3 . 6 . 2 . 4  
'+E TES' S H X L  iE PERFOPXED N T H  V E H I C L E  AND GROUliD POWER A P P L I E D  AND A L L  VALVES IN 
z ~ I S i " I  CVtFIGUFATlGI4. 
- 
i, , 
! 1 54 




--- - -- - 5 
W 
F\) 
S-18 S T A t E  PPEPRPJLTIOII  f O P  COU?ITOOW!I i)EVO:iS7RATIOII & LAUNCH 
--- 
" 1  * t i -  - C * L . l s  1 
GSE PECHANICAL I 
Ct iERl  CAL ANALYSIS LABORATORY 
S - I D  GROUND AND STAGE PVdER 
i 
SECURITY P O L I C E  t 
F I R E  FIGHTING 
BACK-UP BATTERIES  
:*': TEXT LCES j( LTJE3 1.97 CONTAIN H17aRDOUS OPERATiDYI  
r A C l L l T Y  COMV. ( 0 1 5 )  
RCA-11OA COMPUTERS 
-::I ?'?IIX!PE !S USED 10 I 7 P 7 O R T  ? H I  YEHICLE WECHA>IICAL O P E R I T I O I I S  P E R T I ~ I E I I T  TO YET 
I 
3 c--- 
( 0 1 s )  RECORDING 
-Yd . :3' C C 3 T  k:&D THE LP(I!:CH C0U:ITDOWN. 
I I S  9% T I E  O I i L f .  
. . 
P L P T  f I C O h T h I ? I S  OPERAT IOt lS  T O  SUPPORT WET COOT. PART 1 1  CLOSES OUT ONLY THOSE ITEMS 
'E?::"E3 TO FG? 'n'il CDDT. 
PAST 1'1 COZTATNS O P E P P T I 9 N S  T O  SUPPORT THE LAU'JCH COUNTDOWN. PART I V  CO 
F I Y C L  C L O S E  OUT OF THE Y E P I C L E  FOR LAUt:CH. 
TH!S PPOCECURE X I L L  BE CCCO!4PLISHEO FOR CODY AND LAUt!CH. t 
C ~ ~ ~ ! T J " ~ T l r ) ' l  - V E t i l t L E  Itt FLIGHT CONFIGURATIOII.  
,-. ar"* I 24 "d 
r* 
P ? E L K J L I C H  ELECTRO-r4ECHAYICAL T E S T  
V E R I F Y  A L L  V E H I C L E  AND R E L A T E D  GROUND ELECTRO-MECHANICAL COMPONENTS A R E  FUNCTI0NI : IG  
si1Tl-l T H E  E X C E P T I O I l  O F  T H E  F U E L  V E N T S  AND F U E L  F I L L  AND D R A I N  VALVE. 1 )  S - I B  V E H I C L E  P 
2 )  S - I B I S E J S U R I N G  
3)  G S E  MECHACICAL 
4 )  D E E - 6  O P E R A T I O N  IS R E Q U I R E D  
5) LOX COl iTROL P A N E L  OPERATOR T O  O P E R A T E  T H E  LOX F I L L  AND D R A I N  VALVE IF 
POWER I S  A P P L I E D  T O  T H E  P R O P E L L A N T  LOADING RACKS.  
6 )  BACK-UP B A T T E R I E S  
THIS  T E S T  - 1 DOES ix  j DOES NOT C O N T A I N  HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 7)  RCA-1 1OA COMPUTERS 
S - I 6  S T A G E  G N 2  - CONTROL SYSTEM F U N C T I O N A L  AND LEAKAGE T E S T  MUST B E  PERFORMED P R I O R  
8) H. P .  GAS 
TO T H I S  T E S T .  
P X E P A R E  S - I B  V E H I C L E  AND GROUtID S U P P O R T  T O  PERFORM T H I S  T E S T .  I 
AiL V E H I C L E  AHD R E L A T E D  GROUND CO!IPONENTS A R E  V E R I F I E D  T O  B E  It4 F L I G H T  C O N F I G t i R A T i O t J .  / T i E  iOLLO!:i!t'i iTEk?S  A R E  CHECKED FOR O P E R A T I O N :  
C0:iTROL S P H E R E S  P R E S S U R I Z I E i G  AND VENT V A L V E S  
F b i L  S P H E R E S  P R E S S U R I Z I N G  VALVE 
F U E L  B U C B L I N G  VALVE 
EI!GII!E P b 9 G E S  ( G . G .  LOX IKJ. LOX SYSTEM AND T .  C. 
C k L r j P I i i E T E R  PURGE VALVE 
F U E L  P R E S S U R I  Z I  tiG VALVES.  F U E L  VENT CONTROL VALVE 
L O X - V F I ~ T  VALVES LOX P E C I E F  VALVE 
I O X  F T I  I- A::D nRAIN VALVC 
L f i l  C U G h L I N G  V A l V t  
LOX P R E S S U d I Z I ~ X  VALVE 
LDX W I F I C E  B Y P A S S  V A L V E S  
F U E L  I N J .  
$ 7  OTHER APPLIChBLE REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION 
I P H A S E  V I  T E S T  REIJUIREMENTS: M S F C  - N/A 
E R E Q U I S I T E  T O  T H I S  PROCEDURE I S  THAT A L L  CONPONENTS CHECKED t1UST HAVE BEE14 P R E -  
S L Y  CI!ECKED P E 9  T l l f I i i  I N D I V I O U A L  CtiECKOUT PROCEDURES.  





I IT r l r t  
Y CMPGNE~ITS PRESSURIZATION 
-- - 
I 5 3  > F ,  7 / f S  
\ £ P I  F\/ACCOMPLISIi COFIPONENTS PRESSURIZED FOR PRE-LAUNCH TESTS AND FLIGHT I 
, 
; ,, , .; ,, d ; ; n ; - ~ ~ I * r u . i b x r r t o ~  
ntr l r l r  3 (rot 5 ' X  / DOTS NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
- I T  i ' ito( L I I U R ~  C ~ I I S I ~ T S  OF TWO PARTS. THE F I R S T  PART CHECKS COMPONENT PRESSURE AND 
li i i rir i i t  I) PAPT PRL:'SIIt<IIES THOSC COMPONtNTS AS REQUIRED. "USE OR VOID" BLANKS ARE 
i'Rn'~IbED FOR I t l D l C A T I I i G  THOSE PORTIONS OF THE PROCEDURE WHICH WILL  BE REQUIRED FOR 
, 
T u E  CO".PO':EhTS ARE PRESSURIZED AS REQUIRED, BY CONNECTING A REGULATOR PANEL TO THE 
' ( .PYPtJ\i l :T SCiisADER VALVE. THE TEST SET-UP I S  LEAK CHECKED AND THEN A 10-MINUTE 
' I):[' \IfPE. DCCP,Y TE)T I S  RUN ON THE PRESSURIZED COMPONENT. NO PRESSURE DROP I S  ALLOWED. 
i " , i ' l :  ', T A : l  1.1 I ' I tT.SSIIRIZfD Wlll N MOIJNTCD I N  VEHICLE OR AS AN I N D I V I D l l A L  COkiPONENT; 
To:;T,7I NLK A55LMltl . IES: 
t FI/I(t A\SEMDLV 
PCM/RF ASSEMBLY 
PRESSURIZATI0I.I L I M I T S  - 6 . 5  0 .5  PSIG I I 
TEST REQUIREMENTS: 




, APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET I PAtt -.LDF 2- 
- . . .  ,> .s: -... ...* .?'. 
1 -.:':,:C S,STM PURGE A:.D F I L L  (STA!,D B Y )  -. 
I 
-,- - a , -  c s  
. - - - .  ; .-, :-. .-: ~J'{~?;'.L;L :Lk!D ;', T h E  i:;Si!:E P,!ORAL'LIC SYSTE!.! A!iO 
. . .-- . L  FL.;: ? E S E ? Y O : a  i C  7-E P R C P E R  L E V E L  F C R F L I G H T ,  i F  R E Q U I R E D .  
' 
. . .- . . . . - - , . . , . . . : , 
. .. u u -  :. i :r . iPrE..-  I - , -  . l  : : * ~ ' ~ , O . ' , O *  
,. - ,- 
.-..- . C  I HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PURGE AIiD t I L L  (STAKDBY) - .  , S ' . ' . .  . -. i 
i 
A 5  ~ ~ ~ , , - ' : d ~ ~  I
I ,  L O C L I I O *  . I .  C U Y * C I P ~ I  D.CC , . P r w . I . . C . I  0. ,, C,. - ( I .  - r r  
DA!tS , C ..'!'25 : VAD o r  PAD 1 I 
-I__ j . $ 6  HLCul f fuL* iS  
A P O L L O  S A T U R N  T E S T  A R D  O P E R A T I O N S  C A T A L O G  ( S H E E T  21 D * - E  -:: h 
3 TES- T I T L C  2 ..: c , .  . " O L '  
i I 1 ) S - I B  MEASU?I?sG 2 )  CI'E?IICAL AliALY S I S  LABORATORY 
H.  P .  G A S  
GROCNO AND V E H I C L E  POMER 
5)  F L I G H T  CONTROL 
6 )  I N D U S T R I A L  WATER 
' - C : ,'l:,> 
-: - > - : S  ?E; lVCr 'EtYE;  T'l i E R I F Y  Tt'AT NO EXTERNAL LEAKAGE E X I S T S .  T H E  PRECHARGE I S  
I 7°C'. jE3-XE3 7'1 33 '3  PS:; ( 2 3  YEAT T H E  GROUND S E R V I C E R  PUMP MAY S U P P L Y  F L U I D  T O  T H E  
8 ..*,--. - 
. : L S * ?  :'3?E E A S I L Y ;  :';3 T H E  S Y S T E M  I S  PURGED ( C I Q C U L A T E D  THRU T H E  F L I G H T  AND 
1 . -  ... ---- 
. * 
., r.. : - 3 ) .  ;;S IS :LED F X : 4  T H E  EL:GIPIE F L U I D  S Y S T E M .  F L U I D  S A M P L E S  A R E  TAKEN 
-. -., --: " " ?  . - 
I - -  - ... C E ? , ' l C E V " t >  E1,Gii:E PfiCYSIGE T O  EI(SURE T H E  F L U I D  P E E I S  C L E A I j L I N E S S  
I __.  ' _ _ _  .I .- L'E :CCEP:F%LE FO? F L I G H T .  T H E  PRECHARGE I S  THEN R A I S E D  T O  1 6 0 0 t 2 5  P S I G  
Q :'.I --F :*.3:',E FLJ:!~ ?ESE?!3!? I S  F I L L E D  T O  T H E  P R O P E R  L E V E L  AND T H E  GROUND S r R V I C E R  
+ .- -.- ?,... -*-.... 1 - -  -.---, .-- z., FTC:' T'E E'I'T'IE PACKAGE. 
I 
. .-.- , 
.. .-- S - ' i : j -  S c 3 : P S  TC 5 E S + ? E ,  R E 9 U C E  T H E  PRECHARGE TO 1 0 - 1 5  P S I G .  
! '-1; -:',* :5 "E3r99"E; :FTZQ 7 E H I C L E  ERECTIOI4.  
T E S T  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  
M S F C :  1 )  3 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1  
2 )  3 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 2  
. . , . ,. . . ; .  ; .. 2'. r,.-.: p r ~ : ~ J ~ : - e  i s  :O ~ e r i c i x  a c r d i i  S r e s c a t  v e r i f i c a t i o n  of ti;e 1 
, . 
. . 
< :, L ,: ;:.:;2\-%<i?,: rz;,!, ,,,cat a7.c rc, i*+'  b21' .7* .  -a i 
j ,:. ;3:< :xi: 3 321isi Vaive P!N i A S 8 3 l L  j. igi :;on-?I-::u?sive Va?'~e ?,'N iBi9335 
j i. LH2 Lc:rt & & l i e f  Valve Pi?! ;A48257 0. L9? Latching Relief Valve P/X 1674535 







1 -- ---- _ ,  _.I_-" 
*POLLO 5 A I ' J H H  TL5l AN:, 0 i1L! (A i lD l i5  IAIALOL j;i!L:! r i  
-- .- -, - 
:, T O T  :,:LC , ,  . 
I I 
i - - . . . .- .. I .  , L... . . r 7 ; ~ . -. . i >,::s-B/Ij ST:,Gt: VENT & RELIEF VALVES CRACK & RTSEAT , - .  , , . .  
:.-,-., , '1 2 
I 
V:,.~:FiC?t7jCX ~- - - -. .- .- - . 
i f .  c ~ ~ , ' I ~ : Z -  P M O C  i l r l C h T L P 8 C l T i O k  I t  L'.r . t . T  I ... 
I F;/ A 4 , f> ,b,;r; 
-.-- .. i t , 6  S u P P O A T  + t E Q U a Y C Y E l t T s  I I 
i i 
. -- ------- - - - - - - ---- 
1 2 13 / ;5 /*3  . , c k d  c - 7 : ~  Test ?CG L; f;r S-\I % 5-:E - '  / . ,  
-_--~-11; 
I : I ,.*',:.ii; . --. . L ,' I / c j1~,1:?/72 513 ~ : ; ~ ~ ~ t ? ' t q t ~  R?*. HSF; 1 ~ ~ 5 7 2 1  , ,; ., 7 * p.,,,.'L.. .-A> 
-- - -  
i 
- --,,,, <- , - -- 7 ; 
I 
K R F V  ! 0 4 - E  REh5a.1 
( 1 k Ohrh4:fi)h' A ? * # . J L A I  18 C P ! C A \ I : ~ T ~ O N  P A T L  I I I 
1 ,'A/ 2.. '. T ~ n i t t o  I :;AC . :-:0-72 ' I  
' _  -- 
, ~ A i l  r r .  A W ' E S J A L  111 ORGANIZATION / li A P P R O V A L  C I T E  
- ^ ?  - -  
KSC G P E R A T j G N S  
-.--. .- .-. -EST  i \ D  O ? E ? i T l O S i  C A T A L O G  SHEET I p ~ ' ~ L O ~ L  
. -- 




_ - . _ -: ' .'EC;CL S-SWCE CELL AEiD INSTALLATION 3 C S S C C T J V ~ T V  
. -. I -. *c  - 
. - ---, ,, . LSV-43ISAT. lB, KSC 209 & SUBS 
- 
- - .- 
- -. ..-- - 5  
_ _ *  _ _ - - _-.-. -, ^ 
. - .- . -. !:,S'SLCT!CAS TO REtlOVE A PREVIOUSLY INSTALLED S-IVB STAGE .FROM 
- - --,. .-- 
-: , ,-:-; :5-, :'I> TO !\STALL STAGE INTO LOW BAY Ct!ECKOUT CELL, NORMAL FLOW. 
c -  - --.-. 7 -  -. - - -  *u-.- S-ATr$ C O h i  GuSATION 
- .--.- --.- 
- . ,  _..-- 
- 
Z CCES hO'i CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
- - -. . ., c . .  
-. - >. d 
, - ,-_,. , . , _  ,- c., ,G.?S ARE I::CLUC)EO: 
. -. - -  - - -  .-*.. 
- <  - -  
, . -,.-. _-  -,. .,., A,?> XE:~!O'/kL OF COVER FROM STAGE. 
, <,- ? =  --.-- 
, . ,.- , ; .p i :  TC LC:$ EhY TRAXSFER AISLE. 
. ." - 
8 .  
- . ; * .  ' - - - - -  .-*- 
, . 
-. - . .- :. . -~-+.;?D ACCESS KIT. 
. - -  
* .  - 
, -. - . . - + -  .X ; ,  .:,: ?,L.:;LL!,'jG RIXG. 
_ . . - +  - . - , .  - -  
, . . ,- ?,-- - - L  r . , . - . ; . r .~  P.CCESS KIT. 
:. :I:' :;:-- ~~~,,'.:,:,: ,&;L:;g RING. 
- .- . . .- <-,-.*c ? ? < T  
1 j. - -  ... - -:- ..v<aj';- u~,.CCMiT IiARCWARE AND INSTALLATION OF NORMAL FLOW DESICCANT . - -  . - -  
- 4 -  
, -.. 
/ -,+..,..,- 
, ..., . , ~ - u r . . - i  E ~ C ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T / C O N F I G U R A T I O N  MUST EXIST. 
. ,-.-- .. --,, , -- 
I . . ;..-;I . .-. r , , : ~  ::;TO STOXACE CELL. 1 2 .  _-S:.;:. :j. '.', sTgU,gE CESICCAXT SYSTEM. - - 
, 
( - _ _ _- _ _L_ 
TEST' REQUIREMENTS I 
MSFC: N/A 
7 .  OTMER ATPLICABLE REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION 
TCP V-24456 I TCP V-24455 1 
TCP V-24425 I 




T Z  . ' .  ' I 




_- -..- . - r - . . . - l e -  
-. .: 7 . -J . . ?'b T+-r , 
r . 
I - '  






THE VAB TO f H E  PAD. 
3. VERIFY EXTERNAL PLATFORYS A'IAlLABLE FOR ORDNANCE INSTALLATION. 
4. VERIFY GROUNDING AND CLEA3I:lrJ PREPS FOR ORDNANCE INSTALLATION. 
5. VERIFY FAIRINGS RYD T U S K L  COVERS ARE INSTALLED. 
1 6 .  IIiSURE THAT THE BLANKET PPISSURE OR DESICCANTS ARE ON THE TANKS PER PROPULSION 
PROCEDURE V-24462 OR V-24447. STATIC DESICCANT PROCEDURE. 
1 7. VERIFY THAT THE THRUST STRuCiLiRE DOORS AND AFT INTERSTAGE DOOR HAVE BEEN INSTAlLED. 
9 .  VERIFY FORWARD AND AFT SL~I)~ WI TIPS HAVE BEEN RETRACTED FROM'THE VEHICLE; 
VERIFY KOAC RESPONSIBLE EQUIPRENT ON LUT I S  SECURED AND POLICED. 
10. VERIFY EQUIPMENT BETWEEN S i K E  AND EXTENSIBLE PLATFORM "B" AND "C" ARE REMOVED 
C;:D THE STAGE I S  READY TO HOYE TO THE PAD. 
EQUIPPENT STATUS/CONFIGURATIOH 






APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 
I T l n r  a ,  USC T C I ?  NUUWZI 
. . STAGE PREPARATION, ORDNANCE INSTALLATION . V-24562 . AND TRANSPORTATION TO PAD, SATURN I B  a. LCCECTIVIIV 
I C  COYPVlLl  CIOC. INOCNTlClC&llON [ -. 18. C.1. 1S.T m c  I.. LOCATIOIl 
YAB HIGH BAY I N/A 1 2  HOURS 





1 -  t 
- 4 
. I { . . !  
17. oTnLm APCLISIDLL RLFL~CNCL DOCUMENTATION 
A& I - - a - 
I,. 1T.Y CO(ITI*ULTlO* 
\ 
I 
& i i 4  : ,ldiG 
r, . - , - - ,  " - .- - .. 
.8'&n I d 8 .  I - 
- 
r8 A '7 I .I 
-2 "-.  
&rF 
v*. - 
:a, L --. j 








--. . -- -r.., 
- .-- - -  .1. 
LT;':.:;:.LE F'JEL. iGD'LO% TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM. (AS 209 ONLY). 
5 .  I::SY>.LI. O/B EXCI::E F L ~ ~ E  CURTAINS. 
- .,..--. -. 
J . E:PJIROS!ESThL AND ANDXOTECTIVE COVERS. 





I KSC OPERATIONS 
APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
PAGE - 0 ~ 2  1 1 
' I,< i l - 5 1  1 L 
. . - ,  V-l bWf 
. 7: =:,, :- .'3 S&PLi?7 ?=LItG UPIIT W l i t l  COOLW\IT. 
- -- - -  . 
.. ' ' . I z:ov 4;53L",3 SUPpGRT C a L I N ;  m I T .  
I - 1. - . - . -". .& 
* -* -*.. --- 
.. , -..,.:-=s CCrJLA::.; FR24 GjCU TO COOLANT L I E S  PND/OR TRANSFER M O M  LINES 
-* . - - -  
. ,. ::. J .  
1 3 .  -2 T.2 L Z X  TEST 2.3 COOLAVT f I L L  SWIW ARM OAT LINES. 
1 --E C;<-XaT ,555 ;S Ci.Y:ITE FLC-CWL'100. 
' --:- *<-= - -  >.$ 5:. a"$,, spa- s :2*: ;-6ad-t?'. 
7- : - c i r l  ., m T  COMA,*  X*,?*IOYI OPERAT~ONS. 
--,: --"-- 
.- --.. .r--=E i 5 3!L I L E b  I i jTb  FO'JR PARTS: 
/ - ;S?J ! 3 FILLED $" TW!SFERRIffi CCDLANT FRON A SUPPLY COMAIMR INTO 
LSSi;;.- 4ECPK';OI 9. 
1 - i L i S . T  I S  3;LllhED FROM GSCU 'JSING GSCU P W P  AND GN2 SYSTEMS. GRAVITY 
.-. 
,--!': 'Ji.< ALSO 3E USZD. 
. .- ^_. . .  
--i . . ;:<-:.- . I > - T'A\S=ER%E:E3 C m Y  GSCd US INC GSCU WW INTO COOLPNT LINES, 
-. n,, -:. .?- C&;i:T I S  TIWE'IqRED FRCN C W M T  LINES SIN GN2 INTO A 6ICU. 1 
1 2 -  : : LE-;K C e C K  X.D CCOq&7 F I L L  OF SWlPt ARM OAT L I M S .  
! / 
. ... - . - i C S l S . 7  M k l N  It1 SUPPORT UF U B  OPERATIONS. 
I . . .  L . -  -,-..-. . --,. 
. :.-.-. . .. a;,U !:STALLED ON ;nE W B I L I C A L  TOWER. 
TEST REOUI R E M W S  
MSFC: N/A 
1 . . I ::.;$I> ~ L O C I ~  3, 5 K C  11 1G.E. LECKIE 
: I I 
--
-. :a-f 1 RSASON COnlroc,or 4mor.t I i  1(sc 4ppa-1 '8 
. .- 
. - * i i r 5 1 1 1 z b T 1 O N  '. PAIC 
, ' 
... . . . - 1 !&'-I - 906 FEBRUARY 25, 1970 
' s r  SPGLNIZATION 12. APPUOVAL EAT€ 
-. ... =--r8:2 I LV-MC-24 FEBRUARY 25, 1970 
E 
APOLLO SATl lRN TEST AND OPER*TIONS C47LLOG $SHEET 11 SGZ-.~ -:=L- 
I 1 1  1 . 1 1 1 1 1  ' .*. ,\: . " 0  . \--t.-$ :
I G S N  FILL, DRAIN &VI> C0.X XVT T M l h ?  
1 .. =.- .,- - "I 
13 , O E I T l " N  
LC 39 
16 SUPPORT HEQUIREHFXTS 
I SID - 2b491'1 INTERSTAGE NOtiE 
1 OFF - CCMPLEX BENDlX 
ON COMPLEX l e M  QA 
I&% MECHANCIAL 
LV-QUAL 
17 OTHER APPLLCLBLE REFERENCE DOCUMENlAf lOl l  
- 
KSC OPERATIONS 
A W L L O  SATURN T E S T  AN3 OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 1 PAGELOF 2 
-=<- - - = 2 I S C  TLST NUUOKR . 
I r _ C  .-- V-26492. . 
I ,*A,' r SC.*LI!X; . . s ~ r r  L C T # Y I T V  
i I AS-209 6 SUB* ' 
. .: .+.-:- :: 
- 4  
-- .e---., 
.--.,r. C X A T  USED IN IU/SIVB THERMAL C W D I T l W I N G  SYSTEM EETS REQUIRE- 
I 
I id15  X x D w T E  iS  DIVIDED IPlTO TWO PkRTS: 
I PAST ! GROUD SYSTEY VALIDATION S W L I N G  
-.-- 
I 1 PR1:GF.Y LOOP S5MPCE. 
E S T  REQUIREENTS 






:. .;* e : 0.3.5.2.6.1.1.2.2 
0.3.5.2.6.1.1.2.3 
'3, !I:, 1'1, 
.,. 0.3.5.2.6.1.1.3 




APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET .a) 1 P A S E ~ O F L  
iz .SC -CS- N-YSS. 
. . V-26492 
' L Lr.LCT."IT* 
. - 
. AS-209 6 S@ 





. . . . .  
I .  
.. . .-- . . . . -- 
,, . I  ' . . 
. . 7 
- -  ' 
XSC OPERAYiOMS :, ' f, 
L-3LLO SA; ! :RN  TELT ;I:D SPERATIONS CATnLCG SHEET 1 PACF I.. OF - ?  I 
. . "  I, I S C  -E:i .*.,MBL" 
,J , , ; r:, ,3 j : ~ : .  - 1  I(;.,?[ r,T (S?t.I:D:;i) 
. . - .- - . - . - . - -- - - - -. - . -- . - - - 
AS I l t ( ) U I  RED 
. . 
.. . - - . - 
.__, --z 
.. . _ G?i '> ' .>  SCPS'IXT CI2OLI:;G U:IT (GSCU), FLOW CONTROL VALVE BOX (FCW), 
. - - . - - . , - - 
- - 
-. . . . . ( -z  - ,  . z-  AX! C=ERAYICJAL. 
. . .. ;-..,'>, FL / 2.3 h S i ( j i l A T t 3  L l ' . t>  MIRE SYSTE,V\TICALLY INSPECTED TO I i i  
- - . - ,  , , + - -- L i ' . t i ,  F ;:1'.Cj, ETC. ARE PROPERLv CO;L',ECTES. 
. . . -L  . I E. !  * . 
-C/ :  ' 7 i_'ZLZD A'.!, 7 t . i  FC'/:: i t  51 5 7 1  IP:DlCATORS ARE MNITORED FOR . .  - 
.. - . . . - 
d - 
. , ' , .  
. . 
- . . -. , ? --,. :.
- .--I i,..r: .TAL!Y ~ P E S S d ? l Z t G  TO 50 PSJG li l lTH W2 NdD ARE LEAK 
, , - _ _  :. . .. , 
. .. -.. .  > - E l j C '  -'-F'T'x *.. .- jOLL7 ISi. 
. - - - - - - _. 
- ._ --,- L I E i h - .  A;E FADE A? 50 "5IG TO IF!S!JRE INTEGRITY. 
. - - . - . . - * - - 
- T,? , : .z. . r -- 
. - - A  . - - , .  . . ... . r: .Sti;i=S, Tip.: ?ATLS, 243 TFMPEPATURES. 
. - - , . , - - . - - 
- - 
. . _ - .. . >  ,-.-.; CP?Aiii;ED :.:IR: =LC.I li+ROiK;:i T?iE !-EAT LOXI SIFWLATOP, TO V E R I N  
- , . . - . - 




. .  
- I , :  !'.','';\LE~ '3'1 7 - . i  LL: ::IT'l GROlMD f'0;;CR R:D FACILITY GN2 
.-. 
,, '" . CD. '8' 
TEST REOU I REMEEITS ..'a br 
, -< r 
-- 
- - - -  
- - . , . - . -  
. . .  . . -.,......+I ':;> T F j -  
, -  .. 
. - , ,1'. 3 1  1 ,-1, 7 
.,,-. ,, 5 ,  A:.> lr,  
. -. -- -- - -- 
. .. 
. , , , .J'",',. ' : .  .,I 
-- . ~ 
~ .J ..,::: . 
. . ' E I I O N  
- 
- -  - _  . -  , . -  '. 1 - : ,  , .- ., 
. . >  
-- 
L -. , -c,+ <, , // . I 
. . . . - 
- .  . , . ., . L - 1 . 2 -  . !.. 




I APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS C A T A L O G ( W E E 7  2) A G E  1 
I - 1 V - 2 6 4 9 7  GSCU 6 FCVB F W C T l W L  TEST (STANDBY) . \a = - P ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~  I AS REIWIZIID J 1 . -- 
I 7  I O C 1 S I I ) N  ' ( 4  C-11 C T L l <  r l O C  l L L I L N l l l  \ L i  O h  t l  &ST T L I -  T UZ 
-1 
LC39 N/A 
16 SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
2. OFF-COWLEX SUPPORT: N W E  
3. ON-COWLEX SUPPORT: 1 BM QA 
IBM MMUVICAL 
I MSFC-MPN-008 IBM NbJB2O007 MSFC-SPEC- 164 YC-2Li5 

APOLLO SAIURN TEST AND OPERATI~NS CATALOG ISHEET 11 I P.?C -2-. 2: 2 
1 I I S I  I,?,., . .,< 7 < . -  .."*I. 
VACUUM PUblI' \;-;(,;: j 
P, hl Ahm CHECKOU r . <..C< - . . I  GSE ~ ? - 3 3  
I *  L O <  6'IC.Y ) I d  <LUt d I I W  1.1.05 l * l C \ S  " C I I I O *  I . t i -  .L>I - r C  
. Shon (VAB) 1 N,/ A : 011~~ (1) D3r 
16 s . d r p a m r  ICOUIICYCITS 
NONE 
17 O l M C R  A P P L I C I O L I  PECCnEWCE O O C U Y E N T I T I O Y  
(A) Kinney Corp. ; KC-8,Ssrvice Manual 
(B) Kinney Corp. ; KTC-21 Service Manual 
10 I T E M  COWTI IUAT10*  
IU AIRCRAFT LOADING 
LOAD IU CVJ SUPER GUPBII AIRCRAFT I 
- 
--- - -"..-..----& 6 
I APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) / PAGELOFL I 
I U  AIRCRAFT LOADIF% 
. . INTERSTAGE : NONE 
OFF-COUIPLEX: RD 40090-3F 
ON-CCMPLEX: IBM QA 
IBM M E W I C A L  
KSC SAFETY 
THIS TEST LxJ DOES CJ DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. P M  SAFETY 
THE 1U I S  LOADED ONTO THE ADAPTER THAT WIS BEEN PREVIOUSLY FASTENED TO M E  UWjO 
LIFT TRAILER. BOLTS ARE INSTALLED TO FASTEN I U  TO ADAPTER AN) T E N  HOISTING 
SLING I S  DISCOWECTED. 
TriE CLT I S  ALIGhED WITH SUPER GUPPY AIRCRAFT, AND GENERAL PURPOSE PALLET WITH 
1U I S  LOADED fKTO TKE AIRCRAFT. THE PALLET I S  TtQN SECURED I N  THE AIRCRAFF, THE ! 
CLT REWMD, W D  THE AIRCRAFl SECURED FOR FLXWT. 
, 
I 
TEST REQUI RD"IENTS 
I 
m I n 




. b ,  
--- 
E 
- -  - - - - -  
_ ___I--* - 
. . -  - - 
-c 
. . 
i EQVI PMENT PRESSURIZATION 
SID-Y-265491 (AS-206 C SUBS) 
RD 40092-388 (AS-512 S SUBS) 
I NTERSTAGE REQUIREMENTS : N/A ' 
OFF-CCMPLEX SUPPORT: 
I 
ON-CCNPLEX SUPPORT: IBM QUALITY ASSURANCE 
' HP GAS 
KSC SAFETY 
I B M  MECWINICAL 
TEST RErKilREMENTS 
m E  

- -- - 






OFF-COMPLEX: BENDIX SHOPS 
- 
SECURITY 
- c  * 
7 -  : 7F;T , Z '  F Z  COES t.07 CONTAIN HAlARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
--+IS 257CE3JXE S P E C I F I E S  M E  REQUIREYENTS FOR REMOVAL OF M E  I U  FROM STOR4GE BY 
:t3::-'),: C E  3'7 k E  FOLLOWING TASKS: 
Trtc J i i ' J i  2S.RlEF: .[ILL EE REMOVED. 
S T K E  STOR&GE PLAN - DRL LINE ITEM NO 0 5 7  
A t'jR3T51OF1 INSPECTION WILL BE P E R F O M D .  18 ITEY CONTINUATION 
: ' ;S-C'.'R TORQUE C-'.fCK WILL BE PERFORMED. 
.(< ;Cr,;75EQS WILL EE INSTALLED ON THE I U  AND TRPNSPORTER. 
I N ,  I I: ,!I I L YL WSI T I U I \ I ~ L , .  ON ~ t f ~  TRWSPORTER AND T ~ P O R T E D  TO VAB 1 ~ 1 .  
7.I: S T 9 W E  STATIONS WILL BE SECURED AS REQUIRED. 
I i 
j 
r.. c TEST REQUI REPENTS 





LV-MEC- 2 5 
. 'r 
< .  
.. . E*Y - 
-- 
I. - t \74,, \ 3 ,  jl 
R 
j 
YHIS TEST 2 XES GOES HOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
T c l s  t e s c  s4all proceed as follows: 
3. ?.q?ace t a t l e r i e s  when re&ired. * 
4. Z z w e  3.e  :'/D1s p r j o r  to r e k v a l  o f  the A f t  Access K i t  
6. V,citor me outputs as i n  2 above. 
7, ?~-;,e the  ;'/D's and In t f rconncct lng cable prior t o  remvaf  






- K X  OPERATIONS 




To verify the sa t i s fac tory  operation of the DC t o  DC converter 
rnsecznbly prior t o  ins ta l la t ion  i n  the S-11 stage. 
W E 5  NOT CONTAIN WAZAROOUZ OPERAtlOWS. 
Using laboratoty t e a t  a q u i e n t ,  verify the fo l lw ing  parameters of 
c m e r t e r  : I 
I 1. Accuracy of output voltage with nominal input voltage. I i 
2. Accuracy of outpui voltage with under-voltage and over- I { 
voltage input. 
3. Output voltage s t a b i l i t y  and current drain under heaviest 
desiga load. - 
4, Ripple voltage present on output level. 
TEST BEQUIgEliLENTS: N/A 
-R035 - DC TO DC CONVERTER SPARES CHECKOUT I - 
RF/TM LAB, LCC, RH. 2P10B 

. . 
. .  , -.. Ji 1 '  , 1. T ' 8 .  
8 ,  5 ' ! . ,  tf. 
- - -TC-lL-.----C-.U-dII-- -- --__- --- 
- -. ??+#-.-r- * 
1 2  APOLLO S A l U R N  TEST A N D  O P E ~ A T I O N S  C ~ T A L o G t s l i h b T  2) KSC OPERATIONS PAGE O t  -
* ~ ~ L o ! S A N R H  TEsT'AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 2 S I C  7 6 S 1  Ir ,%ED n L  1. TEST TITLE 
a I S C  TEST U Y H O C I  
-= 6 ! 1 C S T  T l T L e  
. . 
04 V-28004 Frequency'Elodulation Discri~lllnator Test S C.FSCTOVblV u 
~~~m nodulatton Discriminator Test 1 a. C I C C S T I V I T V  ! GSE N I 
GSE I ,. $3 L O C A T I O N  COU.UTGI PMOC I N O L n 7 l ~ t C l T l O N  1. L I T  ~ C S T  li"L 
,,; &: I :.. 80 manhours 
,# 1. T a t  o ~ J C C T ~  r u  - IC SUPPQRT R E Q U I I E Y E N ~ ~  
' -  1. ro p m e r  c.perarion of the discriminator caltbrators and stage module . . 
and u~ixon rodul e dJscriminators. LCC Telemetry Checkout Equipment. 
I 
, .  i 






I .  
'I r L i ~  ECKC,P.IDL LC.I.PLCIT s T a 7 ~ 3  CUMV.GURATIOY 
I TE,S TEST 17 3CES iX: DOE5 hCT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
The follmtng t e s t s  will be perfomed: 
-. ... 
Calibrator outpfit anplitude. pre-emphasfs, center frequency, bandedges 
and l inearity.  
Dlscrin.1na tor  bandedges. l inecri  ty, output level, calibrations, and 1 ight 
' 
indicator operatf on. 
Tnis test will be performed prlor to processing each vehicle. 
? 5 
- ,:-,a,. , 
. 18. ITEM CONTINUATION 

I To verify operationil readiness of the TRS-1 Digital Receiving Stations 
_ . . _ _ _ - - - - -  
. I /  
I T L I 1  :LSC*IPTI~W C a v I P L L * T  S T A T C I ' C O h F l ~ U I I A T I D *  
7ml TEST C DOES DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
KSC OPERATIONS 
APOLLOISATURN TEST All0 OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
I TEST TITLE 
~e1exetr-y- Checkout Equf p e n t  
PCHJXM Test 
I Tie following checks will be performed: 
PAGE LOF 2- . I: 
L. IIC ?CST NUYb6R 
-V-28008 
3. Y V C L C ~ I V I T V  
GSE 
. I 
I Check panel rneters of the power supply panel for  proper voltage and current ineicaticas. 
- I 
1 6  - c s 1  C.U,I ZY.'/CS : 1 
Using the dfgital  signal simulator, verffy proper operations of the synchronizer, 
carrelator. data control, data svitch, and output registers. Verify a l l  b i t  and 
rpCe options, and verlfy operation of the quick-look panel meters. 
. 
I Verify p r c p r  operating voltages for each D/A converter, verify proper operation of the LAC caTibrator, and verify proper operation and calibration of each D/A converter. 
Varify proper cperation of the digital  signal simulator. checking clock timing, 
exrsrrzl rync t:tput, 603 M?Z modulated output, HFtZ-S data output and sync word 
cccf~~~3;rra:icn. 
. I 
I This procedure 1s perftinned p ~ i o r  t o  processing each launch vehicle. , I 
, " 
APOLL0,'IATURN TEST AND OFCRATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 1 P b b I .  2.- ~ b . - ? -  
I. TEST T I T L E  (a rsc t+%r wuubs* 
I Telemetry. Checkout Equipment PC\l/UDAS Test 




8 17. OTHER APPLICABLE REFERENCE DOCUYENTbTION 
1 
-.c -2.- **.,)a. Ivr.v, msc FORM aa.saac $z,e,a 
I 
I, - , 
I .  
I 1 
C 5/6/74 , Cancel 
4 ¶ * # . I  C , T r  ! P F I I C l I  c u n ~ ~ a o ,  ~ppr6Lc.1' K ~ C  bpprorol 
I. D A T E  
.- - .  
I l .  APCROVbL OATL 
/- y/- 73 
f CbMwa...ll r r P h o ' d A L  
s/Sterep H. Kbdge 
$6 I A I A . . U  AC**(r lbL 
s/ L. C. Blanchard 
O@GA1#11bT10M 
. 
LV- I t tS-12 
11. Ot1GbLII1AT10* 
LV-1115-12 
I KSC OPERATIONS APOLLO :rTURfi TEST A?iD OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET . PAGC O OF& 
3 7 6 ; ;  7.T.C 2 L I C  lCSf N U Y D C I  
Telcetry'Ct.ec'lOut Equipment -. V-28009 --. . 
PxaCiness Test a. C C ~ C S I I Y I l V  GSE 
I J ,  
6 TLSI O ~ , I C T W U  
To verify operrtional readiness of the Comon Ilodule. CIF Interface, Room 
Entry Prtch bck ,  and Stage I4oduie PM Synchronizers. 
APOLLO'SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) P I C E - ~ - O F - ~ - -  
I .  TEST TITLE 
a I S C  1 C S T  Y U Y . ~ ~  i Telemetr~.Checkout tqiiplent v-mno~ , C . . * , , . . l , V  I GadlneG Test. 6SE 
18. L ~ C A T I O ~ I  COYLUIC~ rmoC. I N D L w T ~ ~ ~ C A T I O N  1. CST. T C S T  T l Y I  
N/A 
LCC Telemetry Checkout Equipment (TCE) 
LCC TCE Magnetic Tape Recording 
I 
Tke fel l_c, ir,3 tes ts  w i l l  be performed: 
Recei urr c:ecks 
C?scrfninaror checks 
Oscill@reph Recorder checks 
Per Peccreer checks 
Tape Recorder checks 
Pre-0 Deradulator check! 
CIF Interfsce Test 
Test Patch:ng 
T?:-1 c?hckS 
Thfr t e s t  d l 1  be perfonaed prior t o  vehlcle t e s t s  requlring TCE Support. 
.S ICI*..l..al,* I,,.,, 
1.5 P011M aS.1J85 I ? r b l l  
I .  I. + - A  , - * .  ,,ti*,. - T.. , - ..? . , T47*--'sT'sTp.~i-'sT-t+.,. I#.+ 4 I*% I -  a=-+ 
(U . . I . / '  
I .  m 
S-IC reLEMETgT SYSTEN SPARES aECKOUT 
LCC T e l m t r y  Checkout Equipment 
UX TCB Recording .-c, 1 
BF Clearance . -1 1 3  w 
rnrs TEST LT DOES pJ DOES NOT C O N T A I ~ H ~ A R ~ ~ ~ J S  OPERATIONS. I t  is classed a standby. 
J !  - ou. 5 I - '  z . 
WItr l . !  ' . 
--- J . 3 
,) I Prime t e s t  orga=ization is S-IC Stage , r  
' ~ 4 -  1 The f o l l w i n g  S I C  telemetry subsystem s h a l l  be tested i n d i n d u l l y  t o  w r i h  that a l l  conponen:~ are functioning properly and a l l  subsyetem parameters are within 
specif ied l imfts.  
. . 
5 .  C Q I F I m  FLIGHT READINESS OF SPARE C-BAND TRANSPONDER. 
INTERSTAGE: 
OFF-COMPLEX: FREQUENCY CLEARANCE FOR 5690 S 5765 MHz. 
ON- COW LEX: 
SESCRIPTION: AFTER POWER I S  APPLIED .,AND THE PROPER WARMUP TIME 
OBSERVED, SIGNALS WILL BE SENT BETWEEN .THE C-BAND 
TRAI-SPOMDER AND THE C-BAND TEST SET I N  THE RF LAB. 
POWER OUTPUT WILL B f  MEASURED BY THE USE OF A PWER 
METER. RECEIVER S E M I T I V I T Y  WILL BE MEASURED BY 
DECREASIP16 THE SIGNAL LEVEL INPUT TO THE TRANSPONDER 
TO THE POINT OF COUATDOWN. RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER 
TEST EQUIPMENT: C-BAND BREAKOUT BOX, 67-967-001 . . 
C-BAND RF CYECKOUT STATION (1 ROOM 26E7: 
PEPLY TO BOTH CPOUPS. PULSE SHAPE, DELAY TIME AND P/N 63E900573Gl, S I N  1 
PULSE LGi)E SPACING WILL BE MEASURED BY OBSERVING P/N 63E900374G1, S/N 1 
P/N 63E90037SG1, S I N  1 
ClkCGlTRY WILL BE CHkC<ED BY INSURING THAT THERE ARE 
NO REPLIES WHILE THE TRANSPONDER I S  INHIBITED. ANY ' P/N 63E900376Gl. S /N  1 
! RAtiDOM TRICCERltiC W1 LL  BE OBSERVED. P/N 63E900377GlD S/N 1 
P/N 63E900378G1, S/N 1 
KU 0.3.2.4.2.3.1.4 CONFIGURATION: TEST TO BE PERFORMED I N  E l M E R  ROOM 2607  OR L i E 7  
TEST PROCEDURE V-28053 MUST BE COMPLETE PRIOR TO 
START OF THIS TEST; C-BAND TRAASPOKDER WlLL 55 
ATTACHED TO HEAT SINK DURINC OPERATION. 
I 
-- -- ----- 




i I i - 
i 1 '  
OFF-CmPLEX: RANGE RADAR READOUT, 
. . MHZOPoJLoop. 
1. W& 03PUiX XC) RF TRANSMISSD4 LINKS, DWG. la. 203-434. 
RF CHXWW STATIW NO. I, RM. 26E7, CCMWSED OF THE FOLLWIW. 
P/tl 63tS112W. 
CONFIGURATION 
KECEIMR t TRANYIIlTER CEMER FREQ. BEACON DELAY 
RlLSE (1IDFn 
COI1II'IWW4 
RECGmY T I M  I N H I B I T  PULSE SPAtf1-G CCODIffil , TEST REQUIREMENTS 'MT PB 
MSFC: 'L?921GOl. 
2. TI€ TPk';SPOT.IWI W l U  BE OPEPATED IN THE OPffG LOOP COI4FIGURATION RADIATING lWU , , . . 0.3.2.4.2 . 0.3.2.4.2.3 
l& M5S PASSIVE FSPUTB? SYSTEM. M W A R k S E  LOCATED IN ROW 26EJ OR 2682 0.3.2.4.2.1 0.3.2.4.2.3.1 
*1U 8 E  USED TO INTERWUTE TtE Jvw,RS PND M R l M  PaOPER OPE~A~IW; 0.3.2.4.2.1.~1- 0.3.2.4.2.3.1.1 
re FOLLQI~NI; P-RS Y S L ~  BE~,ME[~: WLK SPACING, RECEIVER AND TRANS- 
M ~ ~ T = K  c t ? r i ~  F ~ W Y ,  'wLJE ~~RACTERISTICS, PULSE DELAY, BEAM RECEIVOS., 
WiSITIVITY WID rWsf!n-nn~~, AND I I I H I B I T .  
0.3.2.4.2.2.1.1 






- - - 





P A G E ~ O F ~  , ' *POLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS aT*LoG (SHEET a) 
1. I S C  TEST WUY1CI I 
:J RF SYSTEM WPWRT 
563 C SUBS 
38. UT.  7C.T ?US 
ESYZiISt( k ?3KED!JRE FOR VERIFYING AERBORM W A R E  OPERATION REQIJIRED i & i s x i  OW LAUNCH VEHICLE TESTINC. 
I ~ 
I I J.NlERSTAGE =I-s: 
OFF-COWLEX: RF CLEARANCE FOR 2101, 2282, 5690, 5765 WP R O  REAWUf 
OF C-BAND BEACONS. USB READOVT OF CCS- 
I U  POWER AND COOLING, IBM pwLITY INSPECTOR. OIS, m, 
I U  TELEMETRY, I U  hEASURIN6. 
I 
COm'AfQ ~ I C A T I O N S  YSTEM TEST SET P/N 
01-26719H02 S/N2 OR S/N5 
C-BAVD RF CHECKOUT STATION RACKS 10, 11, 12 
RM 26E7. . TI.wICAL W FOR: COtMWD DECODER, ISM 66-699-0019; CCS PA., IBM 
P/N 63300 37361 S/Nl 67-699-0002; CCS I R W S M ,  67-699-0003; C- fY \N)  66-966-0020. P/N 63E900 374G1 S/N1 i P/N 63E900 3 7 S l  S/N1 16 ITCN CONTINUATION , . 
C(ONTIhR1CD) BLOUC 5 C-WD RF CHECKOUT STATION RACKS 13. 14, 15. 
P/N 63E900 37661 s / ~ l  DESCRIPTION: ' , THE TEST MkY BE I N  VAB OR AT PU) A OR B. 
P/N 63E900 37XGJ S/N1 8 
P/N 53E500 378G1 SIN1 
 TION ON: COm4M) AN) W I C A T I W S  SYSTEM, C-BAM) SYST@lj 
B h i  GSE PS9 AIR- AS REQUIROD TO ' 
COW- SI WLATOR SUP#IRT 1-TED WT. ' 
P/N 51109164 - S/N 012 OR S/N 014 
L W K H  CONPW 39 RF TfWWMlSSION LINKS 
W I N G  $205-434. 
A SET OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR GROUND SUPPORT EWIP. 
h 
BFC: 7916404 (504 8 
. SET-UP N QUICK LOOK EVALUATION OF M E  OPERATION 0.3.2.4.1 
OF CCS, 6 C-BWJD AIKEORNE EQUIPMENT IS  PROVIDED. 0.3.2.4.2.5 C-W4D AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT I S  TESTED EITHER BY 
THE GSE OR ETR OR COMBINATICN OF BOTH AS REqULRED 
I BY THE IMEGRATED TCP. CCS AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT I S  TESTED EI'PI.IER BY M E  GSE OR US0 STATION OR COMBINATION 
OF mTH AS REQUIRED BY M E  INTEGRATED TCP. 
1 




I '  I 
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- , -  , f R 4 '  
, , 
. i I APOLLOJSATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 
ICE\' To verify readicess of the Mobile Launcher Telemetry, RF , and DDAS closed loop. 
coaxlal cables; and verify patchfng and proper operatiqn of the attenuator 
and passive wablrdr. 
! 
KSC OPERATIONS 
*POLLOfSATURN .TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SYEET 
I T L I 1  l l l l C  . 
'In !!!BILE UUiICHER GSE RRGIHESS TEST 
1 80 manhoun I 1 :  
16 s u r P o n T  AEPUIRLMENTI 
Telemetry Checkout Equipment 
ESE DDAS 
i I /  
, 1 
Faci 1 i ty  Power i: . 400 KHz Ground' Power 
Stage Contractor QC 
Boeing Networks 
OIS Communications - . I 
I 
F:sti?r L ~ ~ n c t e r  DWJ,cablcs fop each sfage will be tested for continuity and 
1 !I L .  *rcnurticn. r r d  tested by tine domain reflectorneter. 
PAGE LOF 2 
2. &SC TCLT NUMBER 
V-28070 
. ".-,.S ,IY,T" 
,,;sf< lssp ;?::F csbles for each stage will be tested for continuity, 
2;ter;st:;n. :r.d 'JC;:R, and rlso by t i r e  domain reflectometer. 
The rttenuaror end prssfve conlblner will be tested for  insertion loss and proper 
operation. 
. 
I t:E c ~ b l c s  brtrrern the Firing Room and the TCE and l ines from the TCE to  the . i.etr.nstission Emm (2P12) will be tested by Tice Oaaln Reflectometer. 
Ar. e:.r.-:a-er.d calibratfon of the OGA5 cable bnd associated l ine  driver will be 
pirfo-d for  each stage. Line driver calibration curves may be generated from th i s  
dbtir. 
t i -  
i oceiure t-- 's'on for ASTP to incorporate 74-74. ) 7- r , - ~ +  
.?. t 7:  cK.r.sts In 783 +estlng s&'qb, b&~. Iqi@'IL.* I 
' .-, 'A-, Y F A I O I ~  A,,~&I *I' rsc AP~,.VOI ! 
. s, -. -.- . .... + r . b O R C A ~ ~ Z A T I O ~  a. DATE 
s/S:eten i t .  W.;e LV-Ills-12 
10 .A)* ,I: 1) v . . . , . ~ ~  11. OI ICLHI IATION 12. APPROVAL DATC 
4 
I .  TEST T I T L E  
TM MOBILE.LAUNCHER GSE READINESS TEST 
I 
s/L. C .  !:a-ibard LV- Ills-I 2 1' . / - / 0 -72  ! I ISC r o n ~  11 .13"~  , I .  671 
a .  : . : - " . . . I . .  ... cy. 
Z .C ,,.ST *.iYIC. 
V-26070 








1. To establish FM channel pre-emphasis meter tolerance. 
2. To establishiverify TMI pre-emphasis curve. 
3. To establish BPIF output voltage tolerances (RMS). 
4 .  To establish pre-emphasis DC voltage tolerances. 
3 9 s  
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AN0 OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 
I . LCC TM Sts. (Monitor] 
The RF Signal Generator is adjusted to the FM/FM RCVR frequency 
and fed to the RCVR input. The RCVR video output is fed to the - '  
discriainators. The five-point calibrator is used to deviate 
the RF Signal Gcncrator at each IRIG frequency for Channels5 
Each channel is deviated at the standard pre- 
The TXI pre-emphasis curve is established or verified to be correct. 
This test will be performed as re uired prior to checking-or 
troubleshooting the S-II A/B F~~TFM telemeter system. 
F&f/FW TCE in System Configuration. 
Test Requirements 
MSFC: Not Applicable 
- .* 
. -, , " . ..- . . .--- 
LCC Telemetry Checkout Equipment (TCE) 
LCC TCE Magnetic Tape kecording. , 
I TUlS TEST G DOES DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
, ( Prfme t e s t  organizat ion I s  Ground Instrumentation. - .  
This procedure d l 1  use Stage Module and Common Module equipment. Required por t ions - 
w i l l  be conducted p r i o r  t o  each playback. The por t ion  o r  por t ions o f  t h i s  procedure 
t o  be used w i l l  d ~ p e r ~ d  upon the type o f  data reduction being performed. This 
procedure r r i l l  Cescri be the follo'rring: 
1. Equlprer.t setup f o r  FM data reduction 
2. Equip. ,.rat S E ~ U P  f o r  PCM data reduction 
3. PLH-CIF Tepe Playback 
4. Put-Dig l ta l  E f t  Str ipout  
5. Equiprent setup f o r  special PU1 data reductlon. 
C. Equipcent setup f o r  SSB data reduction. 
7. PCH prfch!ng configurations 
8. Tcye Dubtlng. .--, -, -.,, ,? . 
9. Timing & Voice v e r i f i c a t i o n  L*. 1 , 1: 4 t .  
10. Lats annotetfon and di5positloff. - . ua.~ 
11. DLX s e r f a l  t r a i n  recording. CI- . 
12. Calibrat ions; Pen Recorder and Oscfllograph 
13. TCE Data coordination sheets 
14. Data Swltch Patching 
TEST REQUIREI'IEHTS: N/A 
< 8 I I 
' t t t  ", : c.Tr 
. . .  
8 ,  , - : . . - r :  . C Y  . C P L C I A L  I. o~s1hl:~TlO~ 9.  DATE 
/ ' .  
5:;. rr l  :hlL. Gact t  
$1 : 
"1 I t .  O M O A W $ I A T I O Y  I 2  APPHOVAL DATE 
s!L. C. r l ~ n c h a r d  LV- IIIS-12 7- 3-67 . I 
.is= **.I d l  IH. $7 bVt 
V-28009 Telemetry Checkout Equipment Dai ly  Keadiness Test I 1 '  
I I. 
. - 
I 206 and S u b  _ _ _ - _ - _ - -- - 
-_.-..- --_____-- I t ,  . (  t, 
I &CL39.  I .  N/A 16 Hours 
I , , . t  .,: , 5 ,M ! ,Y '  
ANTENNA vswn I I 1 1. RANGE FREQUENCY CLEARANCE IS REQUIRED FOR 450 MNZ.  
ANTENNA FEED SYSTEM ATTENUATIOK (I>OWI;R DIVIDER. 
DIRECTIOKAL COUPLER AM> R F  CABLES! 
I 
ANTENNA SYSTEM VISUAL CHECK 1 .  I 2. CCSD QC I I C - --- - - -- -'L-.-- -I----- 2 '
ss r , . - r . ‘  , *  s . ,  . , . . w  e - < - '  . t c  * ' .&.* , , *  i -. 3. C3TC 
"I 
1 ~ € $ 1 .  : L E I  X I G C d  NC C O N l A I N  MA?ARDObS O P E R A T l J N S  1 .  I 1 I .  Antenra VSWR i n  measured by applying a signal a t  the vprnhng  1 ; 5 i frgluency and niodulated by 1 KWZ. A circular slotted line and i 
VSWR indicator a r e  used to obtain VSWR measuremeris. The 
i, operational frequency is  verified with a Digital Frequency Counter. I 1 l . 1 ~  L P C L I  a b , t  TI 1 1 w ~ r  I D ~ C U I ~ U ~ R T I O M  
: 1. "Test and Checkout Specifications a& Criteria at  lf(;4jc.'" 
3, The attenuation of the R F  cables, power divider and directional 1 2. Saturn A n t e m  Manual 
coupler 1s xneasured by applying a C. W. signal a t  the operating 
frequency. Calibrated power meters a r e  used to measwe pstrer 1.. . 'hY  'OYTI*".T'O* I 
loss, The operating frequency is verified with a Digital Freqcency 1 .  ! Ihfeter. I 
3. The Antenna Subsystem (4 ea) a r e  visually checked for physical da tage .  ! i ' I 
The veh~cle shall be erected and the a r e a  around t h e  a n t e m  cleared 1 - i 
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V-28205 r 1 I)IG;TAL R ~ . ' ~ G E  SAFETY COILISI.ASD (I)I~SC) . -- I 
I 
. r , . , : - .  -.  
SYSTELT TEST - CLOSED LOOP (VAR) 2 0  b - 3  
206 & s;?& L C - 2 9 1 3  
! - - c i -  - < 1  - Y T  I 
. . 
- -  LC-39 16 Hours 
' I ' ... k. C I .  - i * i  ..- 
.. 
T3 i r s u r e  F1.251 Readiness of the Digital Range S:kfety Commsnd System. Systeni 
1 i:~:.~:xcters 1 ~ r i f ~ t d  z r e :  
R e c t l i c r  B ~ n d ~ ~ d t n  Systcni Command Verificat~otl 
Iz:x;r Rr;ect:on Systeni R F  Threshold Level 3. SIB Velllcle Sleasuring GSE 
Recc . ,~er  Q ~ i c t i l g  System Deviation Threshold Lcvel 4. DRSC GSE (LCC, Room 2P10) 
Decodcr T ~ , - i c  1:erificatron 5. Range Frequency Clearance for  450, 241, and 471 MHz.  t 
- -- - -- - 
. . 
- - - - - - 
6. LCC TCE (LCC, Room 2P10) 
-" : - E S -  - - - '  - 1  X t45T C O I T L l N  HA-AP501:S CFCPCTl3NS 
A:: Ve:??cle coni rand  antennas and closcd loolt caltles a r c  connected to the 
Tccely.ers. 
7 - M T F  t l Y P L I . 6 B L L  S - .  - . i - 5 C u U t  2- 
1. Test  h Checkout Speclficatlons & Cri te r ia  at  KSC 
ar.5 :he DRSC GSE In the LCC, Room 2P10. An unmodulnted R F  signal. i s  t rans-  2. AVCO Instruction ~fanuH1 - Decoder 
~..::rt i r c ~ m  !he DRSC GSE to the Vehicle DRSC rece ivers  to  ascertain the 
I r c o  3. hlotorola Instruction M.~nual - Rec. hlodel SICR 503 
.. ..3:1:r; o2eratln:. parameters:  , b  , -cM C C ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ O + T  I 
I 
I 
ITEM J(Continuc-d) i Recelvcr 3 DB Eandv:idth, 60 DB Bandwidth, correctcd center  frequency, quieting, 1 
:ln::rer mon4:or mltage and image frequency rejection. An R F  signal i s  then TEST REQUIRE?vlESTS - MSFC . I 
t r i acencp  cil d-Ltcd xi th various audio s l g m l s  and the frequency response of the I 
r c c c i r ~ e r  is ub,is~r.rd. System dynamic bandwidth i s  checked. 1. 3 . 7 . 2 . 4  
2. 3 . 7 . 2 . 5  1 i Tr,l Vehiclv 1)Ja9C Systems a r e  exercised by modulating the R F  signal with various 3. 3 . 7 . 2 . 6  
' cc-:n:ar.ds. Cdjgrn 18 VhIGSE recordings of the DRSC measurements a r e  analyzed 4. 3 . 7 . 2 . 8 . 1  ; ts dc:erniinc. t l ~ r  functional performance of the systems.  1 I ' DeroAr  !o-il r l r r ~ i t s  a r e  v e r i f ~ e d  by modulating the c a r r i e r  with cutoff commands 7 .  3 . 7 . 2 . 9 . 2  
:rcnl :he G S t  c.nc.idcr, and verifying output at  TCE. This IS performed with 3  t es t  8. 3 . 7 . 2 . 1 0  4 I 
. ccSes :o s c r ~ f j .  a:. 21 a r c s .  Segative spikes on the output pulse a r e  verified to be 
7.7: zrea te r  tha:. '2. rJ -;olts amplitude. . 10. 3. 7 .2 .17 .1  I 
11. 3 . 7 . 2 . 1 7 . 2  I 




I 7See Item 18, P.igc 2) 
16. 3 . 7 . 2 . 2 2  
I 
1 
I 5 P G L t .  ZATION 
' l) : j i~ 
.? 
.- . . . .. a .  
1 \ '  
----.. . - -.--p.p--... --- --- ---r- *- - .  
w - v w  "--.w-----. - - ----" r 
A__ I-^ _ ---- -- -- -- --- -- .. .*--4-.- - --.- - ----..---.-- -- 
. .---- 4 
-- - --- - 
H I S  r F S T  DOCS V( DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
The Telemeter System i s  connected to the TM checkout rack and the TCE stage 
within tolerable Limits. The telemeter is checked for reception of preflight 
caGbration and Inflight calibration assignment. 
F M / F ' ~ I  Systrm (Spare) is verined in a Laboratory Test. 
. TEST REQUDREMENTS: 
MSFC - N/A 
















I i!! rt ET-66041 to GOCUJ? 
i 
- - 
-. ? * .  - -  
' .  
, .. :>:. ~i!':? !:: L r',[ T E S T 1 2  Ti, 2:; ~ ; ; ' j i ~ ~ " ~ ; - % ' - * i  
, ....?,.. " 1 .  . ,r, . . i~, CI'X.:ZER T O  1':ELT Ti iE  R ~ Q I J I ~ ~ ~ D  
: . .< :  t :. c?!::'!CP?II;,S '.>? T S E  E:iTi:;SIC:li (?F S:iiLF L I F E .  Ti:' TESTS \$ ILL C: 
....,. .--. -_ .,. hr ,  
' . .... :, ..I:.:. i'A!113'lS Ti'.:TCTj;lTlj?E CO!;DIT!O:;S f i : ;D AT ;HE REC-,>::.:;::MD :.11;:!.12!.1/ 
. ..,~ .., 9.' ...-- % 
. . . I,-: .Ti'.; :'i:LYAGiS. T E S T S  T O  aE PERFGR:.IED ::'ILL I~;CLUC)E THE FOLL~;~~: (S :  
1.  ;'I910 O>TP(!T T E S T  
2 .  , r I?, r*,, - * ' , .Fsn  7-'--- 
-, , , . .. , 
2 .  i ,! \,T F-!., 
4. f,F,r.::-. :.? 
5 .  L " . .  !.:;I- I,., I L L 1  
- ^,..., 
. .\; LL ;; R.;':~!.:' ',. . ,  7 .  I"""- y p L '  1I 'V i 
R .  II tAGE REJ! 
?. F! CCT;IC?\L RiSIST!,NCE T E S T S  
'li I t 1  It>, 
-k T L S T  
r ~ l ; z I :  2 
v.. ?-a- 
- .JTH T E S T  TCGE TEST 
ECTIOW TEST 
1 ,  1.: - -- - ' . * L * l ' : i  0 .  7 vLt._. I L O - J M C N T A T l O h  1. EXTE':SIO'I C F  S!;ELF L I F E  TESTIhC;  Fa9 CC"'X:,D R E C E i L E ?  t :CR-E?3 ' 5 : .  " : 2. '4OT090~A I ~ I S T R U C T I O ~ J  !*V.Cil4i - RECE!LIER !:?;EL :.1C9 503 
- -- 
d - L  M . C.l-.kr).T13'* 
! 
- - -  .. 
~. - 
~ 
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$3. "'7. TEST ruwe  y 
l H 9 N - 4 n O u R S  
KSC OPERATIONS 
APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET : 
r TEST r l T L E  
I U  CCMt44Nl B D C l i  TEST ( S T W Y )  
PAGE OF & 
i 
2 .  ISC TZST NUMOEI 
V-28231 . 
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.. :;. ., . $, ' 
. . .  .. , , 
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TO VERIFY THE OPERATING PA~VMTERS OF THE IU CCWWD SYSTEM ARE WITHIN TOLERANCE. 
- 5 : -  SESCWPT05.r  i ( l V I I Y C . 1  S T L T U S  CONFICURATIOI~ 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 
I .  TEST T I T L E  
' 
I U  C- B W  TEST ( S T W Y )  
16 SUPPORT REQUIREYEMTS 
IJ. LOCATION 
VAB 26E7 
t. COYCUTER PIOC. ~ N D C N T ~ F ~ C L T ~ O N  
N/A 
THIS TEST 30ES X COES NOT C O N T A I N  H A Z A R D O U S  O P E R A T I O N S .  
. , 
. . i:,;j 
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5 
OFF-CWLEX: FREWENCY CLEARANCE FOR 450 mz, CLOSED LOOP 
WCOMPLEX: FACILITY C W N I C A T I O N S  (01s) 
QUALITY INSPECTOR 
i,. OTHER APPLICABLE REFERENCE O O C U Y E N ~ A ~ I O N  
6 F C  11-5-509-8; 111-5-510-17; 111-5-510- 26 




SlGlCLS LRE FED FROM THE LABOXATOR! GSE TO THE I U  CW44lArS) SYSTEM ON M E  BEKH.  THE 
RF S1G:GL GEP.IERATOR I S  USED AS A 450 t.UZ SOVRCE. ITS OUTPUT I S  FM MWULATED BY M E  
CCc.7WG S1!4UIATCR FED TO THE COWWFD RECEIVER. RECEIVER D N I A T I O I J  S E N S I T I V I M  I S  
CETER'<I:!ED 3Y IECREASItK; THE DEVIATI0I.I OF THE TEST SIGNAL UNTIL M E  RECEIVER OUTPUT 
I S i . ~ i V ~ ! ~ : S ~ ~ : D l . ' ~ ~ L ' ? I N G T H E D N l A T I O N A T T n l S P O I N T .  FORB~'3\IIDMMEASVREMENT, 
T+E L";.CWLATEO SIGNAL GENERATOR OUTPUT LEVEL I S  INCREASED 3DB, AND I T S  FREQUENCY 
'.'?!ED LBOVE, M E N  BELb.1 450 H Z  UNTIL M E  TM LO OUTPUT DECREASES TO 2.OV. M E  FRE- 
. C:E:.:IES AT THESE n.io POIIITS DETERMINE THE ~ D B  B ~ W I D T H .  ME AMRAGE OF THE T~X) IS 
I FECE IVER CEl:TER FREQUENCY. M E  60DB BANDWIDTH I S  DETERMINED I N  THE SAME MANNER AS 
T l t  3733 BCI!DWlDTH. RECEIVER Q U l E T l f f i  I S  DETEPJ4INED BY MEASURING THE D I F F E R W E  I N  
C'JTPIJT FOR FK) II,!PUT AND FOR lOUV INPUT. SYSTEM SENSITIVIM, BANDWIDTH, CENTER FRE- 
L:,fl.CY, >!9 DEVIATION SEI . IS IT IVIM ARE DETERMINED I N  A MANNER SlMILAR TO M E  RECEIVER . 
FPS:,?E:.!ETERS EXCEPT 100: AA'JP THRESHOLD I S  M E  L I M I T  1M)ICATION. DECODING ACCURACY I S  
TESTED BY SUCCESSIVELY C0:IPLEMENTING EAW B I T  OF A CORRECT MESSAGE AND OBSERVIFjG PRO- 
PER DECODER OPERATION. SYSTEM PHASE SHIFT I S  MEASURED BY VARYlnG THE PHASE BETWEEN 
;HE 1 A I D  2 KHz TO M E  POINT WERE 100% AVP'S CAN JUST BE WINTAINED; AN) lliEN MEA- 
S'JD1i.G THE P M S E  DIFFERENCE ON AN OSCILLOSCOPE. DATA DECODING ACCURACY, ADDRESS MRI- 
F.lCATION AllD COMPUTER RESET ARE DISPLAYED BY ItQICATDR LIGHTS ON DECODER DISPLAY AM 
L3E 1:;TERFRETED FOR PROPER OPERATION. 
COi.iFlGUPATION: N/A 
TEST REQUIREMENTS. 
MSFC: 7 9 2 1 6 0 1  
P>CSE: il!A . 0 . 3 . 2 . 4 . 4 . 1 . 1  
TI1P.U 
0 . 3 . 2 . 4 . 4 . 1 . 1 0  
1 I 
6 R E V .  , F A T E  REASON 
! - . ; . a - L L C I C Y  APPROVAL 
Cont,onor Approrol 
- 5  ,.-A Z , / b * "  7 e 7  . 
- - , . '.---y-+.- , 
0 ORGIN IZAT ION 
IBM - 967 
I I  J H G I N I ~ A T I O N  
KSC Approrol 
9 DATE 
& -.5: 7 2- 
12 APPROVAL  OAT^ 
6 -/?-. 7'2.. 
t 1 
K K  OPERATIOUS 
*POLLO.'SATURU TEST WP OPER+JKINS CATALOG SHEET ' cAGr L o r  2, 
- - 
- ) I  lLST Tl7.C a. 8.C T U T  *m.n 
I 
_ V-28232 
I U  ff SYSTP(S' SUPPCRT - YAB 8.  C I C L C ~ I V I ~  ' 
6-206 c SUOj : 
,* 
. 1C.T O.,LCI,"U 
. ,  - 
i i TO VEIERIFT lHAT THE RF SYSTEMS FUCTION PROPERLY; N TO SUPPORT OMER LAWW MHlCLE TESTIK;. . ',. L . . 2 .  , .  ,I. . .. ' 'I 
I 
5 TEST DLSC~~PTION tzausPuxnT STATUS'CONIICU~LTION 
THIS 7ESr  J OOES DOES ROY CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. . 
' 
A. C@WbW - SItELPLS ARE TRANSMITTED BY HARDLINE FROM FIE RF GSE TO lW I U  C W W h D  
SYSTEM PMSRD THE MnICLE. ME RF SIGI44L GENERATOR I S  M E  450 M1Z SICNAL SOURCE: 
IT5 arrPUT, KCUUTED BY IM ACS, I S  FED TO ME CUMPID RCVR i W .  USIN(; 
D E e m  AVP Af iHE €RiTERION SYSTEM W I D T H ,  CENTER FREQUENCY, SENSITIVI'PI, 
~ I A T I O N  SPISITIVITY AID =SAGE OECOOING A& CHECKED TO 'ENSURE ME 
1 SYSTEM F C C T J a h  PidXERLY. THE 6SE I S  .WIGuREO TO SW'WRT ~HE'.I~GRATED','TEST 
I N  PROGRESS. , ,:i. . 
I .  
. - 
-0. m A n  - ME GSE IS PR~PARW m OOCWUT ME ON BijARD SVSTEMS. ST- WILL SE ; ' 
S o i l  BE7&OJ M E  GSE &a ME TRAN5WNKR I N  M E  IU. PWER aUTRIT 1s W W K D  
V I A  L ff P(MED. METER. WEIVER SEISITIVITV I S  MEASURED BY DECREASlNt THE SIGW. 
LEVEL I t rTi l  T1;E l 2 A W D E R  M I L  C w m a W N  OCCURS. RECEIVER AN) TRAF(5HrTTER 
CUXER FZEgUn(CIES.ARE WIRED VIA A F K W Y  WLK SkWES, OEl&@i. : 
.. TIHE, LSD RKSE a#w SPAClNC ME )ISCSURED BY- OESERVINC ME DETECTED w, 
OII 6Jd OSCILLDSCWE. TELEMETRY CUTPUTS M E  MEASUREO. THE IH( I8 IT CIRCUITS ARE 
TESTED BY A~EWTI~G ,m INERROWTE~WE TRAI~WMXRS AFC) MONI~ORM iq REPLYS 
WITH ?HE 1 1 ~ 1 8 1 1  APQUED. . M E  l N i l B l T  I5 REMOVED AN) WE 6SE CONTfNUES TO 
1-TE T+E IRANS- I N  SlPPCW OF OMER VWICLE TESTIN AS REP;)-. 'Y 
CUFlGUWlIar: iu UXC.TED IY TtlE VAB I N  ERECTED FOSITIOE4; &U m $ ~ - J g . F  i!NL . 
ANlUW4 C%PURS APlc TRANSMISSION SYSTEM CCiJNECm, to I U  RBDAK- 
PJimtiA. 1,AlI . ,6 8 n, 
I W E :  Ill, IV, VA 
Y MSFC: 7921601 0.3.2.4.2.5 . 
0.3.2.4.4.1 . I 

PHYSICALLY ORIENT MSS REPEATER ANTENNAS FOR OPTIMUM OPERATION W I T H  
ETR GROUIJD STATIONS, AND VAB ROOF ANTENNAS; ORIENT VAB ROOF 
ArlTELiNkS TO MSS; TO MEASURE DELAY AND ATTENUATION OF MSS REPEATER 
AFJTEfiINA SYSTEM; TO MEASURE ATTENUATION FROM THE LUT  GSE TO THE I NTERSTAGE : NONE 
INPUT OF THE COMMAND RECEIVER. 
OFF-COMPLEX: OPEN LOOP FREQUENCY CLEARANCE FOR 450 MHz, 5690 ~HZ, AM, 5765 WZ, 
ETR RADAR SUPFORT, GM I L SUPPORT. 
DESCRIPTION:  
A. FOR ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS, A S IGNAL  OF KNOWN VALUE I S  INJECTED 
INTO TRANSMISSION SYSTEM UNDER TEST AND S I G N A L  LEVEL  A R R I V I N G  
AT OPPOSITE END I S  MEASURED. THE DIFFERENCE I S  RECORDED AS 
SYSTEM LOSS. 
B. FOR YADAR DELAY, A RADAR TRANSPONDER I S  OPERATED A T  THE P O I N T  
WHERE 3ELAY MEASUREMENT I S  REQUIRED AND RADAR GSE I S  USED TO 
MEASURE THE DELAY. 
C. FOR ANTENNA ALIGNMENT THE GSE (VAB, USB OR ETR, AS APPL ICABLE)  
GENERATES S IG2ALS THAT ARE FED THROUGH MSS ANTENNAS TO A 
LAB RECEIVER (IU COMMAND) OR A TRANSPONDER (RADAR). THE 
ANTENIIAS ARE THEti  ALIGEtED FOR MAXIMUM RECEIVED SIGEIAL. 
REQUI REMENTS: 
FL IGHT:  NONE 
MSS PARKED I N  CHECKOUT POSITKON AT PAD 3 9 8  . 
SAFETY: THE BUDDY SYSTEM WILL BE USED FOR OPERATIONS ON VAB ROOF AM) ON MSS 
AIGTEWS. 
SAFETY GLASSES MUST BE WORN ON VAB ROOF. 
PHASE: V TEST REQUIREMENTS 
MSF'C: N I A  
-.<- -.. " . 
--. 
KSC OPERATWWS 
LOISAWRH TEST M D  OPliRITlONS CATALOG SHEET PAGE O F  -
I GSE 
TEST 0 I ) I E C T l V C l  
TO MAIKTAIN, REPAIR PND NNCTPWLLY TEST THE HYDRAULIC PRESSURE TEST WIT. 
YWlS YEIT a DOES DOE3 MOT COMTAtM WAZARDOUS OPERAWONS. 
=ST PARTS ARE -. DISASSEMBLY 
IMSPECTlON 





MAIMENANCE AND REPAIR OF MPNSFIEU) EUJD GREEN bBC€L 10 
HYDRAULIC PRESSURE TEST W I T  
GSE 




SPECIAL TOOLS AS REQUIRED 
D b E A  
- -- -- - 
. .& 
.,.----. ' 




TO VkIMAIN, REPAIR WVD fUJCTl TEST ME FOUlklING VALE: , . 
MNoOR P f l  
4491 
IWIK TEST W J I Z A T I O N  IS MEUVWItAL SYSTEMS ISORATORY. 
E S T  PARTS ARE - DISASSEMBLY 
TO MIWAIN, REPAIR PraD W T X W L L Y  TEST THE VALE. 
PRXlltE TEST ORG4NIZATlO)rl I S  MUVINXCAL SYSTEMS 
TEST P m T S  BRE - DISASSEMBLY 
I NSBECT I ON 
C L W I I J G  
CUBRPCATIW 
RWSEMBLY 
WPIONAL E S T  
P A C W I l J t  
. M X M W C E  REPAIR OF VALVE, SOLENOID, NASA PIN 751111869, V-30066- 
EYUlOTTA VAtVe amRATION, MODEL lOOAS 1. I??EC21VITV 
GSE 
l o  desc r ibe  t h e  win tenance ,  r e p a i r  and func t iona l  t e s t i n g  of t h e  f o l l o v i n g  valve: I 
I ~ S A  P/A VENDOR PIN 
I I I 75N11869 Model lOOAS 
1 TNlS rCST a W E 5  0 DOES NOT COMTAlM MAZARbD01 OPERAnOMS. It is  c lassed  B standby I 
Ihiw t e s t  o rgan iza t ion  is Nechanical Systems labora to ry  




B e a s s a b l y  
Funct ional  Tes t  
P a c b g i n g  
Teat Recluiraaents 
RA 
MAROTTA VALVE CORPORATION, MODEL lOOAS 
VAB 1~11 NA 121  ours 
10. SUPPORT R ~ O U I I ~ Y L N I S  
GN2 
GHe 
Spare P a r t s  
Spec ia l  Tools a r e  required 
Cleaning Equipment 
Funct ional  Test  Equipment 
Environmentally con t ro l l ed  a r e a  
1 T? VR! NTAI N, REPAIR AND NNCTI ONALLY TEST M E  V W .  i 
"EbjT PARTS A?E - DISASSEMBLY 
INSPECTION 
CLEN I NG 
LUGRI CATION 
REASSEMBLY 
FLXCTIOW E S T  
PACKAGING 
TEST REQUIRWENTS 
, /.:< . ,+-. '  - I '- a ';. <;CH - 1 BATC 5-9534 NOVEMBER 9, 1967 
.> ..-,s +.>: h = c - : v a -  . , ,- 1 1 % .  CR;ANI:AT~CN 11:. APPROVAL D A T E  
I - APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 
M4INTENANCE AND REPAIR OF NASA P/N 
HANDLING, BUTTERFLY B. H. PADLEY, INC. 
SPARE PARTS 
SPECIAL TOOLS AS REQUIRED 
CLEAN I NG REQU 1 REMENT I 
FURCTIOML TEST EQUIPMENT 
ENVIRONMENTALLY CONTROLLED AREA 
I 
I 
1 14 m i n t s i n . ~ e p a i r  m d  functionally t e s t  th. folloving regulator: I 
NASA PIN VENDOR PIN 
75MO8830-3 219004-8-111 
75MO883h1 h 7308830-2 219004-&I55 
219004-J-151 
Model RV-31 
I TEST O L S C I I P T t O l ' L Q U l W L * T  S T A T U S ' C O ~ F I G U R A T I O M  
3741s TEST a W E 5  0 DOES NOT CONtAfM HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. I t  i s  classed a 8tsIldby. 
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF REGULATOR 318" PNEUMATIC SYSTPI. 
& h e  cegt organization is Mechanics1 Syseems Laboratory. 












Special too ls  as  required 
Cleaning requirement 
Functional t e s t  equipment 
Environmentally controlled area 
APDLLO/SATU 
-- 








NASA P/N MNWR P/N 
231074 MODEL P R W  GN2 GHE 
SPARE PARTS 
SPECIAL TOOLS AS REQUIRED 
CLEANING EQUIPMENT 
FUNCTIONAL TEST E Q U I P W  
ENVIRWMENTALLY CONTROLLED AREA 
/ P R I E  E S T  O R W I Z W T I W  I S  VECHANItAL SYSTEMS LABORATORY. 





! W T I W  TEST 
PBCWXW 
E S T  REOUIREMENTS 
NA 
TO W I M A I N ,  REPAiR CjVD FUNCTIONALLY TEST M E  FOLLOWINS VALVE: 
THIS TEST 3 DOES 0 DOES HOT CONTAtN HAZARDOUS OPERATIOMS. IT IS A STANDBY 
P R I E  TEST ORGANIZATION IS M E W N I C A L  SYSTEMS LABORATORY. 
TEST PARTS ARE - DISASSEMBLY 
INSPECTION 





I MINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF NASA P/N 75M09285, SOLENOID VALVE, V-30098 3-WAY 2-POSITION, MROTTA VALVE CORP. P/N 806098 L F ~ ~ C T ~ V I T V  
- 
SPARE PARTS 
SPECIAL TOOLS AS REWIRED 
CLEANING EQUIPMENT 
F W V C T I W L  TEST EWIPI.PWF 
ENVI A U Y  CONTROLLED AREA 
I 
I . -&i"P 
I 
I 
KSC OPERATIONS PAGE O F  1 -2 APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET PAGE LOFL 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
I TEST TITLE a *aC TLST YUUOL* 
t TEST TITLE P ISS TEST YUYSCR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF FILTER, HYDRAULIC SYSTEM, V-30103 V-30103 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF FILTER, HYDRAULIC SYSTEM, - MARVEL ENGINEERING CO., PIN C-1-10 8 CCVSCIIV r r  3 E F F E C T I V I T V  







4 TEST OIICCTIVCS 
To maintain, r e p a i r  and functionally t e s t  t h e  following f i l t e r :  
NASA PIN VENDOR PIN 
75U06607 C-1-10 
s TEST DLSC~ILTION EOUICYLYT STATUS~CONIICU~ITION 
7NlS TEST DOES 0 DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERA7lONS. It i S  c lassed  a etandby. 
P r i r e  t e a t  organizat ion i a  Uechanical Sptcms Laboratory. 
Teat p r t e  are:  Disassembly 




F u a c t i o n d  tut 











In  CST. T C I T  T t Y L  
24 hours 
16 SUPPORT R E O U I ~ E Y E M T S  
GN2 
GHe 
Spare p a r t s  
Special  t o o l s  a s  required 
Cleaning requirement 
Functional t e s t  equipment 




I 7  OTHER APPLICAELE REFERENCE OOCUYEMTATION 
6-BLGSEV-3608 I 
la ITEM CONTIMUATION 
f 
LIP-MEC-1 





# 3 .I. 
\ 
KSC Apww-I REASON C n t n a u  A m m l  6. REV. DATE 
7 CON':, 
' 
oRcAwZAmoH 9 DATE 
MTC 5-8534 ////3/I? 
I1 ORGAMIZATIOY 
7 KSC OPERATIONS 1 2 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET PAGE O F  -
' .  
I TEST TITLE 2. IISC 7C.T NWDC(I  
)V\IITMANCE AND REPAIR OF VALVE, U)X SYSTUil, PACIFIC' v-3om 
VALVES, IIC., PIN S8551EB(6)-12T a. c r rscw 'v~~  ~ S E  
NASA PIN 75M05869 U;V-7 
'a ICST OOJLCTIVCI 




! THIS TEST WE$ .O DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. If ie d ~ e &  a s t d b y .  
I 
I Prime t e a t  organizacion is Uechnnical S y s t a e  Lnboratory. 





Functional Test . 
Packaging 
I 
Tes t  Requirement8 
u. 
L 
I OlGANlZATION 9 DATE 
BATC 5-8534 
( I .  ORGANIZATION 11. APPR VAL DATE 
LV-MEC-1 (/%~/6 7 
- 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 
I. TEST T ITLE 
MAINTENANCE AND RSPAIR OF VALVE, LOX SYSl'B4, PACIFIC 
VALVE, INC.. P/N S8551EB (6)-1ZT 
PAGE 2 0 f  2 
a IISC TCIT  WVU.KII. 
V - 3 1 1 2  
8.  KVWECII Mf: : 
. 




Spare P a r t s  
Spec ia l  t w l n  u, required 
c l h i a s  tequizement 
Functional  test equipment 
Bwlronmental control led area . 
# 
- 
17. OTWCI) APPLKAOLL I C I C I I C W C  DOCUIICIITATIOY 
6-ELGSEV-36224 
I#: ITEN CO*?lWA~10*  I 
w 

RSC OPERATIOMS 1 2  
APDbCD/UTLTRb( TEST AMD OPERATIOMS CATALOG SHEET I PAGE-OF- 
/ To mintaim, rapair and functianally t e s t  the folloving valve: I 
NASA PIN 
EEDLE VALVE, NI-PRESSW 
I Spare Parts Special tools as required Cleaning requirement 
Functional testtequipment 
Environmental controlled area 
Y W I S  JEST DOES ~7 DOES NOT C O M ~ A I M  @AZARW)US OPPRA~IONS. It is classed a standby. I I I 
Prime t e s t  crganization i a  Mechanical Syotems Laboratory. 





c u n c t i a d  rest ' 
Paelraging 








Special tools as required i 22764A 
Cleaning requirement 1 
Functional teat equipment 
Enviromental controlled area , ! 
P r b e  eest organbeation is Wechaaieal Syeteaaa Laboratory. 







Prime t e a t  oagasnizaCSon f a  Meshanleal Systems Laboratory. 






Test Requirements NA 
L ! E j _ u  --..L 2.4 -----_--- -.. --._-__ *-"- -- _ 
e supmas- meauincr cwrs 
GN 2 
G H e  
Spare p a r i s  
Special toolfl a s  require 
Cleaning equipment 
Functional  test equipmen 
Er,vPromen%aP%p controll. 
: :SA PIN 
64-K-F- 3 64 
w.Nnoa PIN 
' M-13947-W, MODEL 211P 
r ~ , :  TEST a X E S  ODES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. It is cla?sed a standby. 
Prize-cest creaisation is Mechanical Systems Laboratory. I 





... Functional test 
Packaging . 
Test Requirements NA 
APOLLV SATCIPN  TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) .A: LC=; 
, .. -. 
\lhINi!:S.\~:C!: ASP RI:PAIII 01: 1'RI:SSURE REDUCISG, RFGI?ATOR, SASA ' .-J---" 




Special tools as required 
Cleaniq equipment 
Functional test equipment 
Environmentally controlled area 
- . ~  
'!qDEL 21 I ?  1 ;gr 
., ?. 
,..,ti.. )$.i 'OMPUTT" PPOC.  I M D S N T I C I C I T J O N  
VAB 1K 11 N A 
I6  SUPPORT I IEQI8 IREYENTS 
. . 

1 ;I!:T&~LE iWD REPAIR Oi VALVE, BALL, MANUAL, it' WATER IIPIHUIO~/ v-30150 
SYSiPl, (SERVICE ARMS), IYASA P f N  75M07192-1, KOEHLER AIRCRAFT a . ~ V I C T I V I T V  
PRODGCTS COWANY,  P/N 3-116815-16 I GSE 
{ Z  TEST OB1ECT IYES 
NASA P/H 
75M07192-1 
VENDOR P I N  
3-116815-16 
I THIS  TEST 3 DOES a DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. It is classed a standby. 
Prime tes t  organization is Mechanical Systems Laboratory. 









Special tools as required 
Cleaning equipment 
Functional test equipment 
Environmentally controlled area 
Test Requirements NA 
--"----.-- - - . - - -- ---- - - - - -- 
"--, 
.. . 
8 .  
r'. 
.%*I 
I " ,  
. -. . .- - - .--- - - ---- 
./ 
15C OI'EirkTIRt:5 - "  
I L 5 2 . - 5  -.-.  -f:: - 7E:T Abd3 OPFPaiiOlcS CATALOG M E E T  PAGE .I . OF.-? - . 
- -  - ---- 
l i :' . - 1. &OC fear Nuunen : . .. - :r 2:; E?AIR OF ' N A S ~  rf/t.~ 75%5865 at/-7 *; . v-~0166. ..- - ~4; , - , ' -  ' , :. E. tX,::lY",A:# Crl::VfLri, :fUbLL t,2U203% I t v ~ e c ~ # v o  r v  CSE 
I I-.---.- .-  . . 
36 : *.-:J:, rrpai5 acd f u n c t i o n d l y  test valve: 
- J : U  Y/S 
i . - 
W m O R  P/N 
75:41r5869 U:J-7 .- --. 
- -. - - - .-- :nom 42moorr 
-- !:-- -1 .T .,.. ;..  ,: ..*,.....,,.,,',. I - F - .: . 
. LSCS t.01 CONIAW NAZARDOUS OPERAIIONS. It is elweed a .t&%. 
t Pr: r r z t  3rzar.frotiun is  MechanieP1 sgst- usator,,. 





Lu&r.rc-,r. ton ' 
>< as-., . ',l y 










APOLLO/SAIURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET PAGEAOFL . 
1 TEST T ( T L L  I IK 7.81 NUYDKII 
%INTEwCE AND REPAIR OF SWITCH, PRESSURE, LIQUID V-30301 
HYDROGEN *SYSTEM. CUSTOM COMIBONFAT COMPANY P I N  603C1 AND a LCC*cT'v"v 
603C3 . % M A  PIN 752105752 III'S- b-2,'3; 75dl4524 =-1~-~,-3 AS wIRU) 
a TCST OBJECTIVCS 
I S  SUPPORT ReQU1REYENTS'- 
To m i n t n i n ,  repalr, and func t ionn l ly  t e s t  t h e  fol lowing switcn; 
I NASA PIN VENUOR P I N  
751105752 HPS-1,,2,-3 6 0 x 1  . Spec ia l  t o o l s  a s  required 
75Ml4514 HPS-1,-2,-3 6 0 x 3  Cleanlng Requirement 
Funct ional  t e s t  equipment 
s TEST OLSC~ICTIO~~EOUIPYE*I STATUI~CONF IGURATIOY Environmental con t ro l l ed  aren 
THIS TEST =DOES Ly DOES NOT COMTAW MAZAROOUS OPERATIONS. It is c h m m d  a m t d b y .  
I 
Prime t e s t  o rgan iza t ion  is Mecl~anical Syetcms Laboratory. 
Tes t  p a r t s  are - Disassmbly  




Funcrlonal Test . 
Packaging 
P i  
4 :  7 7 R  
I I 
F~ . . d 
. 
: V FU\SAP/N75M14524HPS-1,-2,-3; 
A ! 8-15-c8 E O  SIMILAR PARTS -2.-3: C W E  EFFECTIVITY A M  
b 9 C V  DATE REASON / V convnstu I KSC A*-I 
0 QRGANlZATIOW ATE 
e 
. I 
. .  
I!KyL 5-85 34 /, ?/' 1 
I 1  Ol~OAHIZA1ION ' I 
Lv-:lb:c- 1 ., ;, , , . ' , " : I l , ,  
. ,C .C"* 2 .  3 . .  I ., . . . / .--.- - - -  . _ . - -  . -- 5 - - 4. - w . r .  - + .- - - .--. .-'.'A. *< . I 
. 
I 
- I ,) 
I l c, 
L 
K X  OPERATIONS 
APOLLO/UTURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
, 
PAGE 1 0 ~  
' .  
I. TEST T l l L C  2. NSC TEST MUY.CI 
lf, 3 1 I &li&i'25;AECE ASD REPAIR OF VALVE, PILOT CONTROLLED H Y D R ~ I c  1,. e , , ; c ~ ~ , ~ ~  
- BALL. XASA P/M 7SU1861. FLODYNE CONTROLS, INC.. --- I 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 1 P A G E - ~ F A  ' 
I. TEST TITLE 8 a.5 T C I T  W U u 1 . 3  
PUINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF VALVE, PILOT COhTROLLED HYDRAULIC BALL I:-=,>-- 7 
NASA P/N 7W11861, FLODYNE CONTROLS, INC. ,  P/N 15C19 a CI.ECIIYITV 
PIX isc15 I GSE I 18. L O C ~ T I O U  14. SOYCUTLI -05. IMDCNTICICATIOM VAB l K l l  NA 
CSE . I i 
8. c.7. ISST ~ ( Y C  
21  hours 





Funet iona l  Test  
Packaging 
IS. 8UPCOlT IEOUI ILUCMTI  
1 ,  
w 8 
, , %  ;. ' 1 
GNz 3a 2 
i 
GHe 
Spate Por t s  
. I  
Special  t o o l s  a s  required ! 
Cleaning requirement 
Punctional t e s t  equipment 
Environmental control led a rea  
. b  - " 
.. ' 71- 
I " i e .  
- - 
IT.  O T M I  APPLICA0LE IEFLI(LNCC OOCUYEMTATION . 
r be t h e  ariacenance,  r e p a i r  and functional  t e s t i n g  of the  f o l l o w i q  valve: 
*y 1 . tilsAP/N VEPimii P/N ..=h 8 ,  C 8 ,  
"1 : z i  f. c , &:*, 'YI 
: , 1' 
. I 
. i ' W M  
' 
Test  Requirements HA 
'= = m#! ,,, ' . . 
75M11861 , '  a& 15C19 , . 
3 I+?), ~ ~ ~ I I T ~ O m / L O u l P u L ~ T  STAIUSICOWCICUIATIOl4 . 
rnrr rrsr wes a o o ~ s  ;or cortr~cu n~x~noous OPE RATIO^^. .c : .. ;laesed c atandby. 
v '  




REASON C . n ~ n a o r  A p p ~ a n l  X I C  Apprenl 2, if 
8 .  OIGAMIZATION I. DATE 
. . . .  !, : &/!A> .I " , fi:;,-(' 5-RV, . . . . . , :I 
. . . . -.--- 
,. . :, ..:. . . .. 
. - -. '. ,  , , > .  
. . . 8 ,  8 .*I 
'' II.OIGA... dr 
. A h :  I . 
. . .  -.. 8 LV-XEC-1 
. .  / - 
.. . . -  
. . 
I : I  I . .  . . 1 '  . " -  
Prime ces t  organizat ion i a  Mechanical Syatema h b o r a t o r y .  
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) PAGEZOFZ 1 




APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATlqNS CATALOG SHEET 
1. TEST T l T L L  
Y'AIhTENMiCE ATrD REPAIR OF CYLINDER, HYDRAULIC 
M A  PIN 7YU2157. PATRON WACTURINC COiiANY I GSE 









a. TEST OOJECTIVCS 
To derrcribc the  maintenance, repa i r  and functional tes t ing  o f  the fo l lowing cylinder: 
NASA PIN VENDOR PIN 
VAB l K l l  I NA I 241 hours 




Special tools as required 
Cleaning requireafnt 
Functional tes t  equipment 
Environmental control led area 
THIS TEST a DOES 0 DOES NOT CONTAIN UAZAROOUS OPER*T10NI. I t  i s  classed a standby. 
* I 
.. . 
J r  = . ' . a, 
.' " .  - ; ,  
Prime teat  organization i a  H e i h a n i u l  S y s t a  Laboratory. - -  F h  $ -  . ?  I 
' 7 .  . , .  . ! L P f b  , I 
I 17. OTHER APPLRADLE I C r E I E M C E  00CUYEMTATlON I Test Part. are - Qisassmbly 
Inspect i o n  
Cleaning 
Lubric - ' 
Ileaseemblv 
-. - -- - - - -.
Functional Test 
Packaging 
iesc . \~cuirenents .. 
. _ .  
I 
6. SEV. i DATE 1 REASON 
4. ORGANI2ATIOM 9. DATE 
DATC 5-8530 
11. APPROVAL OAT€ 
L 0 
LV-NED1 
.sC V O I Y  1 3  SJ. l l l * T l  
- 
~ - - . - - - - - - 
.--- . . .  ~- ~- - - - - h  . .  --?-----*.- .----- - .-: . . . . .  , -& - .  - -  .~ - -  -. , F  - = -- -1 - - 
. . . .  . . . .  
-- - 
- . . : . . . .  . I '  I 3 3 -. - .. , , I  ----- :t --.. - . :.,.T- . . . -  . I.. 
. , ' y., . '  _ Y  
. . 
I -J : 1.':-.:...,- 
. 
. . .  . .  
, . 
,, I .I , . .  . , 
8 .  ' I  L 
, .  . 8 . .  ":7 9" 
-. .* 
T !  ,. 
I . '  . 
%r- 
KSC OPERATIONS 
-TURN TEST AN0 OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET PACE LOF 2 APOLLU/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SWEET 2) PACE L o r  2 
t. TEST T ITLE a. ISC TLSTNUYWCI 
PND REPAIR OF NASA P/N 75M14551, 76U02549 a. mnc TCST MUIWGI MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF NASA P/N 75H14551, 761<02549 V-30258 
-10 VBLE, WROlTA VALVE CORP. P/N 229654. V-30258 SOLENOID VALVE, W O T T A  VALVE CORP. P/N 229654, 8. CICCCTIVITV 
MODEL W159KC GSE 
. CWCUTCI LROC. I N O ~ N T I I I C A T ~ O N  10. EST. TCST TIM 
NA 24  IOIJRS 
II  LOCATION I 4  
, VAa l K l l  
I TO -AIM, REPAIR M FIHCIICNALLY l l S T  THE VALM. 16. S U C P O ~ T  RCOUIICYCNT~ 
GN2 I 4 l  'IIC 5 Eiqwu GHE SPARE PPRTS SPECIAL TOOLS AS REWIRED CLEANI& E Q U I r n  
F W C T I O W  TEST EQGIPMENl 
. T U T  .CIYIIQICOYVrC*I BTATU~ICO* I IOVIAT IO*  E N V I R ~ A L L Y  CU'JTROLLEO AREA' 
mu TSST wrr 0 DOES NOT CONTAIN NAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. I T  I S  C W m  A ST- 
PRIE TEST ~ I Z A T I O N  I S  HEOIANICAL S Y S W  -TOW 
TEST P A m  ARE - DIYSSEMBLY 
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. : . .  I..:  . :..' . . . :  ,-;. . . . . . . . . . .  . - , . 
. . .  
. . .... . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........ 
7. Cy&JC_,e:Tw A ~ P R O V  ' .  :. - >.- *!,. ;,<: ,:;, I .  ORGA~IZATOON 9. DATE , . . .   ., 
. . . . .  I c/z-%i '? . , . . . .  , , I  . . 
I F.L.'J-Ch BATC-5-8534.. " . " ; NOMMBER 13, 1967 , . ' . y , ~  ?d:: . . A . , . . 
. . .  . . .  
. . 
i 8 ;  . . . .  . . . .  . , .  .... . . . .  
I I .ORCA*1IAT10* -: . . -7 
. . 
la .  APPROVAL DATC , . .  . I .  
,. . 
1 5 , .  ., 
LV-MEC-1 L 
, nse r o w  r r  ru *r#o*r b., ; 
8 ,  . 
I '  
- 8 
' . _  . . H I .  : . ' I  - . ., L A  ' . , 1 ". '. ., ' - . . : ' ., )I ,, , -;; . , , * ,  .,-.' : .' I 8 ,  I I ' . 8 8  I , . ; . ' :  ..- 8 .  8 '  , : ' , , ' , ' .  .:. 1, - I  I I .I.. ' 
, ' I ,  I 1 ,.,/I, 8 ,  '1; 8 ,.. ." " .  . ', 8 ' . ' I '( .' . , . , 
Ill , I  8 ~ . I  
- = 7  
, . 
I I , , ?  ' I ' i" , "',, - , ', -- ' . " 
. , , . "  ' I  
I . ,  : ,  
. '  9 . #  " I  , .I # I 8  " 8  ' /, , ,  ,', 5.c ' ; 8 < . . .  




NASA P/N VENI)OR P/N 
Spare Parta 
B10437799-1, 2,  3 .11781300-1, -2, -3 Special toola as required 
Cleaning requirement 
Functianal teat equip 
Environmental control1 
7u#$ TEST tgfD mEJ DOE5 CONTAIN NAZARWUS OPERATIONS. It is elmeed a etandby. 
T m E  PIrEI ara - Disassembly 
Punct ional Test 
Pu c W i n g  
:.AI;A P I L .  V i X D n R  PIN (.!I '2
CliC 
75'4Ctj911 7091  Spare  Parts 
Special tools as required 
Cle.inlng requirement 
Funrrlonal test equ:?ment 





7 "d I w iv 
r e  
- 
I -AIsLILLo ' , A ~ u " , I  T & $ T  A ~ ~ L ,  ~ l ' f ~ ~ r l O l t i  C A T A L O G  t : I (CET 21 I P A  4 -& 5 1 L  t Y:C  GPEPA l1Gt4: i 
A W L L O  SnTUPtc T E S T  A:4D OPEHATlGtiS CATALOG SHEET I PAGC .-i--OF 2 ! '7 T , , ,  . .L! J .,i i s  , r  ..,"RC* I 
7 c i -  . - I 
i - -- .. -- .* - -1.- 
, i * r ,%I i! 02 i'0ltiii.E , \ ( T I N 6  PKEIXATTC CYLINDER, 
. # ? '  
,. , 3 1 .  7 ;  ,',411, I7'.iL:)iLIULICS, J N C . ,  P I N  7091 
To -a:n:afr., rrprir an2 functionally test tile following cylinder: 1,. .UP~ODI ~ L O U I R I Y C M T S  
2 *,c 7 '  ,> **<,."*tn 
-i V - 3 0 2 7 4  
7 C C . V . C I I V I I Y  I 
GSE 
I i-30270 
, \ l 'uj l  ',AFtrr A N D  l2i:PAll< 0 1  l'l>l'l\l I' A r T l h C  I ' Y ~ l Q l ~ I T l C  YI Tbl)YR, 
.z;L,,v,,, 
A I ?  75E10091 1 ,  I'trl illll(,\lli i t  S, iNl'. , I ' /h  7091 c.51. 
1 T L I -  C D , C C T  z e r  
- 
$ >  L O C I 7  ON 1 .  C o ~ P L l l l n  F n D C  I U O @ N ' ~ T ~ C I I I O Y  
_, 10 I t .  I C . 7  I,"* 




K f C  OPERATIONS 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG $MEET 
I 7 1 5 1  T ITLE 
WINTENPJJCE AND REPAIR OF NASA P/N 75M05869, LtlN-3,-7,-9,-10 
PAGE OF -2, 
, 
2 KSC TEST UUWBCI 
V-30314 
8 CCCCCTlVITV -11, -12, -13, -24; 75M14522, LBN-3,-13 
CRYCGENIC HAM)LINC BlJTTERFLY VALVE, 8. H. HADLEY, INC. GSE 
. 
b TEST O e J s c r I v c a  
TQ MAINTAIN, REPAIR PN) FLNCTIWULY TEST THE VALVE. 
s TEST DESCIICTIONIEOUIPYL*I STATUSICOMIICURATION # 
TMrS TEST DOES n DOES NOT CONTAIN MAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. I T  I S  CLASSED A STANDW. 
P R I M  TEST O R W I Z A T I C N  I S  E C M I C A L  S Y S T W  LABORATORY. 
TEST PARTS U(E - DISASSEMBLY 
INSPECTICN 
CLEANlNC 
LUBRI CAT1 CN 
REASSEMBLY 
W C T I O N A L  TEST 
PACKAG l ffi 
,. ... . -. 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATlONS CATALOG (SMEET 21 
l TEST TITLE 
MAINTENANCE AM) REPAIR OF NASA P/N 75M05869 LbFV-3,-7,-9,-10, 
PACE 3 0 ~  3 




IS CSI, TC.2 TIYC 
24 HOURS 
-11,-12,-13,-24; 75M14522 LBFV-3, -13 
CRYOGENIC W L I W  BUTTtWLY VHLM, 8. H. ~WLEY, INC. 
I 6  SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
GN2 . 
W E  
SPARE PARTS 
SPECIAL TOOLS AS REQUIRED 
CLEANING EQUIPMENT 
F U N C T I W L  TEST W I P E N T  
ENVIR@UENTAU.Y W f l R o L L E D  AREA 
17. otnca APPLICABLE RLCIIUYCC DOSUYLIITATION 
6-BLCSEV-4008 
I& l T U l  COYTII IUITION 
. .8 . 
J 
I 8  LOCA-IOI4 
VAB l K l l  
I 4  COYPUTLI P l O C  IUOCWTICICATION 
NA 

9 .USC OP €RATIONS 1 2 1 ACOLLO.IATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG LHI~I PACE O F  A
9 7C.T 7 8 1 1  c 2.  RSC TEST NUMOEI  I -- . -- HAISTESANCE hV5 1E?AlR OF VALVE, GASEOUS NITROGEN SYSTEM. CALHEC MAFC co.. rfa c-lea-BA . NASA PIN 75~51352 
I To maintain; r epa i r  and functionally t e s t  the following valve: I I 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) PAGE 2-OF 2
I. TEST T ITLE I RSC TCST UVUOCI  
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF VALVE, GASUlUS NITROGEN SYSTPL. ,, V-30362 
U C  CO.9 PIN C-188-BlS NASA .PIN 75M51352 a. E.. C C Y ~ V S ~ V  
CS E I 
11. LOCATION $4. COUCUTCI *ROC. IYOCNTICIC4TJOY I*. ClT.  TEST TlYL 
VAB 1K 11 N A 26 bours 
I* *UCCOIT nLQUIR.*CNT. 
- T a  - .p, Vendor PN GN2 
GHe 
Spare Pa r t s  
' Special tools  a s  required 
Cleaning requirement 
ST DESCIIPTIOW EOulCWL.7 S V ~ f U S ~ C O Y F I G U I A T I O Y  
" 
Functional t e s t  equipment 
tk1S TEST c, DOES = O O E S  NOT CONTAIN NAXARDOUS OPERAItONI. It ik classed a itandby Enviraamentally controlled area 
L 
Prime t e s t  o r p s i u t i o a  is Mechanical S n t a r  Laboratory 
6- SLGSBV-3516 . 
i 
r i 
9: b REV. [ ! DAZE ! REASON , Cat,o.tw Appvowel KSC AIIP,~.~~ 1 .  
? ' 7 ~ @ * r r r ~ ' d s , r ~ z ,  '$A , 8 o ~ ~ . b ~ l z A T l O k  . trm:i OhTE 
-- 
- &;.>~',r-& . - L  
I "F.,.. :.ntcn BATC 5-8536 wZz . . . _.. . //h>h 7 
, I 2  APPRO AL 0 TE 
LV-MEC-1 I 1 / 6 7  - -. - 
.>< . f.4" . ., 
3 
i ASC OPE?ATIOtiS PACE - OF -?. APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG ( S H E E T  1)  P41.t -I - O F  ? 
APOLLO SATUZN TEST W D  OPiitATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
. 
I 7 C S T  T l l . ~  8 I S C  T I  S 7  NIJUIaI U 
MIXTiS~iCI: ICaO REPAIR OF PLMP. FIXED DISPIACWLiT, V-30369 MATKTENILYCE AND REPAIR OF PUMP, FIXED DISFMCCXl:ST, t 
U).WEBICAL Sl lURISC 6 STAYPIX ID., PIN PlSH300BEYR10-16 ;-
GSE 
To maintain. r e p a i r  and func t iona l ly  temt t h e  fol lowing pumpp' . alb I* S U C P O ~ ~  ~ L O U I ~ C Y C N T S  . ' b ' .  . M u  i xnsn PIN Vendor PIN CN2 . , w a  . . = Clle 4 .  . Spare p a r t e  I ,$SL . c ;, 
i Spec ia l  tool8 a 0  required Cleaning requirement 
L qq 8 . 1 ,  T t , ?  t C I C 1  P I  0. LO., YIIW1 51 .? l l l  'OW.IC"11.1d3" 
, 1 rnrs r r s r  xx DOES , ooc s N O T  e o k r ~ r u  MAXAROOUS OPERIIIONS. It i m  clammed a mtandby 4 .  ' I 
I . t 
* I 
t " ' . I 
,: a " ,  2c * I Prime r e s t  e rpan iza t lon  1s Hechanlcal Symtam Laboratory ,. n 
i 
~ e m c  part. a n  -.Fi~anrmbly I I  OrNlin ACCLICA*L. naILncMCe OOCUICNTAIIO* 
Insprc t lon  
I 
i - 
:Lubr i c a t  ion 6-BUSEV-3529 
I& I T S 1  CO*Tl*UATlO* F u n c t l o n ~ l  Teot 
Packaging D - 'w m 
L _  
4 , , , j a  A 
I 7 
$ Teat Reauircmentm ,% c&. - psa ' " . : ' ~ j  . < , F  8. 81 I 
I .[I . .I1 I " I 
i. . NA, z " . > " 
I 1 E M  J 4 '  " L -  
. 
8 8 2, 
I 3  
C 
t C - .  " . r ,  " -  a 
i . I - a - w  ., . - 1. * " . :  I ' . .  . I 
i I I 1R i t 
- - -  
i 
3 a - A - E  OEASON C-wort.. AWI. KSC ApSd-. * A .  Y 
. c: . -aa  - :- 4.  a - , " a t  1 0  O ~ I U A N I Z A T I O N  9 D A T ~  I' 1 *,- fdZA.: .,,#/. . :--.'- 
r... i d t c ~ l  
-- .- 
MTC 5-8534 I I 
1 1  APPYOVIL O A I C  
2.A. S c w i l i c  ,.V-?it (.- i 
- .  - .. * 
. - .  .., 
- ? *  . 
> -. d 
- - ,  1 
I jJ 1 
I 








ZC SYSTN, REPUBtIC I 
I 
L 
TO nuintain, repair m d  funcrionrlly taut the folloving pnaumatic uyetant 




i 7 ~ 0 5 8 6 8  52CL8193BdAS2 1 
Eavironmentally controlled area 
Test partr rro Disassenbly 
- Inspection 
! 
.s< #c.-"-, ,,. . .. 
- -. .. . - 
---I__ 
6" HORIZOKPAL 
, SERIES 2433 SS 
I 
lo msintairr, repair and functionally teat the following valve: I 
VENDOR P/W 
2433 SS 
rnrs rrra ixgoorr [I] OOEI NOT CONTAIMHAZAIOOUS OPLRA~IONS. It ie e1aee.d a atandby. 
Prtnur test organizetion ie Mechanical Syat- Laboratory. I 








APOLLO/SATURN TLST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG IIHIEET 2) .' 
- - - - - - - - - 
Special toole ae required 
Cleaning requirement 
Functional teat equipment 
Environmental controlled arae . 
i Pciar test organlzatlon 1s Uechanlcal Systems taborntory. I I 
I ' 
- -- 
i KSC CPERATIONS 1 2  PAGE O F  -, APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOCtSHtET 2) . . APOtLO SATUPH TEST b S D  OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET P h . 1  - .' - ? 
............. 
L, 
,* 74s:  T . - L ~  ..&O-UII I l L S 7  T I T L E  ........ 
Ta:::XS?;iE XZ =AIR OF VALVE, CiiECK, HYDUULIC, 3000 PSI - V-30387 Elr\TNTEMZiCE ASD REPAIR OF VALVE, CIII:CR, HYDRI\ULIC. 3000 IpSl V-?,? iS7 .---  I - - I  1 I;YS?AULiC SYSiZ4. RDCQLIC W\rYUPACT6RISG COMilAhY, MODEI. NUMBER ; .**@ c * l v * l *  HYDWiUI.IC SYSTW HEPURI.IC MAXUFACTL'KISG COXPUT, KODCL YUI:IICR "*" '  " " ) 4 5 8 - 3 2 ~ ~ .  SASA PIX 7SH09007 CSE 458-32SS. SASA PIN 7SN09007 : CSE 
( 2  LOCLIION !*a s o r r u v c m  mmoc ~ * o r ~ ~ * r ~ c a v t n r r  .. I., 1 8 . 1  7 .,& VAB 1K 11 KA 
' 24 1hiurs 
1 To maintain, re?,alr and functionally teat the following valve: I*  L U W ~ O R T  ICQUIICYCMTS r 
CN2 I 
1 
WSA PIS V E ~ W R  PIN Clle I e 
75nr)9007 458-32SS Spare Parts 1 
! Test Parts are - Dlu;~nqcnhly 
inspvrt Ion 
t / 1 .  . cl*..ll~lll~ 
. 
L&ricrtlon 
Pe&s~1111l 1 y 1.1 Punc t lorn1 1 Test Packaging 
j 
I ) S  -as7 ~ L S C I I W T I ~ M  I G u I W L b I  S74 :u I  ~ .O*V IGU~AI IOM 
i TWIS resr ,--OES . -, DOES ~ O T  CO(ITAJH HAXAIDOUS OPERATIONS. I C  i a  classed a' standby. 
Special tools as required 
Cleaning requirement 
Functional teat equipment - 
Environmental controlled area ! 
i 
I 
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: Cemtmctor Arp..rel I I % C  At.r.- A 
O l r . I * + l r  
r ' BATC 5-.;. Y. 
1 1  OIC.",,. ,.t,* 
' i 
- r e  , , LV-~EC-1 ! " " '  r f ,  
B. D I T C  i 
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. i -  , 
To smintain, repair and functionally test the following valve: I 
N a A  P/W VENDOR P/N I 
75M05867 PNV-3 Model 816 
75M14888 FNV-3 
I TEST O ~ S C L I C L T ~ O *  r Q u + * U S M T  % t r  rus  cowra6unrr8o* 
d 
THIS TEST DOES i - ; DOES N O T  CONrAtW MAZARDOUS OPERATIOWS. It 1, a standby I 
P r h e  test crg~nization is ~echrnfcs2 Sytatamaa Laboratory. I 








I H A I N T E ~ C E  AND REPAIR OF VALVE>/~"WANUAZ NEEDLE, RP-1 
SYSTEM DRAGON ENCINFERINC M)., MODEL 816 I ~ F I I E T <  
NASA PIN 75M-5867 FNV-8 75M14888 FNV-3 AS RE 




Special tools as required 
Cleaning requirement 
Functional test equipment 
Environmentally controlled ares 
To maintain, repair,and functionally t e s t  the following pump: 
NASA P/N VENDOR PIN 
75M05869 LPM- 6 : 1E-2779 
TnlS TEST B O O E S  0 DOES HOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. It is classed a standby. 
Prime t e s t  organrzation i s  Pfechanical Systems Laboratory. 











Special Tools a s  required 
Cleaning acquirement 
Functional Teat equipment 
Environmental controlled area 
w ., 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERAmONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) i PA;~-~-OFL 
/. f,' l . . ,  el . , I . , . .  I TEST TITLE I ~ - j ) : 4 ) 2  HAIWTENAKCE &ID REPAIR OF VALVE, CIILCK, 112 IVCli, I L Y P S Z C T ~ V ~ T I  4 VACCO VALVE COWANY, PIS CVT-3P-463P 
NASA PIN 75M05752 HCV-12 ! CC.. 
I*  L O C A T I O N  1). C O Y P U T E ~  P R O C  ~ H O S Y T I C I C I T ~ O N  1). L I T  T L S T  T ~ M E  
VAR l K l l  
1 T H , S  I ~ ; T  JJDCES 3 DOES NOT C O N ~ A I N H A Z A R D O U S  OPERATIONS. I t  1s classed a e t a n d b y .  i I I 
! 2: j,*,1rs N A 
I 
/ To I ; ; l rn~a in ,  +r;jair dnd functlonnlly test tile folloving check valve: ! 
I 
I XAsA P/rl VXKDOR PIN j 
75M05752 IICV-12 CVT-3P-463P 
i I 
I 
mi-On E ~ ~ I P Y E ~ T  I T A T U S C O H F I G U R A T I O *  1 
I ?riw test organizat~on is >iechnnical Systems Laboratory. I 
1 Tesr, Parcv are - ULsassenibly 
I III\,>LLL LO111 Cl< .Ill I I>,: Zuorication r s r~..~l)ly 
, tii~cc~on.kl Test t 
I Yackaglng 




Special tools as required 
Cleaning requirement 
Functional Zest equipment 
Environmental controlled area 
Spare Parts 
Special toole as required 
Cleaning requirement 
Functional test equipment 
Environmental controlled area 
?;*ye EeS: organltatron is Mechanical Systems Laboratory. I I 
j a r :$  are - Dlsasser,bly 
I n > p c ~ t l o n  




I 'UC&,J& Lng 
! 
1 ,  
6 - ~ ~ G S W - 3 7 9 4  
I 8  ITCU CONTINUATION 
8 f7 
- .. -- - d - 
- .  
. ..- - I . 
-. 
< 
* / . , \ 9 .  : a <  d - 4  ,?- - "  
KSC OPeRATiONS 4. I . . 9  . - :. APOLLWUTURH TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET PAaE 1 0 ~ 2 -  '1, .,MI +.-' . :..* . 
- Y?, , .i 
,+ 8 .  rrrr r l r rc  . 1. R#C t U T  NUUbSI 
, . 8 .  . A 
+I' I 
r ~ ~ ; c E !  AI;D REPAIR OF VALVE, PNEUKUIC m m ,  v-38410 . I ,  \. 8 
- A 'WO WAY XETeSJRItX; 60000 PSI, )UROTrA VALVE COP.POMTION, a. C~~CC.IUITV , 
' 





Padugiag . . 
-it* 
Phase KA 
- - Test Rcauirements 
* I 
RA I I 
4. T U T  OOALCTAVU 
TO olalncrln, repair, a d  Zuncclonally test the followiq valva* 
NASA P/H _ VENDOR PIN 
7 M l 2 7 2  227934, MDEL SPV29M 
I 
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.. 
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Prine test organization is Uecbadml Systar Laboratory. . 
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#OLLO/UTUUN TEST *ND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET . la r s c  rcrr *crecm 
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SASA P/Y VENDOR P/N 
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF REGULATOR,.PRESSUBE, NASA PIN 
V-30438 
75MS1364, 75M5 1383, 75M058719PIW-I 
t c*.'e.lrl.. 
GSE 
la 24 SIT. Hours TEST TIYC 
1 L S U P P O R T R E Q U I I E Y L N T I  
1 1  Et S w r e  P a r t s  
752151383 SERIES 26-1000 . ~ i e c i a l  Cleaning Tools Equipment as required 
Functional Tes t  Equipment 
Environmentally Controlled Area 
r n r s  TEST zx DOES G DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. It is elpsacd a .tandby I I 
Prime rest organization in l4echaia.l Syrtemcl Laboratory 
T r r  P a r t s  are: Disasseably 
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SPECIAL TOOLS AS REQUIRED 
CLEANING EQUlPMWT 
FUNCTIOML TEST EQUIPEm 
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i TO WIhTAIN,  -AIR PND F U N C T I W L L Y  TEST THE ACCUMULATORt I 
I KSC OPERATIONS 
APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
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P R l E  TEST MGbNIZATlON I S  M E C W I C A L  SYSTEMS LABORATORY. 
TEST  O ~ J L C - I V E S  





N N C T l W L  TEST 
PAWAG I ffi 






SPECIAL TOOLS AS REQUIRED 
CLEAN I ffi EQUIPMENT 
FUNCTIONAL TEST EQUIPMENT 
U r N I R O W 3 l A L L Y  CONTROLLEO AREA 
4 7 8  
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 1)  PAGE L O ?  -2-.-
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1 4 I. TEST T I T L E  WINTENNICE AND REPAIR OF NASA P/N 75M08814-1, -2 ~ W C L I C  ACCUMULPTGR, SERVICE AW SYSTEM PMERICAN BGSCI? ARM4 CGRPORPTION P / h  EHS41-414, -415 
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KSC OPERATIONS [ 1 .  ;pOLLO/SAIUPN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
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14. C W P U T C I  P IOC.  INOCNTlFlOATlON 
NA 4. TEST O#JECTIVLS 
. . .  
TO PROVIDE A m O T @ f  =a TO IDENTIFY, INST=, CHEQ(OUT AND morn 
'.; Ly .;,. <: 
WSED TEST JLXPERS AND S M m A T O B  FOR lllT U-CM. W E B J ~  SUPPORT ,- . $? C 




. . .  , 
'I. TEST O C I C l l P T l O * I E O U l ~ E ~ 7  I~ATUIICOMCIGURATIOM 
. I 
- ,  
rnls TEST a DOES W E S  NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIPUS. ,". ' 
..I- 
B , 
. . .  
a .  
TRIS PROCEDURE mu:  
A- I D m F ' f  POSED TEET JWWS AS FUSE SIZE, PATm RACKS AND 
JAQCIPZIJ REQ-TS. INSTALL AND CIIECK FOR C O N T m I n  AND 
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. ,; . ".,7Ls1. :.-UX. ...bciFr. ; A ,  - -  ... .-.' ' , i..P ' 
KSC ApPnwI . . ... y.,- -;, a REASON a 
A .  . ,. ,:'.?<"* . *.ORGANIZATION , 9. DATE *.;, ,:,.-.. .,: .*:=.-~Ik#I.~3:Y+;, 4  
. . 
.. . . . i..:. ;. L.. s . .:.'+: , i.- ""  :. ; z-. , ; I, .. I. 
. . I  . 
' % '  ,. - $.+. 
. ,;*r, 
. '  0 ,  . . , , . a  ,.,i , . .  
. ," . . .  
12. APPROVAL OATE , I ! .  . .  . ' . , .  : ' I - .  ' , - 
. L  
. . a :  
... 
,* *.: , . , 7% ' :. ' I ' 8 -  1. * . , 8 8 
LV-GDC-24 . . ,  , .i 
8 . .. u 
...... 
, . 
' , . - .  
, . .  
. . .  
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... , . a .  3 " ' 8 %  
, . 
. . - .  . , - . . .  . . 
- 'w - --,% -$ n f .  ; .- i; 6 . ' . .  
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.. . . ' .  . 8 ,' . . . . . ' j  ,. . . 
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I 1  
, ' , . I .  4 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I .  . I . !  , 
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: .  ,... 0'; 
' I  ' I .  . . .  5 
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. . 
e 
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I I % . .  
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': 
Catroclor  Approml 
' J  1 KSC OP ERATIONS 1 APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
. ( i 1 3  sirs:. rsr AND LSE ELECTRICAL PREPARATIONS AND ' V - 3 1  
! F jS- TEST C P E R k T I O i i S  FOR BACKUP GUIDANCE S I M U L A T I O N '  r . c ~ - e c ~ ~ ~ ?  i F L I G H T  T E S T  ANY F R T  2 0 6  & S u b s  
< i' -::* 2 5 . F - -  ,<a 
4 T C  ZOI:FICURE T k E  S I B  STAGE, ESE. L S E  E L E C T R I C A L  AND PERFORW POST 
1 T E S T  P ? t ? A i I G f i S  I N  SUPFORT OF BACKUP GUIDANCE S I M U L A T I O N  F L I G H T  1 TEST i,,;9 F L I S t r T  R E A D I l l E S S  TES-T. 
! 
i 
I.--.-:I >( .,., 7-20.. L:. .*YI. . -  S T A ' U $  50UFIG"X1TIO* I - -  
, , / rr!S 7EST DC5S -i- DOES NOT CONTAIN XAIARDOYS OPERATfONS. 
1 S e c t i o n  A - T e s t  R e q u i r e m e n t s  
I 
I S e c t i o n  3 - P r e p a r 3 t i o n s  
I j P r e p a r e s  t h e  S I B  S t a g e .  ESE, a n d  L S E  E l e c t r i c a l  f o r  BUGS a n d  FRT.  
1 S e c t i o n  t - S e c u r i n g  
. - I 
P e r f o r m s  t h o s e  s t e p s  n e c e s s a r y  f o r  s e c u r i n g  t h e  S I B  S t a g e ,  ESE, 
a n d  L S i  E l e c t r i c a l  f r o m  FRT. , 
5 - 5 - 7 3 ' ~ h a n ~ e s  TCP F o r m a t  
6 9rv. : * * T E  REASON cent.octw hp~revo l  I K S C  ~ r o r o r a l  I 
I CIIGANIZITION 9 D I T E  
CCSU 9 - 2 2 - 7 2  
APOLLO SATURN TEST AND OPERAT:ONS CATALOG(SHEET 2) P A S E - ~ O F ~  
' 
I TEST TITLE I - L C  7CSI *d..Y.CI 
S I B  STAGE, ESE, AND L S E  E L E C T R I C A L  PREPARATIONS AND 
..,, cr.',;:J:3 POST T E S T  OPERATIONS FOR BACKUP GUIDANCE S I M U L A T I O N  
. 206 Subs 
, F L I G H T  T E S T  AND COUPYICR FRT.  LRQC. I Y D 8 N ? I F I C I T ! O N  t9 CST -=ST ( 3  L O C I T l O N  
L C - 3 9  I N / A  4 D a v s  
I4 SUPP09T REOU1REYLNTS 
S k y l a b  KPRD 2 0 0 0 2  - 
S k y l a b  KPRO 2 1 0 0 6  - 3, - 
II 
17 OTMER APPLICABLE REFEREnCE OMUYCNTATION 
V - L O 1 2 0  - SV F l i g h t  R e a d i n e s s  T e s t  
V - 2 0 1 1 9  - L V  B a c k u p  G u i d a n c e  S f m u l a t i o n  Fllght T e s t  
I 8  ITEY COWTIYUATION 
I 
I 
_ _ _ - -  _I _-. _-  .--...- - ----I 
(-:-LS IA7'?F'1 7251 AND OPERATIOIiS CAThLOGtSHCET 2) ( p h r j E - L o ~ - i L  
. --,T - - = I,-r 1 1  5 1  HuwuLn 




KSC OPBRATI0:IS PAGE LOP 2 I 
APOLLO/SANPt TEST N!D OTEP.Ail3!!S CATALOG SlEET : 
I TEST T ITLE 12. I OC TCST NLn*?lCR 
V-33037 - 1 
CERTIFICATION OF S-IB IIYDRAULIC SERVICER I C T r r C T I V I T V  306 f: Subs 
b T C l T  OOJCCTIVES 
.' .. .- ,> - 
TO WRIFY THAT THE S-I8 HYDRAU~~C SERVLCER IS FUKCTiOKALLY 
I 
OP3RATIVE PEIOR TO ITS USE IN PLIGHT 
1. 
1 
CHCCICOUT. . , 
5 TEST DBiCnlPT1?N/EaUIPIIENT STATUSfCONFlGURATlOtl ! 
THIS TEST a DOES a OOES NOT CONTAIN MAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 
1. Tlie unit i s  visually inspected for any physical damage or major hydraulic 
leaks. ,=;b!..& 
2. The onit is activated m.d the test actuators are stro!:cd, 'usinz thc portable 
I 
i 




CO?.TFTGURATION: LABORATORY TEST. 
' F .  
.. . 
I 
A b-28-72 EKcctivity Chan~e per TI-2-17, Rev. F - 
6. V V .  ! PASC PCASUY I Cr-$.-rt., bw-a~ol  ( USC AFP 
9. DATE 
CCSD / U -  y- 7 1  
12. APPROVAL DATE 
I 9 
APOLLO SATURN TEST  AND OPERATIONS CATALOG lSHEET 2) ' D A L F  2- @s ---- 
I 7 L l .  7lT.S : .*: - c . -  .. "*L" 
y-:::32 
-  - -. S-IU FLIGHT CONTROL PRE-OPER4TIONALD , L x , L : -  . .. 
AND SECURING PROCEDURE * 206; -c: 
C O U l r y l L "  " .5C  *5...TlVti.T *.I , . I  LIT - c . -  - "L 
N/A u 1.0 Hour - 
I* l < + D O 0 9 T  I l tQu#LIEYL*-$ 
I . : ,  P.IF?k S-!U FLIGHT CONTR3 L HYDRAULIC & RECORDIKG SYSTEM (S) 
.FO? OPEit4TION. 1. Ground power 
2. S-IB Stage Power 
3. LCC Measuring 
4. DDAS 
5. RCA-11OA 
6 .  S-IB Vehicle Mechanical 
:LSX:-'E S - 1 2  FLIGHT COSTROL HYDRAULIC AXD RECORDER SYSTEM (S). I 
-_  . - r . *  A - i  
. - -  -, . X 3SE: h D T  CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. I 
1. ' ; . : - I .  .-.5,, ctton of hydraulic actuators and associated hardware. I 
2. ?r?:~zri  h:.draulic System(s) for operation. 
$ 7  OTWER APPLICABLE REFCWEUCE OOCUYENTATlOW 1 
I 2 .  5rab1;lze the  Flight ~ o n t ' r o l  recorders ,  calibrate, s e t  sensitivity and 
s;eed. NONE 
I 4  tTEY COYTIYUATIOY 
4. Prs:iare display and control console for  hydraulic sys tem (s) control and 
". ,. .. 
.. ,... :nring. 
5 .  Secure hgdrauhc sys tem (s) actuators,  flight control  recorders ,  and 
displz:: and control console. 
CG::f IGCPu4TIO?; Vehicle in  vert ical  position. 
4 
TEST REQUIREMENTS: 
MSFC - N/A 
1 .  Z ?  , 
I 
I V - j 3 ? 3 Q  4 I I , 
! 
i 
<.<J i I:'.:> GI, EL:. LLt TESTS ARE COLIPLETE. I 3. IU Power 






7 ,  ; .f ;- I 
1.  '. t! I? .z' IL:. '_ ;BL:.I'G AXD CONNECTIOSS TO INDIIAULIC ACTUATORS 
I 
I 
J . - - .  
1 
i 
K% OPERATIONS PAGE -LOF iL- APOCLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) 
APOLLO.'UTURN TEST M D  OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
I TUT TITLE a usc TEST NUUOCI V-33053 V-33053 . .  S-IC STAGE ACTUATOR LOCKS RBMOVAL AM) INSTALLATION l a  c * ' C C -  vl ' *  
1 S-IC STAGE ACTUATOR LOCRS REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION I S L ~ C c C r I v I T *  503 and Subs ! and IS  LOCATION 11  COUPUTEl P lOC.  INDKLITIFICATION I S  C I T  l C S 7  l . U L  , 
~VAB, Pad NA I 4 hour6 
I 6  SUPPORT REOUIREUCNTI @ To perform lock. r-al o r  i n s t a l l a t i on  of the S-IC Stage Actuator Locks using I I 1 1  
manual methods a " i 
I 








I TLST OESCIIPTIOY EQUICICYT STATUS'CONI1GURATION 
THIS TEST CJ DOES WES NOT CONTA~N HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 1t is classed a subtask. 
Prime t e a t  orgaaizatioP is S-IC Stage. ' I ? - ~  n - -  
8 
Instructions s h a l l  be prwided f o r  r-a1 and ins ta l la t ion  of S-It stage 
servoactuator locks using manual e n ~ i n e  actuators o r  manparer. Pmvisionap . 
sha l l  be made fo r  pe r foa ing  locks in s t a l l a t i on  o r  removal with thermal 
insulation boota d b e l l w s  ins ta l led  o r  not installed.  1 "  ,, 
I 
. . 
Test Re~u i r a Ien t s  
MSFC: NA 
+ .  
. . 
' A  I -, , ' # >  
% I  ," 4' . 
I - 'I I, 
L 
, I "  
. , 
8 7 8 ,  , 
' L '  . ,  --. . 
. 8 , .  
." 
, :, 
2 z I : , I '  
, I '  .\ 8 - 
8 - 
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I 1 1 ' "  I i 
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1 .  .--- , _ I  CY. -  -. -== .-.-. ,;:; ~ . . .  
I 
, . ,  
, . -,,*. ~ - - 
. . . ,.. .. .," .. 
8 < - 8 .  - . . -  - , 
'L -.-..- - --.r;-E-m 
. -  . - .  
. .  . 
- 
.- ,, -,*'.; ,:: , , , b,.>:& .7,. I. -. - ,." *,. - 8 .  . ', ' ,.;.-. - <,. ' .. L .  I , " -  - .. -- F#,J,lr.rt: . . - - , , I ; ! :  . 8  . #  . ' :  . ;'.,!. . .- , ,q'.!.'. ,. : . .. . -  . . . ,  . I . . .* , , , _ _  . ..... - 
. - 0 '  . 8 L.. -p - .  , . 1 .  ?,I . . i : I .: '-' . - . . 
KSC OPERATIONS 
APJLLO'S*NZN T E S T  M D  OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET 
E 2 2. 
l : .  :=r i.=C a. I.C T O 7  .I- 
v-30030 / m.-.'L':X *W PSWU, Lm TAU SP, mY-4B SDQ a. L.VSCII..~ 
As Reqaircd I 
-- 
-.,. .. ,-- *_ 
..,: L.UA. L: XiIS F a  IS .ID INSURE 'IIUT 'WE L Q  TAM( S W  AND Am-MRIM 
: szczx .AS~S-Y xr:\Lwnav ALWOR RWVAL IS AUX]MPLISHED IN THE P D ~  SJEXE 
2.2 LSL: S T d X Z D  CEKU 03NDITIGS. I 
.*. 7 ~ 3 -  :~s+i.>+.J& SCylLISmT STATUSICONIICUIATION 
; TIST' :c:s = DOES NOT CONTAIN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONSS . 
5?2ZI?IS Z-E ? 3 a X  .ID SE USED TO 1.- AVD/oR RMOVE 
7.111: 533 X I  5:-L5 &\TI-VDRIEX OXIDIZER SCREEN AXD DIFFUSER B L Y .  PWaELHe 
. -.----- 
, ;-.& LiC sYasl.3 aEX\WB IS m h m .  
, -.- - -_.--.  
.:.a ~.-..AS >LAY BE XCCWLISIED IN EX= THE VAB LOIV BAY, VAB HlOi BAY. CA AT 
--= . ..y-: ,a. 
. -.- -lr c.. .- 
I -- -.-- \ ..,. 1- 
, -.; s..c .,. -- IS EIZ& THE V E K ~ I C A ~  OR xnuzmm POSIRCN. IJX AN) ~ ~ f t  
-. --- 
.,\u ?X 3Z iZ\?EJ .ID .QlBm. X-RW FORTIIN MIST BE WIM 
.?a5xTxQ\' AFIER F r n  EmxXoN. 
i 
I,. OT4ER APPLICABLE REFLIENCE OOCUUENTAT10* - - . . - - - . .- . , 
MC DWfLYG I357687 \ -- -.J 
IWC DRUiZYG 1962406. _ _ _  I ____ ---.-- . 
i '  I 1 TCST TlTLE KSC OPERATIONS *POLLO/UTURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET PAGE LOF 2 I ,  XSC TEST NUMBER v-zhnhG APOLLO/UTURN TEST AND OPERATIONS C*tALOC(SWEEI 2) PAGE LOF -A I. T U T  TITLE 1. K K  1-1 NUYBPR V-34045 
IU LIGHT cawmm INSTALLATI& c R ~ V A L  
1. LOCATION 11. C0WPUT.R PROC. INDLI(TlFICA~OY U. EST. TEST TIMK 
I 
~ 
TO I~sTAL'L-OR REMOVE COMPONENTS I N  THE INSTRlMENT UNIT. 
LC 39A. B, C I N/A I 
1'. SUPPORT REOUlREYENTS 
INTERSTAGE REQUIREMENTS: NM . 
OFF-c(mpLW SUPPORT: 
ON-COMPLEX SUPWRT: 
I U  VEHICLE ELECTRICAL M7WORKS 
LIGHT CCMPONENTS ARE W CARRIED INTO THE I U  (USING HARMSS OR 
Ti?A'SWRTER BAL;) POSITIMD, AN) MWNTIf f i  IC9ROWARE I S  INSTALLED AN) TORQVOD. 
REPOVAL I S  ACCOMPLISHED BY R E M R S I S  PROCEDURE FOR INSTALLIS. 
17. O T N U  U r L K 1 D L C  I C C U C * C C  W t U U Z I I I A l I O N  
10222501 (SAT V) 7921601 
7916404 
10222204 (SAT IB) 
1D. ITEM CONTIWUATIOW rn I I- m ' m T  p ' - 7  




' \ '  
M T  R E Q u I R m  1 ' 1  8 
206 AN) 5- 512AM)SUBS 7 ' 
MSFC: 7916404 MSFC: 7921601 
0.3.3.1.1 0.3.3.1.1 
S/W. 3. HUNT IBM - 906 " I OCTOBER 2, 1967 . . 
"1 I- 10 HAS6 r S c  APPROVAL 111. ORGANIZATION - 1 l l .  APPROVAL OAlL 
- .  
S/ P. W. S W I D  JD-25 OCTOBER 6, 1967 
-se I w u  ra SIB ar 616 ' ._ .. I . " . . . ' >  7 
_ . _  . .__ _.. .._._ ---- 
I..-'' ' ' ' p 
AFOI I o $ATIIPN r n r  ANI, c11.1 ISATION\  t ~ I A L  ~u l s ~ ~ ~ ~  I :I ; ~ . a . . ~ _ - _ . . t  - IW ru j: -3: -c,7 ' . " e C 4  
, \'-:.:.s 
!U ACCESS WOR IWTALLATION E R W V A L  .--..-.- 1, . . C l i - . .  - r  
1 
' : , 5 - 3 5  s s.55 
, . .. :.,, - ..L -... . 
,.,SO* ,.,.I E*P","'. ' . . .L.lrllli.. .. ! 2 E X  - ! $3 j - 





. ,  ; 0.3.3.2.1.1 
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. . .  
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! I -..r . 5 3 3 , \ 3  P Y 3 9 A C L I C  SERVICER,  SUPPLY,  AND RETURN F L E X  HOSES ARE CHECKED 
,.-* 
, ; _E;<;:E F U I i C T i O t t A L  O P E R A T I O N  OF COMPONENTS, CONNECT iONS AND 
' -1'bES. H Y 3 1 A L l L I C  F L U 1 0  1 S . C I R C U L A T E D  THROUGH A L L  T H E  H Y D R A U L I C  S E R V I C E R  
, - -  / : a A '  SYSTE!'i V A L V E S  AXD F I L T E R S  T O  PURGE AND C L E A N  THE SYSTEM. A T  COM- 
8 -LET::'; O C  THE PYRGE, F L U I D  SAMPLES ARE O B T A I N E D  AND ANALYZED TO ENSURE 
T E S T  REQUIREMENTS 
MSFC:  N /A  
L 
K X  OPERATIONS 
APOLLO'SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET PAGE OF 2 
-5, -  - -,= I L I C  TCST N U I I S K I  
V-36038 
. -- 
i - j'.f~*'>TlC LOIQOLE SET UP r L I ~ E C T ~ Y I T ~  
AS-209 6 SUBS 
-=I' C K i E C 7 ' r i S  
-. ----. 
- -::; -=.IZC T H E  P:EU?'ATl C COI;SOLE FOR VANUAL OPERATIOhS, ST-124 GN2 PURGE, 
.- 
- . . -- ----- ,.,.. E REWdTOR SET UP (POWER ON), SETUP FOR REmlTE OPERATION, AND 
-; t I 3 ~ q E  THE ?!EUI4lTIC CONSOLE AFTER W L  OR REKlTE OPERATIONS. 
. -. 
?i -ES- ZC5E9 D-ICN EOJIDYENT S T A T 0 1  CONFISURATION 
71115 TEST -7 DOES 3 DOES NOT CONTAIN MAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. I I 
'< ?+.E;L%ITIC CONSOLE I S  PRESSURIZED MPSJUALLY TO PROVIDE P N E W T I C  CONSOLE 
S,-=\?T. 
? 
S f Z ~ Q l i l ;  !S A C C ~ M L I C , M D  BY V E N T I S  GN2 FROM COEIMLE. I tl. 




- , ' i l / ; v l  QE'JISED BLOCKS 3 E 1 7  
: 1-17/72 IPEVISED BLOCIS 3, 5, 13 A!D 16 
I 
I E  13-5-71 (WGE PREELX FROY "I!J" TO "V" 8 BLOCK 15 
-,-- A / I > '  C:';I.G5 TO TEST OWECTIMS, BLOCK 4 
>7/ 51% CPA:GE FRW4 t-AWRfiOUS TO MN-~~UL\RDOVS I - : 7 ' T - I C Y R I O T Y S  
. , I . .  I 
. - .-!2-/2 i TO CW::C-E BLOCKS 4 %D 5 /J. H. W E N  S/P.W. SW"II> 
c 5 e .  C I T E  : REASON I ~entrocter *optorel I KSC ~pptowl  
9 D A T E  - :s . - z : : - - , *  S~*?=,,.L 1. 0.C.CI.ATIO" 
Z! &-I., +!.SEt. IW.1 - M71 OCTOBER 4, 1967 . 2 1  
- 5 1 ) ~  .5: . Y O L O I I L  11 OWCANIZATION $ 2  APPROVAL DATE 
OCTOBER-9, 1967 - 44 S. ? t > L  S;riS*1D 
.,I: .S." 2 L . l .  I .*. 
I P ~ z E 2 0 i i  
APOLLO SATURN TEST A N D  OPERATIONS CATALOGISHEET 2) ! 
P ..5 YES-  Y-"SC. 5 
' \'-56035 i l1 l i~~~~~iT lc  CoPE/JL~ SFT u p  ., r.scc. ,u-LJ!l .6Tv s s s  1 1 
,,, e 1,. eoUl . l ~ ~ ~  t.t.i)c , ~ ~ l r * ' a ) . ! : L f l n N  
LC 39 1 N/A 
16 SUPPORT REOUIREMENTS ! f 
I INTERSTAGE: N/A 
1 OFF COMPLEX: N/A ON COMPLEX:. IBM QA 
RD 4290 




I ISM MECHANICAL 
i .  
D 
\ , I  5 
. R 
1U IIMRILTCAI. HOUSING INSTALLATION AND REMOV 
- XX COES aOT CON*T~~M.HA?ARDO~IT OPER4TlOHS. This TEST --: GO'" 
'T)fIS CPEPATlCt l  IS DIVIDED I14TO T\JO PaRTS. 
TEST REOUIREMENTS: ' 
KSC OPERATIONS 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG SHEET PAGE &OF 2- 
(2. I I C  1 C I T  I IUMOSI 
UPPER PROTECTIVE RING, GUIDE P I N  BRACKET, AND I U  
PROTECT 1 VE COVER INSTALLATI  ON AND REMOVAL. 
4 TEST OSJECTIVES +, 
.% 
TO INSTALL AND REMOVE THE I U  UPPER PROTECTION RING, G l l lDE P I N  p BRACKETS, AND TriE PROTECTIVE COVER. d !  
/ TWrS TESr DOES COES NOT CONTAlN HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS. 1 .;#$ 
THIS PROCEDURE CONSISTS OF THREE PARTS. 
PART I: UPPER PROTECTIVE RING INSTALLATION OR REMOVAL. 
1. INSTALLATION: 
THE TRANSPORTER AND UPPER PROTECTIVE RING ARE TRANSPORTED 
TO THE HOISTING AREA. THE HOISTING TOOL I S  ATTACHED TO 
THE UPPER PROTECTIVE RING AND HOISTED TO THE IU.  THE 
UPPER PROTECTIVE RING I S  MATED TO THE I U .  
2. REMOVAL: 
THE TRANSPORTER I S  MOVED TO THE HOISTING AREA. THE 
HOISTING TOOL I S  ATTACHED TO THE UPPER PROTECTIVE RING. 
' TtiE UPPER PROTECTIVE RING I S  DEMATED FROM THE I U  AND 
SECURED TO THE TRANSPORTER. 
PART 11 :  GUIDE P I N  BRACKETS INSTALLATION OR REMOVAL. * 
PART I I 1 : I U  PROTECTIVE COVER INSTALLATlON OR REMOVAL. 
1. INSTALLATION: 
THE PROTECTIVE COVER I S  L I F T E D  FROM THE l 5 T H  FLOOR 
STORAGE PLATFORM, POSITIONED AND ATTACHED TO THE JU. 
2. REMOVAL: 
THE PROTECTIVE COVER I S  REMOVED FROM THE I U  AND PLACED 
ON THE 15TH FLOOR STORAGE PLATFORM. . 
APOLLO/SATURN TEST AND OPERATIONS CATALOG (SHEET 2) PAGE O F  2 -2 
1. TEST TITLE I S C  7 6.T " V U O I D  
UPPER PROTECTIVE RING, GUIDE P I N  BRACKETS, AND XU V-36048 
. ..-. --...- -v.-,. - . . w , - - ~ - - a - n ~  --.- , . - ~ S W . - - .  a - - - - - .~- - -5L-206 6 SUBS 1 AND AS-206 5 SUBS 
Its rs r  rrsr ?,LC 
I NTERSTAGE : S- IVB MECHANICAL 
OFF- COMPLEX : SUPPaRT CONTRACTOR SHOPS 





7 5 0 1  75 TON CRANE 
IBM MECHANICAL ' 
I ?  OTHER APPLICAOLE (IEFCRLNCL DOCWENTATION 
4 
HT-312-13000 TM-SE700068 E 
K-V-053 
MGSE-D-604 I 
la. ITEM CONTINUATION I 
i 
BLOW 6 d N I S I O N  HISTORY (CWTIMHD FROM PAGE 1) I 
REV. WTE REASON C W .  APPRVL. 'YSC APPRVL .i 
4/7/72 jREVlSED BCKS 3, 5, AN) 16 
CONFlGURATION: 1 U ERECTED ON S-LVB. $ ., 
TEST REOUI REMENTS 
PHASE. 11 MSFC: N / A  
I, SfE REV. LEVEL H1STOP.Y 1N BLOCK 18 CONTIN. 
h . , i 19-16-8  COMPLETE REYISION TO COMBINE TES 
; 6 REV DATE ! REASON 
7 7 CONTRACTOR APPROVAL 8 ORGANIZATION 
< /  W . B .  HUNT IBM K 7 3  2 8  SEPTEMBER 1967 
a .- 
II ORGANIZATION . IZ ~ P P R O V A L  DATE ? 10 NASA.KSC APPROVAL 
JD-25 10-2-67 i t S /  PAUL W .  SCHNID 
. . *. 
' nmc F0.U 1C13a *7*.71 
i . .  .. - - - . .  , -7 7- - -  ,--. . . .. -. f -- ,-7- m:? - ., -*r--Wr -7"- 7-.-,= -3. . ... " 
1. ,*. , .a. /# .  . 
- I .. 
. . *r< 
- 
' . '  
+.. 
. i  MIL ,r (I& 8.4 * .a * . .&~.~:,rt . .@:P 








1. Access to  Unit 13 
2. Access to M. L. Distributor 9020 
... -. ---- 
p r r i r  I t  ) r  1 1 ~ 1 1  ' x I I I l l N T A l N  J I A  ~ A f t t l l > t l ~  01°1 l ~ A l l O N 5  
: 1 T ~ ~ P F * I  I C A ~ L I  t+r 1 L j<Lwe.  r i o ~ ~ t u L N r A T l O N  
PcM/I>T>AS and R F  output from the Lelenletry systems. After SIB Stage powe I Skylab II, III, IV RF & 'I'M Cables, Drawings No. LV-INS- 12-2 
;il)l)lic.;il~ora, 1-~\c(spli011 o f  1 1 1 ~  600 KIIZ DDAS sig11;kl is v ~ r i f i ( ~ d  ;~1 tho TCE. TM System Functional Drawing 77K09178 
- .. -. - 
+ t 1 1  U 5 Il14lIt118111+IN After con~l)letion of i l ~ c  swing arnl test, the RF/TM OAT cable is removed a 
Airborne systrnls confibwratio~~ is restored. 
The vrl~iclc rnust LK' in VAB High Bay 1. 
TIST I7I?QUTl~r~MF&T~ 
-. 
MSI:~' ;' N/A 
KSC - N/A 
I ,  . 
I.. c~.s*~' ,a , A )  l o f i t !  
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GELZER, J.R. CHRY-16/VAB 15B10 
HAYES, W.W. IBM-922/VAB 2 N l q  
NICHOLS, H. MDAC/VAB 3L4, 
ANDERSON, B.C. ROC-2/VAB 3N9 COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 20740  
BOYETTE, M. BOFM-49/VAB 3N 1 
WEINBERG, D.B. BOFM-35/VAB 2L3  
& EXTRAS = P  8 . 
- - 
. ' Z  --7- - . .*fa--' - - 
'.",I , . . 
.. . 
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
BUCHANAN , D. D. DD 1 SAT-A KEYES 1 
PARSONS, W. DD-SED 1 SAT-C , RAINS 1 
COONCE, J.M. IN-OM0 5 SAT- E BARNES 1 
FIKE, J.W. IN-QAL 1 # ,  . , SAT-SE FERRELL 1 
LIBRARY IS-DOC-1L 2 SAT-IU/GSE GALEY 1 
ARBIC, R.G. LA-PLN-2 1 SAT-S I I / IVB  LAHATTE 1 
KECK,J.E. LO-RRO-1 1 S&E, AERO-P TEAGUE 1 I 
MEDLO'CK , J . R . LV-CAP 1 S&E ASTN-SO SELLS 6 
LEALMAN, R.E. LV-GDC + 1 S&E ASTR-SS JOHNSON - 1 1 ,  ' 
3 CHAMBERS, M LV-GDC-1 1 S&E ASTR-ST GLASS 
3 CHANDLER, W.O. LV-GDC-2 1 ' S&E QUAL-PC COV I NGTON 
S&E SIP-EH VEDANE 1 
' 1': 
WHITESIDE, C.A. LV-GDC-3 1 - I 
HUFFMAN, B. LV-INS-1 1 I * ,  . 3  \ I  s , 
" .  :';P . FITZGERALD, 3.5. LV-INS-2 1 ~ 8 ,  P w . , k. 
. 
I". I ''\ OAHARA, A. CV-OM0 1 G - hb . - MARIANI, T. LV-OM-1  6 r'qmi I 1 HORNE, C.V. LV-QAL 1 
BISHOP, E. TS-NTS-1 I,> . .L. NATIONAL AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
TMRPE, R.C. TS-OSM P . I Y ; L  WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546  
